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PREFACE.

The Eosetta Stone is certainly one of tlie most interest-

ing and important objects in the National Collection of

Egyptian Antiquities preserved in the British Museum,

for from it the correct values of several of the letters of

the Egyptian Alphabet were deduced, and it supplies

many of the fundamental facts upon which the great

superstructure of Egyptian decipherment has been

based. For a hundred years or more the inscriptions

upon it have at intervals, more or less long, formed the

subjects of profound study by numerous investigators,

and as will be seen from the following pages, the

literature of the Rosetta Stone has become very con-

siderable. Now, although so much has been written

about the Rosetta Stone, and although so much has

been known about it for many years past, the interest

in this object was never greater than it is at the present

time, and as a result a demand has arisen for a popular

work on the subject, which shall give all the original
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texts, witli English translations or renderings, and a

statement of such facts as will enable the reader to

estimate its true place in the history of Egyptian

decipherment. Up to the present there has existed no

comprehensive work on the Kosetta Stone, and this

monograph has been prepared for the Series "Books

on Egypt and Chaldaea" in answer to numerous

inquiries.

The Hieroglyphic text of the Eosetta Stone is given

(with additions from the Stele of Damanhur) in hiero-

glyphic type, together with interlinear transliteration

and translation, and a running translation. The

Demotic text will be found in facsimile on the large

plate which has been specially prepared for this work,

and an English rendering, with a transliteration, will

be found in the second volume ; the last I owe to the

courtesy of Prof. J. J. Hess, who permitted me to

excerpt it from his excellent treatise on the Demotic

section of the Rosetta Inscriptions. The Greek text ^

is given, both in " inscription type " and in transcript,

the latter being arranged with a page for page English

translation. At the end of each of these sections will

be found reprints of all the principal translations of

the inscriptions of the Rosetta Stone into English,

French, German, Latin^ etc., which were made between

^ To the authoritative works on the Greek text must be added

Dittenberger's scholarly work, Orientis Graeci Inneriptiones Selectae,

Leipzig, 1903, wliich appeared shortly after this monograph was in

type.
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1802 and 1901; they illustrate tlie history and progress

of Egyptian decipherment, and the reader will find

them useful for purposes of comparison. It is a well-

known fact that the name of Cleopatra in its hiero-

glyphic form played a prominent part in the Egyptian

decipherment, but it is not so well known that it

does not appear on the Kosetta Stone, and that it was

borrowed for purposes of illustration from the obelisk

discovered by Mr. J. W. Bankes at Philae ; therefore, a

chapter on the obelisk, with transcripts and translations

of the Greek and Egyptian texts, has been included in

this work, and the contents of this important monument

are now readily accessible in a complete and handy

form.

The transcripts of the texts and translations given

herein are prefaced by a short account of the methods

followed by Young and Champollion in the work of

decipherment, and this is accompanied by several illus-

trations which have been reproduced from their books.

More than twenty years ago, in a small popular book

on Egypt, I gave a very brief sketch of the history of

Egyptian decipherment, and repeated the opinion of

certain Egyptologists to the eftect that Young's labours

in the matter were " beneath contempt." Soon after

the publication of the book a friend pointed out to me

a mass of facts relating to the matter which had been

collected by John Leitch in his "Life and Works of

Thomas Young," and suggested that I had done Young

an injustice. A perusal of the volumes showed me
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that my friend was riglit, and in the ''Mummy,"

which was published in 1893, I tried to right the

wrong by describing at some length the work which

both Young and Champollion had done, and by proving

that Young was indeed the first to discover the order in

which the hieroglyphics were to be read, and also the

first to assign correct values to several of the alphabetic

characters in the names of Ptolemy and Berenice, some

three or four years before Champollion published the

pamphlet which caused him to be considered, in some

quarters, the veritable discoverer of Egyptiam hiero-

glyphic decipherment. Soon after the appearance of

the " Mummy " my statements were attacked by a

writer who was ostensibly jealous for the reputation of

Champollion, but a further careful revision of Mr. John

Leitch's facts convinced me that my critic could never

have read or considered them, and that I was perfectly

correct in proclaiming Young's priority, both as regards

his discovery and the publication of it in 1818. The

matter has been well and clearly put by Chabas, who

wrote :
—" Young, le premier, fit I'application du principe

"phoiietique Ti la lecture des hic'roglyphes. Cette idee

" fut, dans la rc-aliti', leflat hix de la science" (see p. 67).

Neither assertion nor argument can explain away this

fact, and no amount of inflated verbiage can do more

than obscure it. Everyone admits that Young went

too fast, and that having an insufficient supply of facts

he made many guesses, and in consequence many

mistakes, but there seems to me to be no reason why
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because this was so the credit which is his due shoiikl

be denied to him. Having examined all the evidence

on the subject I am convinced that the principle of

Egyptian decipherment, which was formulated by Young,

and applied with such success by Champollion, w^ould

never have resulted in the translations of long Egyptian

texts but for such labours as those of the late Dr. Birch

and Dr. Lepsius, for Champollion's system was very

far from complete when his lamented death took place.

This, however, is somewhat beside the matter, for the

real point in dispute is whether Young was, or was not,

the first to discover and publish the true principle of

Egyptian decipherment, and to assign true values to a

number of alphabetic hieroglyphics. The facts of the

case are given, with abundant references, in the early

chapters of this monograph, and the reader will be able

to judge for himself concerning the matter.

In the third volume of this work it has been thought

advisable to give the texts, with translations, from the

Stele of Canopus, because the Decree of the priests,

which is inscribed upon it in the Hieroglyphic, Greek,

and Demotic characters, has a great deal in common

with the Decree of the priests of j\remphis which is

inscribed on the Eosetta Stone. The texts on one

monument help to explain those on the other, the

phraseology is in many cases identical, and taken

together the two documents, between the promulgation

of which there is an interval of rather more than forty

years, supply information concerning the relations
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wliich existed between the priests and Ptolemy III. and

Ptolemy V., and the development of sacerdotal power,

which cannot be obtained from any other source. The

two large plates, which have been specially prepared

for the third volume, illustrate the palaeography of the

Stele of Canopus, and the Vocabulary which has been

added will enable the reader to compare the words

common to the two texts.

E. A. Wallis Budge.

London,

Novemher 30th, 1903,
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THE

ROSETTA STONE

CHAPTEE I.

THE DISCOVERY OF THE ROSETTA STONE.

The famous stone iu the British Museum, i which is

now universally known as the " Rosetta Stone," was

discovered at a spot which lies a few miles to the

north of the comparatively modern Arab, or Egyptian,

town of Fasliid, j^j, which Europeans generally call

*' Rosetta." It is said to have been found by a French

Officer of Engineers, whose name is given sometimes as

Boussard and sometimes as Bouchard,- in August, 1799,

whilst he was engaged in digging out the foundations of

a fort which he was ordered to rebuild, and which, when

finished, was well known among those who took part in

the Egyptian wars of the period as "Fort St. Julien."^

This fort is duly marked in the map of Egypt which

^ Southern Egyptian Gallery, Xo. 24.

- He subsequently attained to the rank of " General," and was
alive in 1814.

3 See Major-General Turner's letter printed in the Appendix to

this Chapter.

VOL. I. B



2 THE TOWN OF ROSETTA

was made by the command of Napoleon the Great, and

we see from it that it stood on the left or west bank of

the arm of the Nile which makes its way to the sea vvi

Rosetta, and that it lies opposite Gezirat Al-Khadra,

and that it is about equidistant from Burg Sa'ir in

the north and Gezirat Wilrshi on the south.

The spot where the Stone was found marks the site

of the principal temple of an ancient Egyptian riverside

town, which must have been of considerable importance

even in the Ptolemaic period, and as we know that the

arm of the Nile which flows by Rosetta was that to

which the Greek geographers gave the name "Bolbi-

tinic," and that the city of Bolbitine itself was in the

immediate neighbourhood, there is every reason for

assuming the correctness of the views of Champollion,^

who identified Eosetta with Bolbitine, and thought

that the Stone had once stood in the temple of that

town. Of the history and downfall of Bolbitine nothing

is known, and we can only speculate as to the causes

which led to the disappearance of a populous and

apparently well-to-do city. That it enjoyed consider-

able advantages from its position is evident from the

fact that the Arabs or Egyptians founded the town of

Rosetta as close to the south of the ancient city as

possible ; according to Stephen of Byzantium it was

famous as the manufactory of chariots, and the Arab

geographer Yakut (ii. p. 781) refers to a certain kind of

fish which was to be found in abundance there. Fruit

' U^yt/pte sous les Pharaons, vol. ii. p. 241.
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trees must always have been plentiful, for the district

was well suited for orchards and large gardens. The

antiquity of the town of Eosetta is not great, for no

mention of it occurs in Coptic documents, ^ and the

Coptic form of the name, L'ashitj is probably a mere

transcription of the Arabic name Eashid. In the days

when Eosetta and Damietta were the two principal

ports of Egypt, the wealth of Eosetta was considerable,

but as soon as Muhammad 'Ali succeeded in putting

Alexandria once again in communication with the Nile

and the rest of Egypt by means of the Mahmudiyeh

Canal, the prosperity of the little town was arrested,

and its importance declined, just as in times of old the

city of Bolbitine suffered severely through the founding

of Alexandria.

Eeturning, however, to the Stone, we may note that,

according to one account, M. Bouchard found it lying

loose in the ground, and that its existence was only

made known by the pick striking it accidentally ; and

that, according to another, it was found built into a wall

which was ordered to be demolished to make way for

the building of the new fort. According to the late

Dr. Birch, though the reason for his statement is not

apparent, the Stone " appears to have been placed in a

" temple dedicated to Tum or Tomos, the setting Sun,

" originally erected in the reign of Nectanebo."- Be

^ Amelineau, Geographies p. 405.

' Mr. Harris thought that it stood iu a temple which had been

built by Necho.
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this, however, as it may, the discovery of the Stone was

reported in due course to the body of savants whom

Napoleon had taken with him, but it was impossible

for any of their number to examine it, because they

were all employed in Upper Eg-ypt, and in the neigh-

bourhood of Thebes and Aswan. It is possible also,

as Dr. Young says,i that the members of the great

French scientific expedition entertained such exagge-

rated views about the antiquity of Egyptian works of

art that they were led to " neglect the lights that

" might have been derived from a comparison of Greek

" and Koman inscriptions with the hieroglyphics in

" their neighbourhood ; and to suppose that whatever

" bore the date of less than thirty or forty centuries

"must necessarily be an interpolation, unconnected

" with the original architecture and decorations of the

"edifice to which it belonged." In due course the

members of the French expedition returned from the

south to Cairo and Alexandria, where Napoleon^s

agents had succeeded in gathering together a con-

siderable number of Egyptian antiquities, and arrange-

ments had been made for transporting them to Paris.

Meanwhile the English had gained many victories

over Napoleon's forces, and after the capitulation

of Alexandria the antiquities were surrendered, by

Article XVI. of the Treaty of Capitulation, to General

Hutchinson, who despatched them to England at the

• Recent Discoveries in Hierogli/phical Literature^ p. 5. London,

1823.
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end of the year 1801. The Stone, which was even

at that time called the " Rosetta Stone," was among

them, and it arrived in England in February, 1802 ; the

importance of the object was already well known, for

it w^as despatched from Alexandria nnder the care

of Colonel Turner, F.A.S., who sailed in H.M.S.

UEgi/ptienne. An interesting note from the Gentle-

man's Magazine, vol. Ixxii., p. 726, 1802, on the sub-

ject of the antiquities may be here transcribed :
—

" The

" various Egyptian antiquities collected by the French

" army, and since become the property of the con-

" querors, have lately been conveyed to the British

" Museum, and may be seen in the outer court of that

" building. Many of them were so extremely massive,

" that it was found necessary to make wooden frames

" for them. They consist of an immense bath of

"granite, about 10 feet long, and 5 feet deep and over,

"covered within and without with hieroglyphicks

;

" another bath of smaller dimensions equally adorned

;

" a granite coffin with the shape of the head, and

" covered over with hieroglyphicks ; a hand clenched,

" the statue belonging to which must have been 150

" feet high ; two statues in white marble, in Roman
" habits, one of them without a head, the features of

" the other much defaced ; the head of a ram, in reddish

" stone, measuring about 4 feet from the nose to the

" crown of the head, and every way proportionate, the

"right horn broken off; several human figures sitting,

" with the heads of beasts, and in the left hand the
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" crux ansata, or cross, witli a handle and ring ; similar

" heads without bodies ; two marble obelisks, the four

" sides charged with hieroglyphicks ; a large cylindrical

" pillar of granite, measuring 12 feet in length and SJ in

''diameter. The smallest bath weighs about 11 tons,

" and there were eleven horses to draw it to the Museum
;

" the largest only 9 tons, the stone not being so massive,

"required only nine horses. The whole weight of the

" collection is calculated at about 50 tons." We may

note in passing that the "baths " referred to above are

(1) the stone sarcophagus of Nectanebus I.,i in-

scribed with texts and scenes which describe the

passage of the sun through the hours of the day and

night ; and (2) the massive granite sarcophagus of

Hapimen.- One of the sarcophagi had actually

been used as a bath in Egypt, and holes were cut in

the sides, at the level of the bottom, to let the water

run out ; it was these, no doubt, which led the writer

in the Gentleman's Magazine to describe the sarco-

phagi as " baths." Hov^ he arrived at the conclusion

that the statue to which the " hand clenched " belonged

was 150 feet high is not so easily explained. The

" two marble obelisks " are those which were set up

before the door of his temple by Nekht-Heru-heb,

i.e. Nectanebus I.,"^ the first king of the last native

dynasty of Egypt, who reigned about B.C. 378.

' Southern Egyptian Gallery, No. 10.

= Ah/., No. 23. •' Tbi'L, Nos. 523, 524.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I.

I.

—

Letter feom Majok-Gexeeal H. Tuexee to

Nicholas Carlisle, Esq., Secretary of the

Society of Antiquaries, London.

{Bead 8//i J^cne, 1810, and printed in x\rchaeologia,

vol. xvi., p. 212 ff., London, 1812.)

"Argixe Street,

'^ May 30, 1810.

'' Sir,

" The Eosetta Stone having excited much atten-

" tion in the learned world, and in this Society in

' particular, I request to offer them, through you, some
'•' account of the manner it came into the possession of

" the British army, and by what means it was brought

" to this country, presuming it may not be unaccept-

" able to them.

" By the sixteenth article of tlie capitulation of

" Alexandria, the siege of which city terminated the

" labours of the British army in Egypt, all the

'^curiosities, natural and artificial, collected by the

*' French Institute and others, were to be delivered up

" to the captors. This was refused on the part of the
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' French General to be fulfilled, by saying they were

' all private property. Many letters passed ; at length,

' on consideration that the care in preserving the

' insects and animals had made the property in some

' degree private, it was relinquished by Lord

' Hutchinson ; but the artificial, which consisted of

' antiquities and Arabian manuscripts, among the

' former of which was the Eosetta Stone, was insisted

' upon by the noble General with his usual zeal for

' science. Upon which I had several conferences with

' the French General Menou, who at length gave way,

'saying that the Rosetta Stone was his private

' property ; but as he was forced, he must comply as

' well as the other proprietors. I accordingly received

' from the under secretary of the Institute, Le Pere,

' the secretary Fourier being ill, a paper, containing a

' list of the antiquities, with the names of the claimants

• of each piece of Sculpture : the stone is there

• described as black granite, with three inscriptions,

' belonging to General Menou. From the French

' s^avans I learnt, that the Rosetta Stone was found

' among the ruins of Fort St. Julien, when repaired by

' the French, and put in a state of defence : it stands

' near the mouth of the Nile, on the Rosetta branch,

' where are, in all probability, the pieces broken off.

' I was also informed, that there was a stone similar at

' Menouf, obliterated, or nearly so, by the earthen jugs

' being placed on it, as it stood near the water ; and

' that there was a fragment of one, used and placed in
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'' the walls of tlie French fortifications of Alexandria.

" The stone was carefully brought to General Menou's

'' house in Alexandria covered with soft cotton cloth, and

'• a double matting, where I first saw it. The General

'' had selected this precious relic of antiquity for himself.

'• When it was understood by the French army that we
'• were to possess tlie antiquities, the covering of the

" stone was torn off, and it was thrown upon its face,

" and the excellent wooden cases of the rest were

"broken off; for they had taken infinite pains, in the

" first instance, to secure and preserve from any injury

" all the antiquities. I made several remonstrances,

" but the chief difficulty I had was on account of this

" stone, and the great sarcophagus, which at one time

" was positively refused to be given up by the Capitan

" Pasha, who had obtained it by having possession of

" the ship it had been put on board of by the French.

'•' I procured, however, a centry on the beach from

" Mon. Le Roy, prefect maritime, who, as well as the

" General, behaved with great civility ; the reverse I

" experienced from some others. When I mentioned the

'^ manner the stone had been treated to Lord Hutchin-

" son, he gave me a detachment of artillerymen, and

" an artillery-engine, called, from its powers, a devil cart,

" with which that evening I went to General Menon's

" house, and carried off the stone, without any injury,

" but with some difficulty, from the narrow streets, to

" my house, amid the sarcasms of numbers of French

" officers and men ; being ably assisted by an intelligent
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" Serjeant of artillery, wlio commanded the party, all ol

*' whom enjoyed great satisfaction in their employment

:

" they were the first British soldiers who entered

" Alexandria. During the time the stone remained at

" my house some gentlemen attached to the corps of

'' scavans requested to have a cast, which I readily

'' granted, provided the stone should receive no injury

;

" which cast they took to Paris, leaving the stone w^ell

" cleared from the printing ink which it had been

" covered with to take off several copies to send to

" France, wdien it was first discovered. Having seen the

'' other remains of ancient Egyptian sculpture sent

" on board the Admiral by Sir Eichard Bickerton's

" ship, the Madras, who kindly gave every possible

" assistance, I embarked with the Eosetta Stone, deter-

" mining to share its fate, on board the Egyptienne

" frigate, taken in the harbour of Alexandria, and

" arrived at Portsmouth in February, 1802. When
" the ship came round to Deptford, it was put in a

" boat and landed at the Custom House ; and Lord

" Buckinghamshire, the then Secretary of State, acceded

" to my request, and permitted it to remain some time

" at the apartments of the Society of Antiquaries,

" previous to its deposit in the Britisli Museum, where

" I trust it will long remain, a most valuable relic of

" antiquity, the feeble but only yet discovered link of

" the Egyptian to the known languages, a proud

" trophy of the arms of Britain (I could almost say

^' spolia opima), not plundered from defenceless
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" inhabitants, but honourably acquired by the fortune

" of war.

'* I have the honour to be, Sir,

' Your most obedient, and most humble servant,

'' H. TuENEE, Major General.

"Nicholas Carlisle, Esq.,

" Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries, ^"c, ^Y."

II.

—

An Account of the Eosetta Stone, in theee

LANGUAGES., WHICH WAS BROUGHT TO ENGLAND

IN THE YEAR 1802, BY MaTTHEW EaPER.

{Printed in Archaeologia, vol. xvi., p. 208 ff., London,

1812.)

" On the eleventh of March in the year 1802, the

" Society of Antiquaries received a letter from Granville

" Penn, Esq., informing them that, by the desire of Lord

" Hobart, he had forwarded two cases for the inspection

"of the Society, and to remain in their custody till

'' further directions for the removal of them to the

" British Museum.
" On the same day a letter was received from Colonel

" Turner, relating, that he had brought the Stone, with

" the statue, both contained in the two cases above

" mentioned, from Egypt ; and reciting the means by

" which they came into his possession. A subsequent

*' letter to the same effect from General Turner, being
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" inserted in the following pages, the reader is referred

'• to that for particulars. In the month of April follow-

" ing, the Eev. Stephen Weston (a member of this

'' Society) presented a short translation of the Greek
'• inscription on the Stone, with some critical remarks
" thereon. In July the Society ordered four casts to

•• be taken, by Mr. Papera, in plaster of Paris, from the
'' original stone, and to be sent, properly packed up in

"cases, to the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge,
" Edinburgh, and Dublin, accompanied by a letter to

''each from the Secretary: also a fac-simile of the

" Greek inscription was engraved, a copy of which was
" sent to General Garth, for His Majesty, copies ^vere

" distributed to the Members of the Society, and others

" forwarded to the following places in addition to those

"foreign Universities, to which the Society usually

" send presents of their works. To the Vatican. To
"the Society de Propaganda Fide. To Cardinal

" Borgia at Kome. To the Imperial Library at Vienna.
" To the Imperial Society at Petersburgh. To the

" Academy at Berlin. To the National Institute. To
" the National Library at Paris. To the Eoyal Society

" of Antiquaries at Copenhagen. To the University at

" Upsal. To the Academy at Madrid. To the Koyal
" Library at the Escurial. To the Academy of Science

" at Lisbon. To the Philosophical Society at Phila-

" delphia. To the University at Leyden.
" The Society hoped to have been favoured, in return,

" with some translations or communications on so
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valuable a relick of antiquity ; containing so much

matter for remarks, on the circumstances mentioned in

the inscription ; at least it might have been expected

that some Members of the learned foreign Societies

would have endeavoured to fill up the lacunae

occasioned by the fracture of the stone. No in-

telligence however of any kind being received, Mr.

Weston presented a full translation of the Greek

inscription, which was read to the Society at their

meeting on the fourth day of November, 1802, where-

in the deficiencies, occasioned by the fractures, were

very ably supplied. On the eleventh of November

following, the Secretary received a letter, written in

the French language, enclosing one to the Society, in

Latin, accompanied by a Latin version of the Greek

inscription, with a considerable number of learned

remarks thereon, from Professor Heyne, of the

University of Gottingen. This translation comes

very near, but it is not exactly the same with that

presented by the Kev. Stephen Weston : as both

translations will be printed at length, the reader will

have an opportunity of forming his own opinion,

which of the two comes nearest the original. On the

second day of December, of the same year, our learned

Member, Taylor Combe, Esq., sent a letter, with a

most elaborate and instructive dissertation on the

inscription, which were read to the Society at their

meetings, proving that the Decree of the Priests, in

honour of Ptolemy Epiphanes, was not published in
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" his lifetime. Mr. Combe also sent a portrait of

" Ptolemy Philometer^ taken from a unique coin in the

" French cabinet, as a proper accompaniment to his

" memorial. On the thirteenth of January 1803, Mr.

" Weston presented to the Society a paper, containing

" the words, and parts of words, which he supposed had

" filled up the vacancies occasioned by the fractures on

" the Stone ; and on the same day Professor Porson

" presented one similar to it, accompanied by the Latin

'•' letter engraved on the plate of the fac-simile of those

" letters, written thereon by the Professor himself, as

" his conjectural restorations of the lost parts of the

" Greek inscription ; either of which might serve to

" supply what is wanting ; but as only one is necessary,

" Mr. Professor Porson's was delivered to the engraver

" in order to its being executed in such a manner as to

" correspond with the former facsimile engraving of the

'' Greek inscription

" Seven years having now elapsed since the receipt

" of the last communication to the Society on this

" subject, there is little reason to expect that any

" further information should be received : the Society

" therefore resolved to gratify the curiosity of the

" learned, by publishing in their next volume of

" Archaeologia, all the particulars relating to this very

" interesting monument. It would have appeared

" sooner, had it not been judged advisable to give

" sufficient time for any additional matter to come in,

" in order that the publication might be rendered as
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" complete as possible. They now present it to tlie

" public, with the hope that it may fully answer their

" expectation ; and, in order to accommodate such

" persons as may be desirous of possessing so curious a

" piece of ancient history the Society have determined

" to print, separate from the Archaeologia, so many
" copies of it, as may be supposed necessary for the

" supply of such demand.

"Matt. Raper."
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CHAPTER II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROSETTA STONE AND
ITS CONTENTS.

The Rosetta Stone in its present state is an irregu-

larly-shaped slab of compact black basalt, which

measures about 3 ft. 9 in., by 2 ft. 4i- in. by 11 in.,

the top right and left hand corners, and the right hand

bottom corner, are wanting. It is not easy to say exactly

liow much of the stone is missing, but judging by the pro-

portion which exists between the lengths of the inscrip-

tions which are now upon it, we may assume that it was

at least twelve, but more probably eighteen, inches

longer than it is now. There is, moreover, every reason

for believing that the top of the stone was rounded

and sculptured in relief with a figure of heaven, be-

neath which was the winged disk of the god Horus of

Behutet, or Edfii, from which hung two pendent uraei,

one wearing the Crown of the South, and the other the

Crown of the North ; within the bend of each uraeus, if

this were so, there would lie, horizontally, a fan with a

handle in the form of a papyrus sceptre. The follow-

ing cut, which is reproduced from the relief in the

rounded portion of the Canopus Stone, will give an

idea of the kind of design which filled the rounded
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portion of the Kosetta Stone. On the other hand, it

is possible that the upper portion of the Kosetta Stone

was ornamented with a scene similar to that which we

find on the Damanhur Stone, which is now preserved

in the Egyptian Museum at Cairo. ^ Here, in addition

to the winged disk, uraei, fans, and symbols of eternity,

is a representation of Ptolemy Y., accompanied by his

wife Cleopatra I., or by the goddess Isis, piercing an

enemy who kneels at his feet ; the king stands in the

presence of eight gods, the first of whom, Shu^ is pre-

senting to him a scimitar of battle, ^*t=^. As the text

of the Damanhur Stone is an abbreviated copy of the

famous edict of the priests at Memphis, which is inscribed

on the Eosetta Stone, it is most probable that the

scenes which stood above the text in the earliest copies

of the work which were cut in stone, were reproduced

above these which were made at a later period in the

reign of Ptolemy Y. This view is also supportt^d by a

' Described by Boiiriant, Rerueil, torn, vi., p. 1.

VOL. I. C
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portion of. anotlier decree wliicli is cut on a slab of

black basalt now preserved in the British Museum

(No. 616). Between the hieroglyphic text and the

winged disk is a flat, blank space, which must have

been reserved for a representation of some religious

scene or ceremony in which the king, in whose honour

the stone was set up, played a prominent part ; and,

as the cartouches in the first line of the hieroglyphic

text are those of Ptolemy V., it seems tolerably certain

that the rounded portions of the greater number of his

stelae were sculptured in the same way. In any case,

it is quite clear that the Kosetta Stone in its original

state was between five and six feet in height, and that,

when mounted upon a plinth or pedestal, and set up near

a statue of the king, it must have formed a prominent

monument in the temple to which it belonged.

The bilingual inscription on the IiOSetta Stone is

written in two languages, that is to say, in Egyptian

and in Greek ; the Egyptian portion of it is written

in : 1, the hieroglyphic character, that is to say, in

the old picture writing which was employed from the

earliest dynasties in making copies of the Booh of the

Dead, and in nearly all state and ceremonial documents

that were intended to be seen by the public ; and, 2, the

demotic character, that is to say, the conventional,

abbreviated, and modified form of the hieratic

character, or cursive form of hieroglyphic writing,

which was in use among those of the people in the

Ptolemaic period who could write. The Greek portion
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of the inscription is in uncials. It was ihe fashion

at one time to compare the decree in the Eosetta

Stone with the great Behistun Inscription, and to

describe each of these famous documents as " trilin-

gual ;
" but it must be remembered that the decree on

the Kosetta Stone is hiUngual, though written in three

kinds of writing, and that the Behistun inscription is

trilwgual, and written in three different languages in

cuneiform character. The Hieroglyphic text on the

Eosetta Stone contains fourteen lines only, which

correspond roughly to the last twenty-eight lines of the

Greek version, and more than one-half of this version of

the Decree is wanting ; the Demotic version contains

thirty-two lines of text, and the first fourteen lines are

imperfect at the beginnings ; the Greek version con-

tains fifty-four lines of text, and the last tweuty-six are

imperfect at the ends. A large portion of the missing

lines of the Hieroglyphic version can be restored from a

copy of the Decree which is inscribed on the walls of a

temple at Philae (see illustration on page 20),^ and from

the text on the Damanhur Stone, which contains an

abbreviated copy of the Decree in hieroglyphics, and

was inscribed fourteen years after the Eosetta Stone

was made.

The beginnings of the linesof the Demotic version have

been restored with considerable accuracy by Brugsch,

Eevillout, and Hess, and we are justified in considering

' It is reproduced by Lepsius in his DenkmaleVy Abtheilung iv.,

Rl. 20.
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Portion of a copy of the Decree!on the Rosetta Stone cut in hieroglj'phics upon
a wall of a temple at Philae.;^ The text was partiallj' obliterated by the scenes
which were sculptured on the wall by a king who reigned after Ptolemy V., in
whose time the Decree was promulgated by the priests of Ptah at Memphis.
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that we possess this important document in a complete

form. This is a very important thing, for there is no

reason to donbt that the Decree was first drawn up in

Demotic, and that the renderings in hieroglyphics and

Greek were drawn up later. Formerly I thought that

the Hieroglyphic and Demotic versions were made from

the Greek. The ends of the twenty-six lines of the

Greek version were admirably restored by the eminent

philologist Porson, very soon after the discovery of the

Stone, and the fact that his restorations have been

accepted by scholars generally is an eloquent testimony

to their correctness. Thus we may conclude that we

know the contents of the Decree both in its Egyptian

forms and in its Greek rendering ; but before we pass

on to discuss the methods by which the texts have been

worked out, and to describe the history of the decipher-

ment of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, a brief description

of the object and contents of the Rosetta Stone must

be placed before the reader.

The Decree inscribed on the Rosetta Stone was

passed at a general Council of Egyptian priests who

assembled at Memphis, probably in the great temple of

Ptah and Apis, to celebrate the first commemoration of

the accession of Ptolemy V. to the throne of Egypt

;

the young kiug had been crowned king in the eighth

year of his reign, and the first commemoration therefore

took place in the ninth year of his reign. The Greek

version gives the date on which the Decree was passed

as the 4th day of the Macedonian month of Xaudikos,
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and says that it was, in the ninth year of the reign of

Ptolemy V., equivalent to the 18th day of the month

Mecheir, and it is now generally admitted that the

great assembly of the priests at Memphis took place

in the spring of B.C. 196. Whether the festival of that

year was organized for the king's coronation, or merely

for the purpose of commemorating the coronation, does

not really concern us here, though we may note in

passing that the texts suggest that the feast at Memphis

in the ninth year of the reign of Ptolemy V. was of a

commemorative character. In the year B.C. 196 Aetus,

the son of Aetus, was pi'iest of Alexander and of the

nine Ptolemy-Gods, Pyrkha, the daughter of Philinus,

was the Prize-bearer of Berenice Euergetis ; Areia,

daughter of Diogenes, was the Basket-bearer of Arsinoe

Philadelphus, and Eirene, the daughter of Ptolemy,

was the priestess of Arsinoe Philopator. The Decree

sets forth the good deeds of Ptolemy V., and enumerates

the benefits which he had conferred upon Egypt

thus :

—

1 Gifts of corn and money to the temples.

2 Expenditure of private means for the benefit of

the state.

3 Piemission of taxes, in whole or in part, and for-

giveness of debts.

4 1 Release of prisoners who had suffered long im-

prisonment.

5 The restoration of the income of the temples, i^c,

to its former amount.
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6 Abolition of the yearly journey to Alexandria by

the priests.

7 Abolition of tlie press-gang for the Navy.

8 Eemission of two-thirds of the tax on byssus.

9 The restoration of divine ceremonies, &c.

10 The dispensing of justice to all men.

11 Soldiers who had shown disaffection in the dis-

turbed times were allow^ed to re-occupy their

property.

12 The defence of the country by sea and by land,

and the prevention of disaster by damming the

mouths of the Nile.

13 The capture of Lycopolis, and slaughter of the

rebels in it.

14 The punishment of sacrilegious rebels.

15 Eemission of debts of corn and money due to the

Crown.

16 Eemission of dues on byssus, and of payment of

fees for the examination of the same.

17 Eemission of the tax of an artaha per aroiira

of land, and a jar of wine per aroura of

vineyard.

18 Gifts to Apis, Mnevis, and other sacred animals,

and payments of all charges connected with their

burial.

19 Decoration of the Temple of Apis, and restoration

of ancient shrines.

20 Founding of temples, shrines, and altars.

As marks of their great appreciation of these acts of
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goodness the priests decreed that the following things

should be done :

—

1 Additional honours to be paid to Ptolemy V. and

to his ancestors.

2 An image of Ptolemy to be set up by the side of

the chief god of every temple in Egypt in the

most prominent place.

3 AYorship to be paid to the images three times a

day.

4 A statue and shrine of the king to be set up in

every temple, in the holy place, with the other

shrines.

5 Such statues and shrines to be carried out in

procession on sacred days, and to be specially

distinguished by crowns and phylacteries.

6 A monthly festival to be established on the king's

birthday and coronation day.

7 The first five days of the month Thoth to be

observed as a festival, wherein garlands are to be

worn.

8 The priests who perform these things to be called

"Priests of the God Epiphanes Eucharistus," and

their names shall appear in all official documents,

and their titles shall be engraved on the rings

which they wear on their hands.

9 Private citizens shall be permitted to keep the

feast, and to establish a shrine, and to keep it in

their houses, and to observe all festivals both

yearly and monthly.
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10 This decree to be inscribed upon a bard stone stele

in the writing of the priests, in tbe writing of

books, and in the writing of tlie Greeks, and set

up in every temple of tbe first, second, and tbird

class, by tbe side of tbe image of tbe king.

Tbe summary of tbe contents of tbe Eosetta Stone

bere given is derived from tbe Greek, wbicb is more

general in its terms tban either the Hieroglyphic or

the Demotic version. When the Stone was in the

hands of tbe French savants, and of the English officers

in Egypt, tbe above information was, substantially, all

that they could derive from it, for they were only able

to read the Greek text. We may now pass on to

describe tbe labours of tbe various scholars—English,

French, and German—to whom is owed the abundant

knowledge of tbe Hieroglyphic, Demotic, and Greek

versions which we now possess, and trace tbe progress

of Egyptian decipherment.
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CHAPTEK in.

THE EOSETTA STONE AND ITS EAELIEST

DECIPHEEEES.

1800—1814.

As soon as the Kosetta Stone had been removed

from the site of Fort St. Julien to the Iiistitut National

at Cairo, it at once became an object of interest to the

educated officer, and a matter for curiosity on the part

of the uneducated. Among those who first saw it was

Napoleon the Great, and " to gratify the curiosity of

"the literati in every country, he gave immediate

"orders to have the inscription engraved ;"i and when

this was done copies of it were to be submitted to the

examination of the learned throughout Europe. In

the autumn of 1801 General Dugua, " I'un des guerriers

" qui, dans la memorable expedition d'Egypte, ont si

" glorieusement servi sous les Heros de la France,"

returned from Egypt, and brought with him two copies

of the inscriptions on the Eosetta Stone, and presented

them to the Institut National of Paris. Here these

were committed to the care of a member of the Institute,

Citoyen Du Theil by name, who having read the

^ Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixxi., p. 11U4, 1801.
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Greek portion of the text, at once declared tliat the

Stone was a '^ monument of the gratitude of some

" priests of Alexandria, or some neighbouring place,

" towards Ptolemy Epiphanes." He also declared that

the first and second texts on the Stone contained

repetitions of the contents of the Greek, and as the last

line but one of the Greek text ordered that a copy of

the decree of the priests was to be inscribed upon a

hard stone stele " in sacred letters, and in letters of

"the country, and in Greek letters," TOIZ TE
lEPOIS KAI ErxnPIOIS KAI EAAHNIKOIS
rPAMMAXIN, he declared that the first text on the

stone was written in hieroglyphics, and that the

second was in the enchorial characters. These state-

ments produced a profound sensation among the learned

in all European countries, for it became clear at once

that by means of the Greek text it would probably be

possible to decipher the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and

also the enchorial script of Egypt.

For some reason which is not stated M. Du Theil

had to leave Paris, and the work which he had

begun on the Greek text of the Eosetta Stone

was handed over to Citoyen Ameilhon, who was

asked to prepare the inscription for 'publication, and

to translate it. The copies which General Dugua

had brought home were litliographs which had been

di-awn on the stone by " citoyens Marcel et Galland,"

but before M. Ameilhon accepted their readings finally,

he collated them witli a sulpliur cast of the Kosetta
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Stone which had been made by citoyen Kaffeneau, and

was thus enabled to form a trustworthy text. The

labour of translating the Greek and of writing a

commentary upon the words and passages which

presented difficulties occupied M. Ameilhon the greater

part of the year 1802, and it was not until the month

Floreal (April 20th—May 20th), 1803, that he was

able to publish his Eclaircissemeiis sur L'Inscription

Grecque du Mohument trouve a JRosette ; the volume

was printed by the order of the Institute, and was

produced by Baudouin, the printer to that learned

body. This work contained a good facsimile of the

Greek text of the Kosetta Stone, and translations of it

in Latin and French ; as these renderings form an

important landmark in the bibliographical history of

the Rosetta Stone, and are, besides, of considerable

interest as showing how well the contents of the Greek

text were understood so far back as 1802, they are

given in the Appendix at the end of this Chapter.

The earliest translation of the Greek text made in

England seems to have been that of the Kev. Stephen

Weston, who read his version before the Society of

Antiquaries of London in April, 1802. A fuller trans-

lation by him was read before the same Society in the

following November.

Now whilst M. Ameilhon was working at the Greek

text, the eminent Orientalist, M. Silvestre de Sacy, was

diligently investigating the middle text on the Rosetta

Stone, i.e., the Enchorial, and his labours were crowned
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with a certain amount of success. He had received

two copies of the inscription towards the end of 1800,

from M. Chaptal, the Minister for the Interior, and in

1802 he addressed to him his report on the Enchorial

inscription on the Kosetta Stone,i in which he declared

that he had succeeded in identifying the names

Alexander, Alexandria, Arsinoi', Ptolemy, Epiphanes,

Isis, Osiris, Berenice, etc., and in drawing up an

alphabet " de cette ecriture inconnue." We know^

now that the enchorial characters are of two kinds,

alpliahetic and syllabic, and that it w^as because

De Sacy w^as not aware of this fact that he failed to

make any further progress. That he did succeed in

identifying correctly the equivalents of some of the

Greek names, e.g. Ptolemy and Alexander, is true, and

there is no doubt that he put forw^ard his views with

great skill and much learning ; but although he

assures the Minister of the Interior that he does not

consider the time lost which he spent on " ces

combinaisons peu fructueuses," lie devoted little

attention to the subject in future years.

IMeanwhile, another eminent scholar and Orientalist,

M. J. D. Akerblad, was devoting himself to the

enchorial text, and in the same year (1802) he

addressed a letter on the subject to De Sacy,- to whom

' Lettre au citoyen Chaptal an avjet de Vlnxcription JS'jyptienne du
Monument trouve a Rosette. Paris, An X [1802 v. st.].

- Lettre sur V Inscription £yyptienne de Rolette, adressec au C'"-

Silvestre de Sacy, Paris, An X = 1802, v. st.
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he owed the advantage of the use of a copy of the

inscriptions on the Eosetta Stone before they were made

public. In this letter he does not pretend to give an

analysis of the whole of the enchorial text, but only to

" review^ the small number of words which will cause us

" to know the letters which form the Egyptian

alphabet." In Plate i., which accompanies his work,

he gives a list of sixteen groups of signs which he

believed to represent Greek names, and in Plate ii. he

added a list of what he imagined to be Egyptian letters,

arranged according to the Coptic alphabet. The last

of these plates is reproduced opposite.

De Sacy was much interested in Akerblad's " letter,"

and evidently believed that the Swedish scholar had made

great progress in deciphering the enchorial text, for he

says, '' J'ai lu avec la plus grande attention et avec un

egal interet votre travail sur I'inscription Egyptienne

du monument de Rosette, et j'ai admire dans I'analyse

que vous m'avez offerte d'un assez grand nombre de

mots de cette inscription, la sagacite avec laquelle

vous avez lutte contre les difficultes sans nombre que

presente I'ecriture de ce monument. Peut-etre meme

n'hcsiterois-je pas a dire que vous m'avez convaincu

de la verite de vos resultats, et a placer votre alphabet

Egyptien a cote de celui de Palmyre, c'est-a-dire, au

nombre des decouvertes qui ne laissent plus aucune

prise a la critique, et a de nouvelles conjectures, si

un reste d'attachement aux premieres idees que ce

monument m'a suggerees, et que j'ai exposees, quoique
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"en tremblant, dans ma Lettre au C'- Chaptal,

" n'enchainoit, en quelque sorte, mou suifrage, et ne

c
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Akcrblad's Demotic Alphabet, published in 1802.

" m'empeclioit d'acquerir a cet egard uno pleine con-

"viction."^ Akerblad, however, failed to make much

1 " livponse," p. 65.
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further progress than De Sacy, for he accepted the

views of certain Greek writers, who stated distinctly

that the Egyptians employed, on many occasions, an

alphabetical system, composed of twenty-five letters

only, and he never grasped the idea of the existence of

syllabic characters. Akerblad deduced his conclusion

from the preamble of the Decree, which consists in a

great measure of foreign proper names, and up to the

time of his death he persisted in believing that this

part of the inscription was throughout alphabetic.^

After the publication of his " Letter " to De Sacy, in

1802, Akerblad contributed nothing further to the

decipherment of the enchorial text.

In 1802-3 considerable literary activity in connection

with the Greek text of the Kosetta Stone was displayed

by many scholars, and in addition to the printed work

of Ameilhon, mentioned above, we may note the

appearance in these years of " The Greek Version of the'

Decree of the Egyptian Priests,^^ by Granville Penn,

and the editions of the Greek text by ]\Iillin {Magas in

Encydopedique, Ann. 8, torn. 2, p. 504), and Beck

(Commentat. Soc. Philol, Lipsiffi, tom. iii., p. 274 seq.).

The English translations by the Eev. S. Weston and

Prebendary Plumtre must also be mentioned. Under

the work of the same year must be included the

scholarly edition of the Greek text, which was published

together with an exact Latin translation, by C. G.

' Dr. T. Young, ^' An Account of some recent Discoveries in

Hierufjlijphical Literature," London, 1823, p. 9.
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Heyne, under the title " Commentatio in Inscrljptionem

Grsecam Monumenfl trinis insigniti titulis ex ^cjypto

Londimun apportati,'" in '^ Commentationes Societatis

Eegiae Scientiarmn Gottingensis "ad A. cioioccc—iii.,

torn. XV., Gottingen, 1804, p. 260 ff. Professor Heyne

read Ms paper before the Koyal Society at Gottingen

on September 4th, 1802, and a copy of his Latin

rendering of the Greek text of the Rosetta Stone was

received at the Society of Antiquaries of London on

the 11th of November following.

From what has been said above, it is clear that

copies of the inscriptions on the Eosetta Stone were

available for the use of scholars in Paris so early as the

end of the year 1800, but it was not until 1802 that any

complete copy of them appeared in England. The monu-

ment itself was first deposited in the British Museum

in February,! 1802, and immediately after its arrival

there the Council of the Society of Antiquaries,

London, ordered all three texts to be engraved in

facsimile, and they were issued to the public in three

plates on July 8th, 1802. Subsequently a second

edition appeared a year later, under the following

descriptive title :
— ^' Has tabulas [v., vi., vii.] inscrip-

"tionem sacris ^Egyptiorum et vulgaribus Uteris

" itemque Grsecis in lapide nigro ac prasduro insculptam

" exhibentes ad formam et modulum exemplaris inter

" spolia ex belle ^gyptiaco nuper reportati et in

' The stone was sent to be engraved to the Society of Anti-

quaries on March 9th, 1802.

VOL. I. D
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" Museo Britannico asservati suo suinptu incidendas

"curavit Soc: Antiquar: Londin: A.D. MDCCCIII." i

The texts were drawn and engraved by James Basire.

Among the classical scholars of the time whose learning

helped most materially to elucidate the Greek text

must be mentioned D'Ansse de Villoison, who ad-

dressed to Akerblad three important letters on various

difficult points in it," and Professor R. Porson, who

suggested the ends of the last twenty-six lines. A
reproduction of these restorations, from the fourth

volume of Vetusta Monumenta, will be found opposite.

We have already seen that De Sacy and Akerblad

succeeded in identifying in the Enchorial text the

equivalents of Alexander and Alexandria, Ptolemy,

king, &c., so far back as 1802^ and that good translations

of the Greek text existed in Latin, English, French and

German by the beginning of 1803, and we have now to-

note that the Hieroglyphic text had also been studied

in 1802 and 1803 by M. le Comte de Pahlin. This

ingenious gentleman published at Weimar, in 1802, a

series of '' Lettres sur les Hieroglyphcs," with two plates,

and in 1804 he published " Essai sur les HieroglypheM,

" ou nouvelles lettres sur ce sujet,^^ and his *' Analyse de

" Vinscription en Hieroylyphes du mo7iument trouvS It

' See also Vetusta Monumenta, vol. iv., London, 1815.
O

- Lettre a M. Akerblad sur ttu passage de I'inscription Grecque de

Rosette ; Lettre sur le titre de Dieu donne aux rois payens, etc.

;

Lettre sur les fStes solennelles des £gyptiens, et des Qrecs anciens et

modernes et sur le dialecte Macedonien " (See Mayasin Encyclopedique,

torn vi. p. 70; torn ii. p. 174 and p. 31.S).
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''^Rosette, contencud iindecret des pretres deVEgypte en

" Vhonneur de Ptolemee Epiphane" 4to, Dresden, with a

facsimile of the hieroglyphic text on the Eosetta Stone.

In the last-named work he gave a transcript of the

Greek text with a Latin version, made presumably by

himself, for his classical attainments appear to have

been considerable. His system of decipherment, if

system it can be called, was based upon the statements

of the Greek and Latin writers about Egyptian writing,

and he held the view that Chinese and Egyptian hiero-

glyphics were identical in origin and meaning. He

believed that if either the ancient forms of Chinese cha-

racters, or those which their values indicate, were given

to them, true hieroglyphics, similar to those which exist

on the Eosetta Stone, would very often be found ;i and,

according to Young," he thought that if the Psalms of

David were translated into Chinese, and they were then

written in the ancient character of that language, the

inscriptions on Egyptian papyri would be reproduced.

Apart, however, from absurd ideas of this kind, Count

Palilin failed to discover the alphabetic character of the

Egyptian hieroglyphics, and thus it came to pass that

he did not even succeed in suggesting that certain groups

of picture characters represented the proper names in the

Greek text. That a man of such ability failed in this

particular is surprising, especially as the " Letters " of

De Sacy and Akerblad were published two years before

he issued his " Analysis " of the contents of the Eosetta

' Analyse, p. 11. ^ An Account, p. 7.
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Stone, and he might have seen that they had shown

him a path in which to follow. As a matter of fact he

was wholly influenced by the writings of the earlier

investigators of the hieroglyphic inscriptions, such

as Marsham,! Kircher,^ Jablonski,^ the first part of

whose work contained a list of all the Egyptian words

mentioned by ancient writers arranged alphabetically

;

Freret,"^ Goropius,^ Goguet,^^ Gordon," Joseph de

Guignes,^ who tried to prove that the epistolographic

^ D. J. ^[arsham, Canon chronicns Aegyptiacus, London, 1672,

Leipzig, 1676, 4to.

^ A. Kircher, Prodromus Coptus sive Aegyptiacus, Rome, 1636

;

Lingua Aegyptiaca restituta, Rome, 1643 ; Obelisciis Pamphilius, lioc

est Interpretatio . ... in quo veterum theologia, Hieroglyphicis in-

voluta Symholis, detecta e tenehris in lucem asseritur, Rome, 1650

;

Oedipus Aegyptiacus, hoc est, universalis hieroglyplxicae veterum

doctrinae, tenipnrum injuria aholitae instauratio, Rome, 1652-1654
;

OhelisciAegyptiaci nuper inter Isaei Romani rudera ej^ossi interpretatio

hieroglyphica, Rome, 1666 ; Sphinx Mystagoga, Amsterdam, 1674.

^ P. E. Jablonski, Opuscula quihus lingua et antiquitates Aegyp-

tiorum, difficilis lihroram sacrorum loco, et liidoriae ecclesiasticae

capita illustrantur : magnam partem nunc primum in lucem protracta,

tel ah ipso auctore emendata ac locu pletata, Leyden, 1804-14,

* N. Freret, Essai sur les Hieroghjphes, Paris, 1744 ; Rejiexions

stir les principes generaux de Vart d'ecrire (Memoires de VAcademie defi

Inscriptions, tom. vi. p. 609 ff.) : Lettres siir les Hieroglyphes, 1802.

^ Bocanns Goropius, Hieroglyphica, Antwerp, 1580, folio.

^' De VOrigine des Lois, pt. ii. Bk. ii. chap. 6.

" A. Gordon, Essay towards explaining the hieroglyphical figures

on the coffin of the ancient Mummy, belonging to Captain W.

Lethieuellier, London, 1757, folio.

^ Essai stir le moyen de parvenir a la lecture et a Vintelligence

des Hieroglyphes ^gyptiens (in Memoires de VAcademic, tom. xxxiv.,

1770); and another "Memoir" in Memoires de VAcademie, tom.

xxix. 1764.
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and symbolic characters of the Egyptians were to be

found in the Chinese characters, and that the Chinese

nation was nothing but an Egyptian colony ; and of

Hooghe de Komeyn,^ D'Origny,^ Schuhmacher,^ Koch,*

Tychsen,"' and Valerianus.^ Curiously enough, our own

countr}man,WilliamWarburton,had, early in the XlXth

century,7shown that Kircher's view that the hieroglypliics

were only employed for a sacred or mystical language, and

were used by the priests to express in cabalistic terms

the notions of their religion, was a mistaken one, and

'* he had prove4 from the testimony of profane authors

" that they were really and truly the language of the

''country, employed to record openly and plainly their

'' laws, policies, public morals, history, and, in a word, all

" kinds of civil matters." ^ Count Pahlin's works are, in

one respect, to be classed with those of Kircher, for they

are full of fantastic ideas, most of which seem to have

been suggested to him by the hieroglyphic forms of

creatures animate and inanimate ; on the other hand,

1 Hieroglyphica, Amsterdam, 1741.

2 L'^gt/pte Ancienne, Paris, 1765.

•' M. G. Schuhmacber, Versiich. die dunTceln Geheimnisse in der

hieroglyphischen Denl-hildern der Aegi/ptier, Chaldder, Perser, 8fc.,

vdhcr aufzuhlaren, Leipzig, 1754.

"* Tentamen enucleationis hieroglyphicorum, Petropolis, 1788.

^ Ueher dAe Buchstahenschrift d.r alien Aegypten, Gofctingen,

1789.

c J. P. B. Valerianus, Basle, 1556.

' The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrated, to which is adjoint

an Essay on Egyptian Hieroglyphics, London, second edition, 1838.

^ Birch, Egyptian Hieroglyphics, p . 192.
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it is tolerably evident that he was an honest, though

mistaken, investigator of Egyptian hieroglyphics, and

he certainly managed to find apt quotations for his

arguments. He never understood the problems which

he had undertaken to solve, and one instance, at least,

is on record ^ which shows that he set out to translate a

line of the Kosetta Stone by beginning in the middle of

it. How his views were received among the learned

generally we have little means of knowing, but it seems

that Akerblad, who had, as we have seen, made some

progress in deciphering the Enchorial text, was disposed

to acquiesce in the correctness of M. de Pahlin's inter-

pretation, which proceeds on the supposition that parts

of the first lines of the hieroglyphics are still remaining

on the Stone !
^ Far worse than this, however, was the

encouragement which such pseudo-scientific works gave

to the cranks and faddists of the day, many of whom,

without any philological training whatsoever, under-

took to solve one of the most difficult of philological

problems, and promulgated theories of the wildest de-

scription about the Egyptian characters, and about the

affinity of the Egyptian language with Hebrew, Syriac

and Chinese.

The books professing to explain the Egyptian hiero-

glyphic texts which appeared between 1700 and 1800

were exceedingly numerous, and merely to enumerate

their names, even without adding the • briefest descrip-

tion of each, would fill many pages. Among them all,

1 Younjr, Account, p. 2. - Ibid., p. 2.
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however, as deserving special note, must be mentioned

two papers ^ by J. Jacques Barthelemy, in which he

showed that the ovals, commonly called cartouches,

which occurred in the Egyptian texts, contained royal

names, and a work by G. Zoega entitled De Origine

et usu Oheliscorum, Rome, 1797, wherein he agreed

with Barthelemy that the ovals must contain royal

names,2 but going a step further, declared that the

hieroglyphics were alphabetic letters. Whether De

Sacy or Akerblad had knowledge of the views of

Barthelemy and Zoega it is impossible to say, but it is

interesting to observe that they began their labours by

attacking the cartouches in the Enchorial text, and

that Akerblad went so far as to formulate an

alphabet.

During the twelve years which followed the appear-

ance of the " Lettre " of De Sacy and that of Akerblad

no real progress appears to have been made in the

decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics, and the only

works and papers which appeared on the subject were

written by untrained theorists, who were chiefly con-

cerned in proving the Biblical character of the

^ JExplication d'un Bas-Relief JEgyiotien {Memoins de VAcademic,

torn, xxxii. p, 725ff., 1761) : and Reflexions gen^rales^ sur les rapports

d.es langues ^gyptienne, Phenicienne et Qrecque, ibid., 1763.

2 " Congpiciuntur autem passim in Aegyptiis monumentis

''schemata quoedem ovata sive elliptica planae basi insidentia,

" quae emphatica ratione includunt certa notarum syntagmata,

*' sive ad propria personarum nomina exprimenda sive ad sacra-

*' tiores formulas designandas."
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Egyptian inscriptions. The first successful attempt to

decipher the hieroglyphic and enchorial inscriptions on

the Kosetta Stone was made by Dr. Thomas Young,

F.R.S., who, early in the year 1814, read a paper on

Akerblad's " Lettre " before the Society of Antiquaries

of London. The researches of this eminent man were,

however, of such an important character that they must

be described in a separate chapter.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTEE III.

THE DECEEE OF EOSETTA.

I.—A Literal Latin Translation of the Greek

Version made by Citoyen Ameilhon, and

Published in 1803.^

1 Eegnante (rege) juvene et successore patris in

regnum, domino coronarum perillustri, ^gypti

stabilitore et rerum quae pertinent ad

2 Deos, pio, hostium victore, vitae hominum emen-

datore, domino triginta annorum periodorum_, sicut

Vulcanus ille magnus. rege, sicut Sol

3 magnus rex, tarn superiorum quiim inferioriim

regionum, gnato Deorum Philopatorum, quern

Vulcanus approbavit, cui sol dedit victoriam,

imagine vivente Jovis, filio Solis, Ptolemaeo

4 immortali, dilecto a Phtlia, anno nono : Sub pon-

tifice Aete Alexandri quidem et Deorum Soterum,

et Deorum Adelphorum, et Deorum Evergetum, et

Deorum Philopatorum, et

J See j/^claircissemens sur Vlniicrii^tUm Grecque du Monument
trov.ve a Rosette, conicnant un clecret des pretres de I'^gypte en

Vhonneur de Ptolemee ^piphane, le cinquieme des rois Ptolemets.

Paris, Floreal, an xi (1803). 4to. Impvime par liaudouin.
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5 Dei Epiphanis, gratiosi ; Atlilophora Berenices

Evergetidis Pyrrlia filia Philini ; Canepliora

Arsinoes Philadelpliae, Areia filia Diogenis

;

Sacerdote Arsinoes Philopatoros, Irene

filia Ptolemaei : Mensis Xandici qnarta die,

^gyptiorum vero Mechir octodecima : Decretum,

Pontifices et Proplietae et illi qui in adytum

introeunt ad vestitum

7 Deorum, et Pterophorae et sacri Scribae, et alii

Sacerdotes omnes qui progressi e regionis templis

Mempliim obviam regi, ad solemnem festivitate pro

susceptione

8 coronae Ptolemaei, immortalis, dilecti a Plitha,

Dei Epiphanis, gratiosi, quam accepit a patre suo,

et eongregati Memphi in templo, ilia ipsa die

DIXERUNT :

9 QuANDOQUiDEM rex Ptolemaeus, immortalis,

dilectus ;\ Phtha, Deus Epipbanes, gratiosus, ille

ex rege Ptolemaeo et regina Arsinoe, Diis

Philopatoribus, qu^im plurimum bene fecit

templis et

10 hominibus in illis degentibus, et regiae ipsius

potestati subjectis omnibus ; Et existens Deus ex

Deo et Dea, sicut Horus ille Isidis et Osiridis

filins, ultor ille patris sui Osiridis, in ea quae per-

tinent ad Deos

11 benefico animo propensus, consecravit in tem-

plorum commoda argentarios et frumentarios

proventus ; Et mnlta impendia sustinuit ad
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iEgyptum in tranquillitatem reducendam et ad

templa erigenda

;

12 Et pro suis viribiis de liumanitate bene meritus

est totis : Et existentium in ^gypto tributorum

ac vectigalium nonmilla quidem omnino remisit,

alia vero elevavit, et populus et caeteri omnes in

13 Abundantiil essent in sui ipsins regno ; Et regalia

debita quae debetant incolae tarn ^gypti qnam

reliquae ditionis ejus, quamvis plurima quantitate,

condonavit ; Et eos qui in carceres

14 fuerant adacti, et eos qui in jus vocati erant, ex

multo tempore, solvit omnit accusatione ; JussiT

vero et proventus templorum et quae conferebantur

in ea annuatim taxationes frumen-

15 tarias et argentarias, similiter et attributas por-

tiones Diis ex vineali terra et veridariis et

aliis rebus pertinentibus ad Deos, sub patre

ipsius,

16 manere per regionem; JussiT etiam de sacerdotibus

ut nihil plus dent pretii ad initiationem suam quiim

quod dare tenebantur usque ad primum annum

regni patris ejus ; Solvit et oriundos ex

17 sacris tribubus annua in Alexandriam navigatione
;

JussiT et perceptionem eorum quae pertinent

ad rem nauticam non fieri ; Et eorum quae in

aerarium basilicum conferri solebant ex templis

bussinorum

18 linteorum remisit duas partes; Et quae neglecta

fuerant omnia in anteactis temporibus, restituit in
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convenientem ordinem, studens ut assiietapersolver-

entur Diis

19 convenienter ; Similiter et jus cuiqiie partitus est,

sicut Hermes ille magniis et magnus ; JussiT et

eos qui redierunt ex partibus bellatorum, atque

aliorum aliena

20 sententium, in illis turbarum temporibus, reverses,

mauere in propriis possessionibus ; Consuluit ut

mitterentur copiae equestres et pedestres et naves

adversus eos qui irruerant

21 in ^gyptum mari terraque, sustinens impensas

argentarias et frumentarius magnas^ ut et templa

et omnes incolae ejus in securitate essent ; Et

acce-

22 dens ad Luporum urbem, illam in Busiridis regione

sitam, quae erat occupata et munita adversus

obsidionem, armorum copia largiore et alioe unique

commeatu, utpote quod jam ii multo

23 tempore invaserat rebellandi animus congregatos

in ea impios qui et in templa et in ^^gypti incolas

multa mala patraverant, et,

24 castra ante ponens, aggeribus et fossis et muni-

mentis ipsam eximiis circumvallavit ; Nilumque

cum incrementum magnum fecisset in octavo anno,

et suesceret submergere

25 campestria, coliibuit ex multis locis, munitis ostiis

fluviorum, largitus in liaec opum vim non modicam;

et constitutis equitibus et peditibus ad custodiam

26 eorum, brevi tempore et urbem vi cepit, et in ea
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impios omiies interfecit sicut Hermes et Horus ille

Isidis et Osiridis filius subegerunt in iisdem

27 locis olim rebellatores ; Duces (verb) reballatorum

sub ipsius patre et qui regionem (vastaverant) et

templa scelestc tractarant, ingressus in Mempliim,

ultor

28 patris sui et sui ipsius regni, omnes punivit pro

meritis, tempore quo venit ad peragenda (omitia

quae) observari consuescunt in solemnitatibus

suscipiendae corouae ; Kemisit et ea quae in

2\) templis debebatur regali aerario usque ad octavurn

annum, quorum eratin tritico et argento copia uon

modica; simil(iter d) mulctas non collatorum

in regium aerarium, byssinorum linteo-

30 rum, et eorum, quae collata fuerant, ab exemplar!

discrepantiam usque ad eadem tempora; Solvit

templa (impositd) artabe in unam quamque aruram

sacrae terrae, et terrae vinealis simil(z^er)

31 amphoram arurae ; Api et Mnevi plurima donavit

et caeteris sacris animalibus illis in ^gypto ; multo

magis quam antecedentes reges sollieitus circa ea

quae com(petant)

32 ipsis semper, et illorum funeribus necessaria

suppeditaus opimc et magnifice, et ritibus implendis

in propriis eorundem templis cum sacrificiis et

solemnibus conventibus et caeteris {de more solito)

33 Et jura templorum et ^gypti conservavit in

regione, juxtk leges ; Et Apieium operibus eximiis

adornavit, conferens in ipsum auri (et argeu-)
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34 ti et lapidum pretiosorum vim non modicam, et

templa et fana et altaria exstriixit ; et quae

indigebant restaiiratione reparavit, liabens Dei

Evergetici, in rebus 'pevi^inentibus, ad)

35 Divinum Numen^ animum intentum : Et sciscitans

de rebus pretiotissimis templorum renovavit ipsas,

in sui ipsius regno convenienter ; Pro quibus

dederunt ipsi Dii sanitatem, victoriam, robur et

alia bona {omnia )

36 regia potestate mansure ipsi et ipsius posteris in

omne aevum : Bonae Fortunae. Placuit sacer-

dotibus regionis templorum omnium honores

{omnes) qui pertinent

37 ad immortalem regem Ptolemaeum, dilectum a

Plitha, Deum Epiphanem, gratiosum, similiter et

qui sunt patrum ipsius Deorum Philopatorum et

qui sunt avorum Deorum Everg(e^^m, et qui siDit)

38 Deorum Adelpliorum, et qui sunt Deorum Soterum,

angere magnopere ; Et ponere immortalis regis

Pto/emaei, Dei Epiphanis, gratiosi, statuam in

unoquoque templo, in manifes(^/ori loco)

39 quae cognominabitur Ptolemaei ultoris ^gypti, cui

prope sistet praecipuus Deus templi, dans ei insigne

victoriae
;
quae erunt disposita {omnia juxta

coiivenientem)

40 ordinem ; Et sacerdotes colere statuas ter per

diem et vestire illas sacro ornatu, et aliapraescripta

exequi, pront ea observari solent erga alios Decs

in {magnis' solem-)
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il nitatibus ; Erigenda vero esse regi Ptolemaeo,

Deo Epiphani, gratioso, illi ex rege Ptolemaeo et

regina Arsinoe, Diis Pliilopatoribus, simulachrum

sculptile et aediciilam aii(?-ea in sacratissimo)

42 templorum, et collocandam earn (aediculam) in

adytis cum aliis aediculis, et in magnis solemnitati-

bus in quibus exitus aedicularum aguntur, aedicu-

lam etiam Dei Epiplianis, Yiw(ergetii<, gratiosi)

43 exire; Et ut facilius agnosci que at nunc et in

tempore futuro, imponi super aediculam illas regis

aureas coronas decern quibus adhaerebit aspis

{^ad similitndiitem)

44 coronarum illarum figura aspidis insignium quae

sunt suprii alias aediculas, et earum in medio

regium illud insigne cognominatum WXENT quo

redimitus introivit in Memplieos (temjplum

ut)

45 adimplerentur ea quae consuescunt peragi in sus-

ceptione regiae coronae, et imponi circumdanti

coronas tetragono juxtu praedictum sacellum

regium, phylacteriaaur(e« cumisthdc inscrlptionc)

46 Hoc est regis qui illustrem reddidit regionem

superiorem et regionem inferiorem ; Et, quia

trigesimum diem illius Mesori quo nativitas regis

agitur, similiter et {diem . . . .)

47 quo suscepit regnum a patre cognomines esse jam

usu receptum est in templis, etenim et multorum

bonorum principia omnibus sunt, agere hosce dies

festos {in singulis 'per totam jE)
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48 gyptum templis in mense, et facere in ipsis

sacriiicia et libamina et caetera lege sancita sicut

et in aliis solemnitatibiis, et advenientes statutes

dies

49 in templis : Et agere festum et solemnem

conventum in lionorem immortalis et dilecti a

Phtha, regis Ptolemaei, Dei Epiplianis, gratiosi,

singulis annis {per totam ^gypti, tarn superioris

quam inferior is

50 regionem, a novilunio Thoutli per dies quinque, in

quibus et coronas gerent facientes sacrificia et

libamina et alia convenientia ; cognomi {nahuntur

verb isti ministri)

51 et Dei Epipbanis, gratiosi, sacerdotes^ praeter alia

nomina Deorum quorum sacerdotii munere jam

funguntur, et praelibare, super omnes pecuniarios

redditus et super alios [proventus sacros, quae

necessaria sunt ad)

52 Sacerdotium ejus ; Licere que et quibuslibet

privatis agere hoc festum et praedietum Sacellum

erigere et habere domi (quaecumque suppetent ad

cultum Dei Epip^lianiSj gratiosi,)

53 annuatim. Ut innotescat quod incolae ^Egypti

glorificant et bonorant Deum Epiplianem gratiosum

regem, ut par est, {placuit hoc dccretuni sculpi in

columnd)

54 duri lapidis, et sacris, et patriis, et bellenicis

caracteribus, et coUocari in unoquoque tam priorum

quam posteriorum {templorilni)

VOL. I. E
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II.

—

French Translation of the Greek Version

Published by Monsieur Ameilhon in 1803.1

Du regne de notre jeune monarque, siiccesseur de son

pcre a la couroiiDe, glorieux souverain des couronnes,

reparateur de I'Egypte et de toutes les choses qui con-

cernent les Dieux, pieux, vainqueur de ses ennemis,

reformateiir des moeurs des homines, maitre des periodes

de trente annees_, comme Vulcain-le-Grand, roi, comme

le Soleil le grand roi, des regions tant snperieures qu'

inferieures, ne des dienx Philopatores, que Vulcain a

approuve, a qui le Soleil a donne la victoire, image

vivante de Jupiter, fils du Soleil, Ptolemee toujours

vivant, le bien-aime de Plitha, la neuvi^me annee;

Sous le pontificat d'Aetes, pretre et d'Alexandre, et des

dieux Soteres, et des dieux Adelphes, et des dieux

Evergetes, et des dieux Philopatores, et da dieu

Epiphane, tres-gracieux ; Pyrrha, fille de Philinus,

etant Athlophore de Berenice Evergete ; Areia {oUj

Araea), fille de Diogene^ etant Canephore d'Arsinoe

Philadelphe; Irene, fille de Ptolemee, etant pretresse

d^Arsinoo Philopator ; Le quatre du mois Xandique, et

le dix-huit du mois Mechir, suivant les Egyptiens :

Les Pontifes, et les Prophetes, et ceux qui entrent dans

le sanctuaire pour habiller les Dieux, et les Pterophores,

et les Ecrivains sacres, et tous les autres Pretres qui,

de tous les temples situes dans le pays^ s'etoient rendus

• See Eclaircissemens sur Vinscription Grecque du Monument

trouve a Rosette, p. 108 fF.
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a Mempliis, aiipres du roi, pour ]a solenuite de la

Prise-de-possession de cette couronne dont Ptolemee,

toujonrs vivant, le bien-aime de Phtha, dieu Epipliane,

Prince tres-gracieux, a lierite de son pere, se trouvant

reunis dans le temple a Mempliis, ont prononce, ce meme

jour, le Decret suivant

:

CoNSlDEEANT QuE, le roi Ptolemee tonjours vivant,

le bien-aime de Plitha, dieu Epipliane, tres-gracieux,

le fils du roi Ptolemee et de la reine Arsinoe, dieux

Pliilopatores, a fait toutes sortes de biens et aux

temples, et a ceux qui y font leur demeure, et en general

a tons ceux qui sont sous sa domination
;
Qu^etant dieu,

ne d'un dieu et d'une deesse, comme Orus, ce fils d^Isis

et d'Osiris, ce vengeur d'Osiris son pere, et jaloux de

signaler son zele genereux pour les choses qui con-

cernent les dieux, IL a consacre au service des temples

de grands revenus, tant en argent qu'en ble, et a fait

de grandes depenses pour ramener la tranquillite en

Egypte et y elever des temples
;
Qu'il n'a neglige aucun

des moyens qui otoient en son pouvoir pour faire des

actes d'humanite ; et Qu'afin que dans son royaume {ou,

sous son regne) le peuple et en general tons les citoyens

pussent vivre avec plus d'aisance, il a supprime tout-ji-

fait quelques-uns des tributs et des impositions qui

t'toient etablis en Egypte, et diminuo le poids des

autres
;
Que de plus il a remis tout ce qui etoit du a

son tresor, tant par ses sujets liabitans de I'Egypte, que

par ceux des autres pays de sa domination, quoique

cette dette fit une masse tres-considerable
;

Qu'il a
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renvoye absous ceux qui avoient ete emprisonnes et mis

enjugement depuis longtemps
;
Qu'il a ordonne que

les revenus des temples et les redevances qui doivent

leur etre payes, cliaque annee, tant en ble qu'en argent,

ainsi que les parts reservees aux dieux sur les vignobles,

les vergers, et sur toutes les autres cboses auxquelles

ces dieux avoient droit du temps que son pere regnoit,

continueroient a se percevoir dans le pays
;
Qu'il a

voulu que les pretres, pour etre initios aux mysteres, ne

payassent pas un droit plus fort que celuiqu'ils avoient

paye jusqua la premiere annee du regno de son pere
;

Qu'il a dispense ceux qui appartiennent aux tribus

sacerdotales de faire tons les ans le voyage par eau a

Alexandrie; Qu'il a ordonne qu'on cesseroit de faire

la levee des cboses qui se percevoient pour le service de

la marine
;
Qu'il a fait la remise des deux tiers sur la

quantite de toile de byssus que les temples devoient

fournir au fisc royal
;
Que, dans toutes les parties ou

depuis longtemps I'ordre etoit neglige, il Ta retabli, et

donne tons ses soins pour faire observer d'une maniere

txr-venable tout ce qu'on etoit dans I'usage de pratiquer

d'Arsii^-d des Dieux
;
Qu'a I'exemple d'Hermes deux

le dix-hu2 jl a aussi fait rendre justice a cliacun

;

Les Pontifes, ^^^ que les citoyens qui, apres avoir quitte

le sanctuaire po'^ etceuxdont les sentimens avoient et^,

et les Ecrivains Sc^ trouble, opposes au gouvernement,

de tous les temples gent maintenus en possession de

^ , . 'il a pourvu k ce que de grandes
1 See Eclaircissemens ^

.

irowve' a Eosdfe, p. 108 ff. -^u infanterie, et en vaisseaux,
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fussent envoyees contre ceux qui avoient fait ime

irruption en Egypte et par terre et par mer, et n'a

epargne aucunes depenses et en argent et en ble, pour

que les temples cles dieux et tons les liabitans de

I'Egypte fussent a I'abri de tout danger
;
Que, s'etant

approche de cette ville de Lycopolis, qui est situee dans

le canton de Busiris, et I'ayant trouvee occupee et

munie d'une tres-grande quantite d'armes et de toutes

les especes d'approvisionnemens necessaires pour soutenir

un siege, parce que depuis longtemps I'esprit de revolte

s'etoit empare des impies, qui s'y etoient rassembles et

avoient cause beaucoup de dommage aux temples et aux

liabitans de I'Egypte, il a etabli son camp devant cette

place, et I'a entouree de terrasses, de fosses et de fortes

murailles
;
Que le Nil ayant fait, dans la huitieme annee,

sa grande crue pendant laquelle il a coutume d'inonder

la plaine, il a arrete les debordemens de ce fleuve par

de fortes digues construites en plusieurs endroits, et a

fortifie les emboucliures de ses bras, ayant employe a ces

travaux de tres-grandes sommes ; et Qu'apres y avoir

etabli des corps de troupes, tant de pied que de cheval,

pour garder ces ouvrages, il a, enpeu de temps, emportc

de force la ville, et extermine tons les impies qui s'y

trouvoient, comme Hermes, et Orus, fils d'Isis et

d'Osiris, avoient dompte autrefois dans ces memes lieux

les rebelles
;
Que s'etant rendu a Memphis a I'occasion

des formalites qui devoient s'observer pour la Prise-de-

possession de la couronne, il a puni, en vengeur de son

pere et de sa propre couronne, comme ils le meritoient,
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les cliefs de ceux qui s'etoient revoltes sous son pere, et

avoient devaste le pays, et depouille les temples
;
Qu'iL a

fait la remise de ce qui etoit du en grain et en argent dans

les temples an tresor royal, jusqu'c\ la liuitieme annee, ce

qui faisoit un objet considerable; Qu'iL a pareillement

fait grace [sic] des contributions de toiles byssus qui

n'avoient point ete fournies a ce tresor jusqu'a la meme

epoque, comme aussi des dedommagemens exigibles pour

celles qui y avoient ete deposees, mais qui ne s'etoient

pas trouvees conformes a, I'etalon
;
Qu'il a affranclii les

temples du droit d'artabe impose sur chaque aroure de

terre sacree, et a de meme aboli celui d'ampliore qui se

prelevoit sur cbaque aroure de vigne
;

Qu'il a fait

beaucoup de donations a Apis et aMnevis, et aux autres

animaux sacres de I'Egypte
;

Que, portant beaucoup

plus loin que les rois ses predecesseurs I'attention pour

tout ce qui pent, dans toutes les circonstances, con-

cerner le service de ces animaux sacres, IL a assigne

avec autant de generosite que de magnificence, des

fonds pour fournir aux frais de leurs funerailles et

aux depenses des sacrifices, des grandes assemblees re-

ligieuses et autres ceremonies qui out coutume d'avoir

lieu dans les temples dedies au culte de cliacun d'eux en

particulier
;
Que par ses soins les droits des temples et

ceux de I'jfigypte ont ete conserves dans le pays, con-

formement aux lois
;
Qu'il a fait faire de magnifiques

ouvrages au temple d'Apis, et fourni pour ces travaux

une grande quantite d'or et d'argent et de pierres pre-

cieuses
;
Qu'il a eleve des temples, des chapelles, des
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autels, et fait les reparations necessaires a ceux qui en

avoient besoin, ayant le zele d'un dien bienfaisant ponr

tout ce qui concerne la Divinite
;
Que s'etant soigneuse-

ment informe de I'etat ou se trouvoient les cboses

les plus precieuses renfermees dans les temples^

IL les a renouvelees dans son royaume de la maniere

qu'il convenoit ; en recompense de quoi les Dieux

lui ont donne la sante, la victoire, la force, et les

autres biens la couronne devant lui demeurer,

ainsi qua ses enfans, jusqu'a la posterity la plus

reculee

:

A LA Bonne Fortune :

II a plu aux pretres de tons les temples du pays

de decreter que tons les honneurs appartenans an roi

Ptolemee, toujours vivant, le bien-aime de Plitha, dieu

Epiphane tres-gracieux, ainsi que ceux qui sont dus soit

a son pere et a sa mere, les dieux Philopatores, soit

a ses aieux les dieux Evergetes, soit aux dieux

Adelplies, soit aux dieux Sauveurs, seront considerable-

ment augmentes
;
Que dans chaque temple il sera erige

et pose dans le lien le i^lus aiiparent^ une statue du

roi Ptolemee, toujours vivant, dieu Epiphane, tres-

gracieux, laquelle s'appellera La statue de Ptolemee

vengeur de PEgypte : et que pres de cette statue sera

place le dieu principal du temple, qui lui presentera

Parme de la victoire, et tout sera dispose de la maniere

la plus conveiiahle ; Que les pretres feront trois fois

par jour le service religieux aupres de ces statues, et les
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pareront des ornements sacres, et auront soin de leur

rendre, dans les grandes solennites, tons les honneurs

qui doivent, suivant I'usage, etre reudus aux autres

dieux
;

Qu'jl sera consacre au roi Ptolcmce, dieu

Epipliane, tres-gracieux, a ce fils dii roi Ptolcmce et de

la reine Arsinoe, dieux Philopatores, une statue et une

chapelle dorees dans le plus saint cZe^ temples
;
Que

la cliapelle sera placee dans les sanctuaires avec toutes

les autres, et Que dans les grandes solennites ou Ton

a coutume de faire sortir des sanctuaires les cliapelles,

on fera sortir aussi la cliapelle du dieu Epipliane,

tres-gracicucx Qu'afin de rendre, des h

present et pour toujours, cette cliapelle plus facile a.

etre distiiiguee des autres, on posera au-dessus les dix

couronnes d'or du roi, lesquelles porteront sur leur

partie anterieure un asinc a Vlmitation de

ces couronnes a figure d'aspic, qui sont sur les autres

cliapelles, et au milieu de ces couronnes sera place cet

ornement royal appele Pschent C^XENT), celui qu'il

portoit lorsqu'il entra a Memphis dans le temple

, afin d'y observer les ceremouies legales pres-

crites pour la Prise-de-possession de la couronne, et

Qu'au tetragone entourant les couronnes et appose a la

cliapelle dont on vient de parler, IL sera attache des

phylacteres d'or avec cette inscription : C'est ici LA

CHAPELLE DU ROI, DE CE ROI QUI A RENDU ILLUSTBES LA

REGION d'eN HAUT ET LA REGION d'eN BAS ; et QUE,

I'usage s'etant dej;i etabli dans les temples d'appeler

du nom de ce prince le trente de ce mois Mesori, auquel
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on fait memoire de I'anniversaire de sa naissance, ainsi

que ce?wi oil il a re9U lacouronne

de son pere, jours qui certes sont pour tous une source

de biens, ces memes jours seront celebres comme des

jours de fetes dans tous les temples de VEgypte, cnacun

en son mois ; Qu'on fera dans ces temples des sacrifices,

des libations et toutes les autres ceremonies qu'on a

coutume de faire aux grandes solennites . . . .,

dans les temples
;
Que tous les ans il sera celebre une

fete et tenu une grande assemblee en I'lionneur du

toujours vivant, du bien-aime de Phtba, du roi Ptolemee,

dieu Epipliane, tres gracieux
;
Que cette fete aura lieu

dans tout le pays, tant de la Haute que de la Basse-

Egypte, et durera cinq jours, a commencer de la neo-

menie du mois Thoutb, pendant lesquels ceux qui

feront les sacrifices, les libations et toutes les autres

ceremonies d'usage, porteront des couronnes
;

Qu'ils

seront appeles pretres du dieu Epiphane,

tres gracieux, et ajouteront ce nom Ti ceux des autres

dieux au service desquels ils sont deja consacres
;

Qu'il

sera mis a part des fonds pour fournir a toutes les

depenses qui pourra exiger son sacerdoce
;

Qu'il sera permis a tous particuliers indistinctement

de celebrer la fete, et de consacrer la cliapelle dont

il a ete parle ci-dessus, et d'avoir cliez eux les

choses necessaires a ce culte pour cliaque

annee.

Et afin qu'il soit connu pourquoi, en I^gypte, Ton

glorifie et Ton lionore, comme il est juste, le dieu
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Epipliane, tres gracieux monarque, le present decret

sera grave siir une colonne de pierre dure, en caracteres

sacreSj et en caracteres du pays, et en caracteres grecs,

et cette colonne sera placee dans chacun des tem'ples,

tant anciens que nouveaux.
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CHAPTEE IV.

THE EOSETTA STOXE AXD THE LABOUES OF
THOMAS YOUNG.

Thomas Young i was born at ^lilverton in Somerset-

shire, on June lothj 1773. He is said to have been

able to read fluently at the age of two, and before he

was twenty years old he had studied French, Italian,

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, Chaldee, Samaritan,

Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Ethiopic, to say nothing

of Philosophy, Botany, and Entomology. In 179o he

entered St. Bartholomew's Hospital as a student ; in

1801 he discovered the undulatory theory of light ; in

1802 he was appointed Foreign Secretary to the Eoyal

Society; in 1803 he took the degree of Bachelor of

Medicine at Cambridge; in 1804 he was elected a Fellow

of the Eoyal Society ; in 1808 he took the degree of

Doctor of Medicine ; in 1811: he began his study of the

inscriptions on the Eosetta Stone ; in 1818 he was

appointed Secretary of the Board of Longitude, and

Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac ; and in 1826

he was elected one of the eight foreign Associates of

the Academy of Sciences at Paris. He died on

May 10th, 1830.

* See the Lije of Thomas Yvuvg^ by G. Peacock, Londou, 1855.
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The above brief summary of the acquirements and

appointments of Dr. Young only concerns us so far as

it will serve to give an idea of his great and varied

abilities, and of his great linguistic and scientific know-

ledge ; and of the details of his career here recorded, the

only one which we intend to discuss is that which

informs us that he began to study the inscriptions on

the Kosetta Stone in the year 1814. The value of his

work in connection with Egyptian decipherment will be

considered later on, and all that we have to do here is

to record the facts so far as they can be ascertained

from trustworthy sources. In his " Account of Some

Eecent Discoveries in Hieroglyphical Literature
"

(p. 11), published in 1823, he tells us that he began

to examine the fragments of papyrus brought from

Egypt by Mr. Boughton, and that after " looking over

Mr. Akerblad's " pamphlet ^ "in a hasty manner," he

communicated a few anonymous remarks ^ to the Society

of Antiquaries. In the summer of 1814 he took a copy

of the Eosetta Stone inscriptions to Worthing, and

studied them, and a few months later he was able

to send translations both of the hieroglyphic and

enchorial texts to the Society of Antiquaries, so that

' The allusion must be to Akerblad's famous "Lettre" to De
Sacy, which has been treated of above.

" Remarks on the Ancient Egyptian Manuscripts, read May I9tli,

1814, aYid published first in the Museum Criticum of Cambridge,

part vi. p. 15, then in Archaologia, vol. xviii. p. 65, ff., London,

1817 ; and reprinted by Leitcli in The Worl's of Thouias Toung,

vol. iii.
I).

1 ff.
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1

they might be printed as au appendix to the remarks in

Akerblad's work, which he had made a few months

before. In the pursuit of his inquiry he had made

himself in some measure '^ familiar with the remains

" of the old Egyptian language, as they are preserved

" in the Coptic and Thebaic versions of the Scriptures,

'' and I had hoped, with the assistance of this know-

" ledge, to be able to find an alphabet, which would

" enable me to read the enchorial inscription, at least,

" into a kindred dialect. But, in the progress of the

" investigation, I had gradually been compelled to

" abandon this expectation, and to admit the convic-

" tion that no such alphabet would ever be discovered,

" because it had never been in existence." Young was

led to this conclusion because he saw that many of the

characters in the enchorial text were " obviously

" imperfect imitations of the more intelligible pictures,

" that were observable among the distinct hieroglyphics

"of the first inscription," and his examination of the

hieroglyphic text on the Kosetta Stone caused him to

make the following deductions :

—

1 Simple objects are represented by their actual

delineations.

2 Many signs were used in a figurative sense only.

3 Many signs could be considered as the pictures oi

no existing objects.

4 The dual was denoted by the doubling of a

character.

5 An indefinite plurality was represented by three
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characters of the same kind, or by three lines or

bars attached to a single character.

6 Units are represented by dashes, and tens by

round or square arches.

7 Hieroglyphic inscriptions were to be read in the

direction in which the characters faced.

8 Proper names were included by the oval ring, or

border, or cartouche.

9 The name of Ptolemy alone existed on the Kosetta

Stone, "having only been completely identified by

" the assistance of the analysis of the enchorial

" inscription."

After making the above statements {Account, p. 14),

Dr. Young says, " As far as I have ever heard or read,

^' not one of these particulars had ever been established

" and placed on record, by any other person, dead or

" alive." In respect of No. 8, it will be remembered

that Barthelemy and Zoega had said exactly the same

thing, a fact which seems to show that Dr. Young was

unacquainted with the works of two of the ablest and

most sensible of the early decipherers of hieroglyphics.

As Dr. Young's "Account" was published in 1823 it

is clear that before this year he himself claimed to have

made translations of the hieroglyphic and enchorial

texts on the Kosetta Stone as early as 1814, and there

is no good reason for doubting his statement, although

it has been often disputed. It is of course quite

possible that he modified parts of his translations as he

became more and more familiar with the characters

;
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indeed, this could hardly be avoided, seeing that he spent

so much time in working out hieroglyphic, enchorial,

and Coptic texts. For he not only studied the

inscriptions on the Kosetta Stone, but also those

of ^s'hich copies were placed in his hands by Mr.

Banks, Signor Belzoni, and others, and his knowledge

of Coptic was put to the test practically by the

demands made upon him by Mr. Thomas Legh, M.P.,

about this time. This gentleman visited Egypt in 1812

with Mr. Smelt, and travelled so far to the south as

Ibrim (Primis) ^ ; on his way he obtained at Elephantine

a number of leather rolls inscribed in Sahidic Coptic,

i.e., the dialect of Upper Egypt, and these, on his

return, he placed in the hands of Dr. Young for de-

cipherment. Dr. Young published an "Account" of

the MSS. on leather in Mr. Legh's " Narrative," and

gave a facsimile of the Coptic text of one of them with

an English translation. These leather rolls were

presented to the British Museum by Mr. Legh on

January 11th, 1817. They are seventeen in number,

and are now mounted under glass, and grouped under

the heading Papykus iv., A— Q, in a case labelled

'' Presented by Thomas Legh, M.P., 1819." -

^ See Thomas Legh, Narrative of a Journey ia Egiji}t, and ike

Country beyond the Cataract.^. 4to, London, 1816.

2 A is a deed setting forth that one Thekla, of the town of

Kelsei, has borrowed 19 solidi from Joseph, a sailor, and that she

will devote the property which she has derived from her father to

the payment of her debt. She sweara by God, and by the king

Mercurius, to carry out this deed. B is a deed, dated in the first

VOL. I. F
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Soon after Dr. Young liad made liis translations of

the texts on the Kosetta Stone, he was asked to

prepare the article Egypt for the new edition of the

" Encyclopaedia Britannica "
; this he undertook to do,

and forthwith began to collect his materials for an

Egyptian Sign List and Vocabulary, and for the other

sections of the treatise which he was going to include

in his article. When written, the article filled thirty-

eight pages quarto, and was accompanied by five plates,

with lists containing 218 words, a '' supposed enchorial

alphabet," and " specimens of phrases." Section I. re-

ferred to recent publications on Egypt, Section II. to the

Pantheon of Egypt, Section III. to the Historiography

of Egypt, Section IV. to the Egyptian Calendar,

Section V. to Manners and Customs, Section VI. to the

Analysis of the triple inscription of the Eosetta Stone,

Section VII. contained the Kudiments of a Hiero-

glyphical Vocabulary, and Section VIII. treated of the

" General Character and Subjects of the Egyptian

year of the reigu of king John, recording the sale of five fields (?)

by Ananias and Menanta to their son Abraham and his wife

Menanta. C is a deed, dated in the reign of king John, stating

that Thekla has sold certain lands to Abra[ham] and Menanta.

D declares that as Thekla borrowed 19 solidi from Joseph the

sailor, and as Eudoxia, the grand-daughter of Thekla, has borrowed

9 solidi more, the possession which Thekla set aside to pay off her

debt to Joseph now becomes the property of his three daughters,

Maria, Sei6n, and Athanasia. F and G are parts of the same MS.,

but the general meaning of the document is not clear. The
documents appear to have been written in the Vllth or

Vlllth century of our era. See Recueil de Travaux, tom. xxi.,

p. 224.
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Moiiumeuts." The article was printed in part i.

of volume iv. of the Supplement to the " Encyclopsedia

Britannica," and was published in 1819. It is the

most important of all Dr. Young^s philological works,

and is practically the foundation of the science of

Egyptology, because it contains a list of a number of

alphabetical Egyptian characters^ to which, in most

cases, he had assigned correct value. In other

words, the idea of a phonetic principle in the reading

of the hieroglyphics, which had been but dimly

comprehended by Warburton, De Guignes, Barthelemy,

and Zoega, was clearly grasped by Dr. Young, and

was accurately applied by him for the first time

in the history of the decipherment of the Egyp-

tian hieroglyphic. As Chabas rightly expressed it,

" Cette idee fut, dans la realite, le flat lux de la

" science.'^ 1

The value of Young's alphabet has formed the subject

of many a heated controversy in print, but the real

question at issue, namely, whether he was or was not

the first to discover the phonetic principle in hiero-

glyphics, has been obscured by a mass of angry

verbiage in which those who were opponents of Young's

claim have attempted to set it aside by means of

a series of accusations in which they have asserted

that he did not know a number of things which he

never professed to know. A tolerably correct idea,

however, of the matter may be obtained from the

' Inscrijpt. de Rosette, p. 5.
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" Correspondence relative to the Kosetta Inscription,"

wliicli appeared in the "Museum Criticum," No. vi.,

1815, and was reprinted, with additions, by Leitch,

in the third volume of his edition of the Worlcs

of Young, London, 1855, p. 16 ff. The letters

which are of importance here may be thus sum-

marized :

—

1. August, 1814. Young to De Sacy, asking for

information about Akerblad's work, and if he had made

any further progress. In it he says, " I doubt whether

" the alphabet which Mr. Akerblad has given us can

" be of much further utility than enabling us to decipher

" the proper names ; and sometimes I have even

" suspected that the letters which he has identified

" reb-emhled (sic) the syllahic sort of cliay^acters, hy

^' wldch the Chinese express the sounds of foreign

** language. . .
." ^

2. September 23rd, 1814. De Sacy to Young, say-

ing that he does not attempt to hide the fact that, in

spite of the approval which he expressed of Akerblad's

system [in 1802], he has always felt very strong doubts

about the validity of his alphabet. He then goes on

to say that Champollion [le Jeune] pretends to have

read the inscription on the Kosetta Stone, and

adds that he has more confidence in the critical

faculty and explanations of Akerblad than in those

of Champollion.

3. October [3rd], 1814. Young to De Sacy, send-

1 The italics are mine.
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ing bim a copy of his '' conjectural translation of the

Egyptian Inscription of Rosetta." He says, "I have

" again read Mr. Akerblad's work ; and I have found

" that it agrees in every instance with the results of my
"own investigation, respecting the sense attributed to

" the words which the author has examined "
; but is

careful to say that this conformity relates only to a

" few of the first steps of the investigation." Young

believed that the Greek was a translation of the

Egyptian text, and says that the " inscription contains

" at least a hundred different characters, which it is

"impossible to explain by means of this alphabet,

" ingenious as it is, at least without long and laborious

"study."

4. October 21, 1814. Young to De Sacy, sending

him a copy of an alphabet of the enchorial text, and a

list of enchorial words with their Coptic equivalents

;

the alphabet contains 32 characters, three of which

had been identified by De Sacy, sixteen by Akerblad,

and the remainder by Young.

5. January 31 [1815]. Akerblad to Young, de-

scribing his work on the Rosetta texts, and enclosing a

rendering of the first five lines, with notes, of the

enchorial text.

6. July 20, 1815. De Sacy to Young. This letter,

if the statements in it be true, is of great importance,

for it shows that De Sacy had—in answer to a

request made to him by Champollion's brother, who

said that he had received a letter fiom Young—lent to
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Cliampollion an Englisli translation of '^'inscription

Egyptienne," which was made by Young either in 1814

or 1815.1

De Sacy regards Yonng's translation as quite con-

jectural, hut thinks that it hears the stamp of

prohal)ility ; he agrees with Young that the Greek

text is not the original document of the decree.

Following these remarks of De Sacy is a long para-

graph in which he warns Young not to reveal too

many of his discoveries to Champollion, because he

thinks that he is quite capable of pretending that they

are his own. As to Champollion's pretence to have

discovered many words in the enchorial inscription of

Kosetta, he is afraid that this is nothing more nor less

than charlatanism, and he goes on to say that he has

very good grounds for thinking so. Next we have an

allusion to the pretensions of M. Etienne Quatremere,

who appears to have ''flattered himself that he could

" read a large portion of the text,^' and then he says,

" Nor can I imagine any of the persons [i.e. Akerblad,

" Quatremere, and Champollion] who have professed

" themselves able to read it, to be possessed of so

" singular a degree of modesty as to have hitherto with-

" held their discoveries from the public, if they had

' " Monsieur,—Outre la traduction Latine de I'inscription Egyp-
" tienne que vous m'avez communiquoe, j'ai re9u postericurement

" une autre traduction Anglaise imprimee, que jo n'ai pas en ce

" moment sous los yeux, I'ayant preteo h. M. Cham])ollion sur la

** demando que son frore m'en a faite d'apres une lottro qn'il m'a
" dit avoir re(;u de vous."
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" been tolerably well established." i Later he suggests

that Young should apply his method of decipherment

to the hieroglyphic inscription, and supposes that it

has a closer connection with the enchorial text than it

has with the Greek ; in his last sentence he says that

Champollion has sent him a letter from Mr. Boughton,

and that from it he gathers that Young has made con-

siderable progress in the decipherment of hieroglyphics.

7. August, 1815. Young to Akerblad, stating that

he regards it as hopeless to attempt to read the

enchorial text by means of any imaginable alphabet,

and traversing many of Akerblad's statements. He

encloses a copy of Porson's translation of the Greek

text, and refers to the superior accuracy of that made

by Heyne.

• '"Jepense, Monsieur, que vous ctos plus avance aujourd'hui,

'• et que vous lisez uuo grande partie, dumoins, du texto Egyptien.

" Si j'ai un conseil a vous donner, c'est de ne pas trop commimi-
" quer vos decouvertes a M. Champollion. II se pourrait faire

" qu'il pretendit ensuite k la priorite. II cherche en plusieurs

" endroits de son ouvragc a faire croire qii'ila decouvert beaucoup
" des mots de I'inscription Egyptienne de Rosette. J'ai bieu peur
" que ce ne soit la que du charlatanisme

;
j'ajoute memo que j'ai

" de fortes raisons de le penser. Yous n'ignorez sans doute pas
*' quo quelq'un en Hollande a annonce aussi avoir decouvert

" I'alphabet de cette inscription, ct qu'a Paris M. Etienne Quatre-

" mi're se flatto pareillemont d'en lire une grande partie
o

" Au surplus, je ne saurais me persuader que si M. Akerblad, et

** Quatremere on Champollion avaient fait des progr^s reels dans
" la lecture du texte Egyptien, ils ne se fussont pas plus empresses

"de faire part au public de leur decouverte. Ce serait uno
" modcstio bien rare, et dont aucun d'eux no me para it capable."

—Leitch, Worls of Dr. Young, vol iii. p. ol.
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8. August 3, 1815. Young to De Sacy, announcing

tliat he has been able to translate a part of the hiero-

glyphic text on the Rosetta Stone, and saying, " After

" having completed this analysis of the hieroglyphic

" inscription, I observed that the epistolographic

" characters of the Egyptian inscription, which ex-

" pressed the words God, Immortal, Vulcan, Priests,

" Diadem, Thirty, and some others, liad a striking

" resemblance to the corresponding hieroglyphics ; and

" since none of these characters could be reconciled,

" without inconceivable violence to the forms of any

" imaginable alphabet, I could scarcely doubt that

" they were imitations of the hieroglyj)hics adopted a.9

" monograms or verbal characters, and mixed with the

'' letters of the alfhahet ;
^'^.

. . .

9. January 20, 1816. De Sacy to Young, stating

that he agrees with Young's views as to the Egyptian

language. In the last paragraph he comments hostilely

on Champollion's behaviour during the past three

months, and remarks of him, " II est sujet A, jouer le role

du geai pare des plumes du paon."

10. May 5, 1816. Young to De Sacy reporting that

he is devoting himself to the study of hieroglyphics

in general, and that he has found the name of Ptolemy

in various inscriptions at Philae, Esna, and Ombos.

The other letters which Mr. Leitch printed in his

edition of Dr. Young's Works need not occupy us

hero, for from the above brief summaries we can see

' The italics are mino.
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that before the close of the year 1816, YouDg had

succeeded in translating both the hieroglyphic and

enchorial texts on the Kosetta Stone, and that he was

the first investigator who recognized that hieroglyphic

characters were both Alphabetic and Syllabic, and who

proved the truth of his views. When these transla-

tions are examined by the light of the Egyptological

information which is now available, it is impossible not

to feel that the renderings of certain passages of the

enchorial text, whether made by Young or by Aker-

blad, must have been suggested by the Greek render-

ing of the enchorial text ; but even thus, it is equally

impossible to deny to Young the credit of having been

the first to give both the idea and the proof of the

alphabetic values of several of the Egyptian characters,

a fact which was doubted by Champollion for some

time after the publication of Young's article, Egypt, in

the "Encyclopaedia Britannica" in the year 1819.

The matter is neatly summed up by Klaproth, in his

"Examen Critique des Travaux de feu M. Champollion."

Herein he says, " For ten years past people have been

" talking enthusiastically about the discovery of the

'' ' phonetic alphabet ' made by the late M. Champollion,

" but very few people seem to have any clear idea

" either of what it really is, or of the results which

" it has been able to produce. Doctor Young, in

" England, is beyond contradiction, the first author

" of this discovery. In 1818 lie recognized the

" alphabetic value of the greater number of the signs
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"wliicli form the names of Ptolemy and Berenice,

" among which he has correctly determined the foliow-

*' ing seven, which correspond with the results obtained

" by Champollion." [Here follow the hieroglyphic

characters for B, F, I, M, N, P, T.] **The idea that

" the hieroglyphics could contain an alphabetic section

" never took root in his mind." Klaproth proceeds to

quote a lengthy extract from Champollion's work,

" De I'ecriture hieratique des Anciens Egyptiens,"

which was published at Grenoble in 1821, wherein,

after referring to the works of the Comte de Caylus,

Barthelemy, Zoega^ and M. de Humboldt, all of whom
were agreed that the writing of the Egyptian MSS.

was ALPHABETIC, that is to say, that it was composed

of signs which were intended to recall the sounds of

the spoken language, Champollion goes on to say,

" A long study, and above all, an attentive comparison

'' of the hieroglyphic texts with those of the second

" kind, which are regarded as alphabetic, has led us

" to a contrary conclusion." As a result he then

states the following :

—

1. The writing of the Egyptian MSS. of the second

kind (hieratic) is not alphabetic.

2. The second system is only a simple modification

of the hieroglyphic system, and differs merely through

the form of the signs.

3. This kind of writing is that called hieratic by

the Greek writers, and must be considered as hiero-

glyphic tachygraphy.
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4. Finally, the hieratic characters are signs of

THINGS AND NOT SIGNS OF SOUNDS.

Statement No. 4 proves beyond all doubt that when

Champollion wrote the work in question he did not

only not believe in the alphahetic character of any

of the Egyptain signs, but also that he never suspected

the possibility of such a thing. In the following year

(1822), when he published the famous "Lettre a

M. Dacier," he published an alphabet consisting of

various characters discovered by himself, as well as

those the values of which had been ascertained by Dr.

Young, and showed that several of the signs which

Young had believed to be syllabic were actually alpha-

betic. AVe are entitled to ask here. What was it that

had caused Champollion to arrive at a conclusion

which was diametrically opposed to that which he had

asserted so confidently one year before ? There is only

one answer to this question in my opinion : Cham-

pollion altered his opinion because he had either read,

or had had read or explained to him, the fact that

Young had successfully identified the names of Ptolemy

and Berenice in the hieroglyphic text on the Eosetta

Stone. His own quick, capable mind led him to grasp

the importance of this discovery, and his knowledge

of Coptic enabled him to make the fullest use of

Young^s alphabetic characters, and to apply them to

the investigation of the hieroglyphic forms of Greek

and Latin proper names other than Ptolemy and

Berenice.
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It lias been popularly supposed tliat it was Cham-

pollion who was the first to identify the name of Cleo-

patra on an obelisk at Philae, but it seems that it was

not, and as this is a matter of importance Young's

letter to M. Arago,i the eminent French astronomer,

may be referred to. M. Arago had asked Young why

he did not publish a " simple statement of the dates of

the several steps " which he had made in the recovery

of the literature of the Egyptians, and on the 4th July,

1828, he wrote a letter from Gleneva to M. Arago, in

which he says, " I told you the other day that 1

" thought I had done quite as much as was necessary

" for asserting my claim, and that I had no reason to

"be over-anxious for establishing it any further than

" the public at large was perfectly willing to concede

"it me. I thought Mr. Champollion had been unjust

"to me, but I freely forgave him, without requiring

"him to acknowledge his injustice; and on the other

"hand I was inclined to believe that he had also for-

" given me, without my having made any concession

" to him. . . . Now of the nine letters, which I insist

" that I had discovered, Mr. Champollion himself

" allows me five, and I maintain that a single one

" would have been sufficient for all that I wished to

" prove ; the method by which that one was obtained

"being allowed to be correct, and to be capable of

" farther application. The true foundation of the

"analysis of the Egyptian system, I insist, is the great

' See Loitcli, Works of Dr. Young, vol. iii. p. 404.
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"fact of the original identity of the enchorial with the

^'sacred characters, ichich I discovered, and i^rinted in

''1816} and which Mr. Champollion probably redis-

" covered, and certainly republished in 1821 (1822?);

" besides the reading of the name of Ptolemy, ichich I

" had completely ascertained and published in 1814,

" and the name of Cleopatra, which Mr. Banhes had

" afterwards discovered by means of the information

" that I had sent him out to Egypt, and which he

" asserts that he communicated indirectly to Mr.

" Champollion,^ and whatever deficiencies there might

" have been in my original alphabet, supposing it to

" have contained but one letter correctly determined,

" they would and must have been gradually supplied by

" a continued application of the same method to other

" monuments which have been progressively discovered

" and made public since the date of my first paper."

This statement by Young of what he considered to

be his just claim in respect of his discoveries in the

field of Egyptology is extremely interesting, and the

facts which we have given in the earlier pages of this

chapter will prove that it is not excessive. His

assertion that the name of Cleopatra was identified by

Mr. Bankes is supported by Henry Salt {Essay on

Dr. Young^s and M. Champollion s Phonetic Sydem

of Hieroglyphics, London, 1825, p. 7); who declares

that the discovery was made so far back as 1818

!

Mr. Bankes noticed that, as the Greek inscription upon

1 The italics are miuo.
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tlie propylaeum at Diospolis Parva '' furnishes tlie only

" example extant in all Egypt of the name of a queen

"Cleopatra preceding (instead of following) that of a

"king Ptolemy, (which is to be accounted for by

" referring it to the regency or reign of that Cleopatra

" who was guardian to her son,) so does the sculpture

" on the same building furnish the only example,

" where the female figure, offering, takes a precedence

" over that of the man : these therefore, it seemed

" more than probable^ must be intended for Cleopatra

" and Ptolemy. Accordingly, Mr. Bankes proceeded to

" confront the supposed name of Ptolemy, as furnished

"to him from the Eosetta Stone by Dr. Young, with

" the hieroglyphical designation over the male figure,

" and found an exact agreement. The next step was

"to examine whether the same two names could be

"found on the shaft of the obelisk which Mr. Bankes

" was removing from Philae, that being a known

"memorial of a Ptolemy and his two Cleopatras; and

" upon both being detected, not upon that only, but

"upon a little temple at Philae, where Mr. Bankes

" had discovered a dedicatory inscription in Greek of

" the same sovereign, the matter was brought to com-

"plete proof, and the result was communicated by

" Mr. Bankes both to Mr. Salt and Dr. Young, and

" noted by him also in pencil in the margin of many
" copies, w^hicli he afterwards distributed ; it was so

" noted, amongst others, in the margin of that sent to

" Paris to be presented to the French Institute by
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" Monsieur Denon. To the plate of that obelisk M.

" Champollion refers for the discovery and proofs of

"this important name; but it will be obvious that,

"without other data, a mere collation of the Greek on

" the pedestal with the hieroglyphics on the shaft

" could not, in this instance, have led to such a result."

The above extract is from Mr. Salt's work, and he

adds, " These facts are stated, not so much with a view

" of detracting from any credit assumed, on whatever

"grounds, by M. Champollion, as of proving that the

"chain of evidence which establishes this important

" name is much more full and complete than M. Cham-

" pollion has been able to make it appear to his readers."

Thus we are fully justified in saying that before the

year 1819 the names of Ptolemy, Cleopatra, and Berenice

had been satisfactorily identified in their hieroglyphic

forms, and that the credit of doing this belongs to

Young and to Mr. Bankes.

In the above paragraphs frequent mention has been

made of Young's hieroglyphic and enchorial alphabets,

and a reproduction of them from his article Egypt is

given on p. 83; printed in modern hieroglyphic type

the former appears thus :

—

206.
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210. ^ K6, KH

^11- ^= XX, XX^

212. AA^AAA IN#

213. _2:^ o?\6 .

214.

215.

216.

217.

218.

n

D

OU^, OC

n

q

True value, SA, keb.

M.

N.

R or L .

s.

p.

F.

T.

KHA.

No. 205, wliicli is omitted liere, is really two demotic

characters, tlie values of wliicli are ba and r : to these

Young gave the value Bere, and so far he was right,

but he failed to see that what he considered to be one

sign was, in reality, two. In Nos. 213 and 214 his

consonants w^ere right, but his vowels were wrong.

Thus out of a total of thirteen signs, he assigned correct

values to six, i.e., [ (1

,

7 ?
a and

npartly correct values to three, i.e., _g-5, , ^ , and

wrong values to four, i.e., <=>,
]) ,

^^,andT.

In the list of words which he printed in the plates that

accompanied his article Egypt, many of his meanings

were right, though a great many of them were wrong

;

the same must be said of many passages of his trans-

lations of the hieroglyphic and enchorial texts on the
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Kosetta Stone. At the time they were published no

one attempted to criticize them adversely, probably

because no one knew as much about the subject as

Young, but later, many years after Champollion had

improved and extended Young's alphabet, and after

scholars like the late DPt. Lepsius and Dk. Birch had

developed and improved Champollion's Egyptian

alphabet and grammar, it became the fashion to belaud

the labours of Champollion, and to belittle those of

Young. No honest investigator of the works of Young

and Champollion can deny that Champollion developed

Young's alphabet in a remarkable manner, and in a

way which Young could never have done ; but neither

can he deny that Young was the first to discover and

apply the alphabetic principle in Egyptian hiero-

glyphics. Warburton, De Gruignes, Barthelemy, and

Zoega all suspected the existence of alphabetic hiero-

glyphics, and the three last-named scholars be-

lieved that the ovals, or cartouches, contained royal

names, but it was Young who proved both points.

Young, it is true, tried to translate passages, which

prudence would have suggested had better be left alone

;

similarly when Champollion died he did not leave his

system in anything like a perfected condition, and if it

were judged by its inaccuracies, as the work of Young-

has been judged by some of his opponents, it would cer-

tainly be condemned, and precisely for the same reasons.

The success of Champollion's system is, in reality, due

to Professor Lepsius and to Dr. Birch.

VOL. I. G



14. Isis

15. Nephtiie - -

16. BuTo [*Atlior]

17. HoRus - -

|ff|^

20. Apis

22. Hyperion ['Horus] - - -

23. Cteristes [or Ccrberus.J [*2 Anubis]

24. Tetrarcilv

25. Anubis [*Hapi. The Nile] - -

26. Macedo [*not a name]

27. Hieracion [*not a name] - - - -

28. Corcxoclius [*a character of Anubis]

30. Playtyptcrus [*Moui] - - - -

38. Me.mnon [*Amonoph III.] - - ~

50. PsAMMis [*Sethi]

En
^T» ^

m^ • Mi

IB

4<AAA

Q c> o u fl

[̂•'f^

w^^

xvZrta

A page of Dr. Young's Vocabulary.
{Works of Dr. Young, by J. Leitch, vol. iii., p. 54.)
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l.M.FIRSTDAY "S*

Ko.TiiiKiiirrn ^^^
COY SkiJ\ /q

J . 2nj~\niKii s

iaG.0N13

OTAl.OTl

K/. FIRST
2 0rfT

130.SECOND ^O^

fl B

ECGlUO.TniTEE

I'JLTinRD
JU.;.2tyojjiT c c C

in:? TnRTci: c c c

.'Ol AIIINJ)j;i:i)

2<):',ATnoi!«vl>,-D S

:'o.'{.Ma>xxynr

sai.SiXETt.u

i?.1.V.,.OVJ t,tH,Dt, I 12,22 z.tiJ

K . ^avxn s ?

?fj:i
2T>,'

.Icpc

2()r.

.lip

2on

f.\e

A 210

KE.KK

;?i-'

21)

JS/*^fA

Jlo

n

21G

217

21.

T

cu t

;a-i.
fj

N^-^ suiTosEDr.xcmniiJi. .ir.rn.inKT.

\> r^"'

i9:;.Foiiii

QTD
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The scholars who lived near the time of Young and

Champollion, and whose words have weight, speak in

no uncertain voice about the priority of Young's dis-

coveries in the field of Egyptology, and its importance.

Thus Heney Salt said that {Essay, London, 1825),
'' The first idea of certain hieroglypliics being intended

"to represent sounds was suggested by Dr. Young;"

Wilkinson said {Egyi^tians, p. 195), "Amidst this

" mass of error and contradiction, the application of

'' the phonetic principle by l^oung in 1818, had all the

" merit of an original discovery ;
" and Dr. Birch said

{Egyptian Antiquities, art. " Rosetta Stone "), " His (i.e.

" Young's) sagacity in deciphering the name of Ptolemy,

*' and laying down the grand principle of phonetic

''constructioD, was, without doubt, the key to the sub-

" sequent labours of Champollion le Jeune ;" and Hincks

said (Trans. Boyal Irish Acad. vol. xxi. pp. 133, 134,

Dublin, 1848), ''Had he (i.e., Champollion) been candid

" enough to admit that he was indebted to Dr. Young
" for the commencement of his discovery, and only claim

" the merit of extending and improving the alphabet,

"he would probably have had his claims to the pre-

" ceding and subsequent discoveries, which were cer-

"tainly his own, more readily admitted by Englishmen
" than they have been. In 1819 Dr. Young had pub

-

"lishedhis article 'Egypt 'in the supplement to the

" Encyclopa3dia Britannica ; and it cannot be doubted

" that the Analysis of the names ' Ptolemseus ' and
"

' Berenice ' reached Champollion in the interval
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'between liis publication in 1821 and 1822, and led

' him to alter his views. . . . The Grammaire Egyj^
' tienne ought to have been given to the public as

'his sole bequest in the department of Egyptian

' philology. . . . Even the warmest admirers of Cham-
' pollion must admit that he left his system in a very

'imperfect state. Few, probably, will deny that he

' held many errors to the close of his life, both in what

'respects the reading of the characters and in what

'respects the interpretation of the texts. "^ On the

other hand, it must be admitted that Dr. Lepsius held

the view that " Young's opinions on the nature of the

"hieroglyphic system were still essentially false, and

" that the discovery itself would have remained barren,

" and would hardly have been hailed as a discovery in

'* the science [of Egyptology] at all, if one had followed

" in the path which its author himself had proposed."

Dr. Birch seems to have been influenced by Dr.

Lepsius' views, for in his sketch on " Egyptian Hiero-

glyphics" (p. 196) he says, "How far, even in the de-

" cipherment, he proceeded correctly, may be doubted.

"
. . . But even here (i.e., in Young's interpretation)

" there is much too incorrect in principle to be of real

" use ; much of it is beneath criticism." How the

former scholar succeeded in blinding himself to facts,

and how the latter would explain the contradiction in

his two statements on the matter under discussion we

need not attempt to inquire.

' Letire a Roselli7ii, Rome, 1837, p. 11.
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COPTIC X GYPiCL\?^..AB:

.

P Gam/tKv iC.

X DaUfa Lm

-O- Thuho l^

S I.aula -0^^|,c///

IX Ml J> , O , o

i> a,cL >^ , ^^ ^ '2^

• . ^ Dr. Youii^'h^
\ Demotic Alphabet.

ii ^ q

NSEN

The most hostile of Dr.

Young's critics among the

early investigators of the

history of Egyptian de-

cipherment were Bunsen

and ScHWARZE, the former

of whom published an in-

correct account of the hiero-

glyphic discovery in Egyjjfs

Place in Universal History

(vol. i. p. 320 ff.), and the

latter a bulky work entitled,

Das Alte jEgyptcn, Leipzig,

1843. Bunsen was a per-

sonal friend of Champollion,

and boasts that he " enjoyed

" the happiness of his per-

" sonal acL]^uaintance, and

" of learning from him the

"first rudiments of hiero-

" glyphic lore at the foot

" of the obelisks at Rome"

(p. 244) ; his statements

therefore must be accepted

with caution, and his criti-

cism cannot be regarded as

disinterested. Schwarzedid,

evidently, try to write a fair

account of the history of
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hieroglyphic discovery ; hut as, until the time when

he had nearly finished his great work, he had never

seen a copy of Young's article Egypt, it was impossible

for him to know anything of Young's w^ork, except

through the medium of the writings of Champollion.

Subsequently, however, he obtained from the Berlin

Library the loan of Baron von Humboldt's copy of the

article, and then he says that he feels it his duty to

state that the perusal of the article has greatly in-

creased his admiration for the author's powers of

investigation, and that it has shown him that much,

especially in the interpretation of symbolical hiero-

glyphics, which is usually regarded as the property of

Champollion, belongs in reality to Dr. Young. {Das

Alte jEgijj)teu, p. 446).

The reader has now before him the facts which will

enable him to arrive at a conclusion in respect of the

value of Young's labours in the science of Egyptology?

and full references to the sources wherefrom they have

been drawn. He who wishes to investigate the matter

further will find many small details, which, taken to-

gether, form a mass of evidence corroborative of the

general argument set forth in the above pages, in John

Leitch's edition of the " Miscellaneous Works of the

late Thomas Young, M.D., F.R.S., &c.," vol. iii.

London, 1855. Finally, it is difficult not to regret

that Young did not take steps to refer in detail to the

suggestions of Warburton, De Guignes, ]>arthL'lemy,

Zoega, and Akerblad, and also tliat he did not issue
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Lis article Egypt in book form, or in some way which

would have made it available to the general reader.

His characteristic diffidence, so far as it concerned his

work in hieroglyj^hic decipherment, is to be regretted.

As Young's translations of the hieroglyphic and

enchorial texts on the Eosetta Stone, and his own

explanation of his methods, occupy an important place

in the history of the decipherment, they are reprinted

in the following Appendix.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTEPt IV.

THE EOSETTA DECEEE.

I.
—

" Ax Intekpretation of some Parts of the

"Hieroglyphic Inscription ox the Stone of

" EosETTA, Obtained by Comparison with

"the Egyptian and Greek" [by Thomas

Youug, M.D., F.E.S.].

{First printed in Archaeologia, vol. xviii., p. 70,

London, 1817.)

" (1) Eg. 16 ? The leaders of the armed

'^ men who were hostilehj collected^ and had laid, waste

" the country

"(2) E. 17 The prices likewise of a//

" the linen cloths due to the king from the temyles and

^' not made; and of such as ivere made those which

^^ were proper for exJiihition

"
(3) E. 18 Taking care of their honours-

'' more diligentlij than others, giving them sacred orna-

^'ments, carefully attending to them, gi^i^^g ichat was

" required for their funeral ceremonies splendidly

" and gloriously ; and the public contributions

"
(4) E. 19 The ancie)it sacred rites he
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"preserved entire: tlie temple of Apis he adorned viag-

" nijlcently, collecting ample treasures and jewels he

"presented them to Apis : he founded altars and temples

^^ and shrines : he corrected

"
(5) E. 20 According to tlie established

" rites in his kingdom, wherefore the great gods have

"given him health, victory, s^re^i^^A, and other good

" gifts ; the royal power remaining to him and to

" his children for ever, with good fortune and

"prosperity . The priests have decreed unalterably

"(6) E. 22 Of his ancestors the

" saviour gods, the honours be increased greatly, that

" there be erected an image of the young king Ptolemy,

"ever living, beloved by Vulcan, the god illustrious

" and munificent, which shall be called sacred to Ptolemy

" tJie protector of his country, to Ptolemy who has

"
(7) E. 23 Of Egypt : they shall wor-

" ship each image three times a day, and adorn them

"with sacred ornaments, and p)ay them other lawful

" honours, in like manner as to the other gods of the

" country, in the sacred assemblies, with the customary

" rites on all public occasions : and there shall be conse-

" crated to the young king Pto

" (8) E. 24 And a statue of gold, and

"placed in all the temples of Egypt, in the sacred

" recesses with the shrines of the gods of the country :

"and on each of the days of the great assemblies in
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" honour of all tlie gods, when the statues are carried

" in procession, also the shrine and statue of the god

" illustrious and munificent shall be carried : and in

" order that the golden shrine may be distinguished at

"this day

"
(9) E. 26 The golden shrine, Vihe to

" the asp bearing diadems upon all the sacred shrines :

^' and in the middle shall be the crown called Pschent

" which in the temple of Mernphis was tcorn hy the

" king, ichen in that temple he assumed the royal

" power ; there shall also be added to the sacred orna-

^' menls of the quadrangle of each of the divine crowns

''of

"(10) E. 27 Him xuho has rendered his

" country glorious, the asp bearing diadem of him who

'' has adorned tlic upper and tlie lower regions; and

" since the thirtieth of Mesore, the birth day of the god

" ever living, appointed to be celebrated by an orna-

" mented assembly in the temples, and likewise the

"eighteenth of Mechir, on which the young king

" assumed the government of the kingdom of his father,

" have been days auspicious to the happiness of all

"men

"(11) E. 28 Of his sacred iMiQY \ on each

"of these days, the eighteenth and thirtieth of every

" month, there shall be an assembly in the temples and

" in all the holy places, celebrated with sacrifices and

" libations, and with other lawful honours, icsual in each

" nwuthly assembly : and tlie offerings in the SLsaeiiMies
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" shall he observed, with the services performed in the

" temples

"(12) E. 29 Ptolemy the ever living,

" beloved by [Vulcan], the god illustrious and munifi-

*'cent, every year from the first of Thoyth for five days,

" celebrating the assembly with crowns, and sacrifices

" and libations, with appropriate honours ; and the

" priests of all the temples under the dominion of Egypt
" shall be called servants of the god illustrious and
" munificent, besides the other sacerdotal names by
" which they are called

" (13) E. 30 The priesthood of the god

" illustrious and munificent : and it shall be lawful

" that the festival of the king be celebratedby all private

" persons disposed to honour him : they may consecrate

" likewise a shrine to the king illustrious and munifi-

" cent, and keep it in their houses, performing all

"manner of sacred rites both monthly and yearly; in

" order that it may be manifest that all the inhabitants

"of Egypt

" (14) E. 31 With due respect : and they

" have resolved to engrave on a column of hard stone,

"in sacred characters, in the characters of the country,

"and in Greek, the present decree ; and to place it in

" all the temples under the dominion of Egypt, of the

" first, and second, and third order, wherever shall be

" the image of the young king Ptolemy, the ever

" living, beloved by Vulcan, the god illustrious and

"munificent."
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II.

—

Conjectural Translation of the Demotic

Text by Dr. Thomas Young, F.K.S., laid

before the Society of Antiquaries of London,

May 19th, 1814, and printed in Archaelogia

IN the volume published in 1815.

1 [In the ninth year, on the fourth day of Xanthieus]

the eighteenth of the Egyptian month Mechir, of

the young king, who received the goYernment of

the country from his father, lord of the asp bearing

diadems, illustrious in glory, who lias established

Egypt, the just, the beneficent, the pious towards

the gods, victorious over his enemies, wdio has

improved the life of mankind, lord of the feasts of

thirty years, like Vulcan the mighty king, like the

Sun,

2 [the mighty king of the upper and] lower countries,

the offspring of the parent loving gods, approved

by Vulcan, to whom the Sun has given the victory,

the living image of Jove, the offspring of the Sun,

Ptolemy, the ever living, beloved by Vulcan, the

god illustrious, munificent (the son of) Ptolemy and

Arsinoe, the parent loving gods, the priest of

Alexander and the saviour gods and the

3 [brother gods, and the gods] beneficent, and the

parent loving gods, and the king Ptolemy, the god

illustrious, munificent, being Aetus (the son of

Aetus) ; Pyrrha, the daughter of Philinus, being
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the prize bearer of Berenice tlie beneficent ; Areia,

the daughter of Diogenes, being the bearer

4 [of baskets of Arsijnoe the brother loving ; Irene,

the daughter of Ptolemy, being priestess of Arsinoe

the parent loving; it was this day decreed by the

High priests, the Prophets, those who enter the

sacred recesses to attire the gods, the wing bearers

and sacred scribes, and the rest of the priests who

come from the temples of Egypt,

5 [to meet the king, at] the assembly of the assump-

tion of the lawful power of king Ptolemy, the ever

living, beloved by Vulcan, the god illustrious,

munificent, succeeding his father; and who

entered the temple of Memphis, and said

:

Whereas king Ptolemy, the ever living, the god

illustrious, munificent, (son of) king Ptolemy

6 [and queen] Arsinoe, the parent loving gods, has

given largely to the temples of Egypt, and to all

within his kingdom, being a god, the offspring of a

god and a goddess, like Orus, the son of Isis and

Osiris, who fought in the cause of his father,

Osiris ; and being pious and beneficent toward the

gods, has bestowed much silver and corn, and much

treasure, on the temples of Egypt,

7 [and has spent much] in order to render the land

of Egypt tranquil, and to establish the temples

properly : and in all things within his lawful

power has been benignly disposed : of the military

imposts and tributes of Egypt, some he has
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lowered, others he lias remitted altogether, in

order that private individuals and all other men

may prosper in the days of his

8 [reign] : and what was owing to the crown from

the Egyptians, and from all under his dominion,

amounting to a large sum, he remitted altogether

;

those who were imprisoned, and who were strongly

accused of crimes for many years, he pardoned

:

he ordered also that the properties of the gods,

and the collections of corn and silver made

"annually" . . .

9 [likewise] also the portions belonging to the gods

from the vineyards and the gardens, and all the

other things which had been due to them, as

appointed in the time of his father, should remain

unaltered ; he ordered also the priests not to pay

more for their sacerdotal fees than what was

required until the first year of his late father
;

he excused those

10 [subject] to the power of the temples from the

parade of the required voyage to Alexandria every

year ; he ordered also the press for naval warfare

to be omitted ; two parts of the " cotton " garments

required to be made for the use of the king-

in the temples he excused ; what had been

done improperly for many years he restored to

proper

11 [order]; being careful that due respect should

be paid to the gods according to propriety
; and
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likewise that justice should be done to all, like

the great, great Hermes ; he ordered also those

who had come down, military persons and others

disposed to hostility, in the tumultuous times of

Egypt, to return

12 [to] their own properties and remain there; he

took care to send foot, horse, and ships against

those who had come by sea and land against Egypt,

spending much treasure of silver and corn, in

order that the temples and the inhabitants of

Egypt might be tranquil
;
proceeding against the

city of Lycopolis

13 [in] Busiritis, which had been hostilely occupied

and fortified, with ample stores of arms, and all

other things necessary for sustaining the siege,

the hostility of the guilty persons collected into it

having been long declared, they having done much

mischief to the country, to the Egyptians, and to

the sacred things ; the king, with exten-

14 sive ramparts and ditches and walls approaching

the city surrounded it ; the king, collecting much

silver and treasures for the purpose, set foot

soldiers to guard them, and horse ; the river Nile

having overflowed in the eighth year, and the

fields being usually injured greatly by it at that

time,

15 he restrained the rivers, securing their mouths in

many places ; the king took the city in no long

time by force of arms ; the guilty persons collected
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into it lie utterly destroyed ; as, in the times of

liis ancestors, those who were collected in the same

place were destroyed by Orus, the son of Isis and

Osiris, and by Hermes :

16 the leaders of the revolted and embodied troops

who had laid waste the country, and had done

injury to the temples, fighting for his kingdom, for

his father, and for the gods, when he came to

Memphis to the solemnity of the assumption of the

lawful power received from his father, he punished

all severely ; he remitted what to the

17 crown was due from the temples, as far as the

eighth year, amounting to much corn and treasure
;

and likewise the prices of the "cotton" garments,

tributary from the temples, which ought to have

been contributed for the use of the king, and

those which were contributed for exhibition, from

the same time ; he ordered also the annual artaba

which had remained due from each arura of sacred

land,

18 likewise the annual ceramiura from each arura of

the vineyards, to be remitted to the gods ; he gave

largely to Apis, to Mneuis, and to the other sacred

animals of Egypt ; taking care more and more

beneficently than his ancestors for their honours

at all times, and furnishing what was requisite for

their funerals splendidly and gloriously ; the pay-

ments

19 to his own temples, with assemblies,- and sacrifices,

VOL. I. H
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and other honours, he appointed; the public

ceremonies of thetemples^ and all the other rites of

Egypt, he established in order according to the

laws ; he bestowed many treasures of gold, and

silver, and precious stones, on the temple of

Apis ; and he founded temples of the first order,

temples

20 for the public, and altars, and founded chapels in

addition to the primary temples of the gods ; what

was deficient he restored as was requisite, having

the feelings of a beneficent god in things relating

to the deities ; and, having made inquiries,

he renewed the most sacred temples in his

kingdom, according to their usages ; wherefore

the gods all powerful have given him health,

victory over all,

21 strength, and all other good gifts, the power of his

kingdom remaining to him and to his descendants

for ever : and they shall remain with good fortune.

It is approved by the priests of all the temples of

Egypt, that the honours at present paid to King

Ptolemy, the ever living, the god illustrious and

muniHcent, in the temples,

22 those of his parents, the father loving gods, those

of the predecessors of his parents, the beneficent

gods, those of the predecessors of the predecessors

of his parents, the brother gods, those of the

predecessors of the ancestors of his parents, the

saviour gods, he augmented greatly : there shall
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be erected an image of King Ptolemy, the ever-

living, the god illustrious and munificent,

23 which shall be called sacred to Ptolemy studious

of the prosperity of the country, to Ptolemy who

has fought for Egypt ; and to the image the

greatest god of the temple shall offer the trophies

of victory, in each and every temple, in the most

conspicuous place in the temple : all which things

shall be arranged according to the custom of

Egypt : the priests shall worship the images in

each and every temple three times a day,

24 and shall attach to them sacred ornaments,

addressing them by name, with other legitimate

rites, as is done to the other gods in assemblies

and feasts from day to day : there shall be made a

statue of King Ptolemy, the god illustrious and

munificent (son of) Ptolemy and Queen Arsinoe,

the parent loving gods, and a shrine of gold in

each temple

25 and every temple, and placed in the sacred recesses,

with the other golden shrines ; and in the great

assemblies, at the solemnity of the procession of the

gods, the shrine of the god illustrious and munifi-

cent shall be placed : and, in order that the shrine

may be distinguished both at this day and at

future times, there shall be placed .on it the golden

ornaments of the king, the ten asp bearing

diadems, as is

26 usual ; the golden ornaments on the shrine shall
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be asp bearing diadems, as on the other shrines

:

there shall be placed in the midst of them the

ornament which the king wore upon his entry into

the temple at Memphis, when he celebrated the

rites of the assumption of the lawful power from

his father, the crown Pschent, which ornament he

then wore : and there shall be upon

27 the golden ornaments the quadrangle of the ever-

living, and on it shall be placed with the asp bear-

ing diadems, ample golden phylacteries^ projecting

over the golden shrine ; there shall be placed on

the asp bearing diadems ample phylacteries,

declaring that they belong to the king who

has rendered the upper and the lower country

illustrious : and since the 30th of Mesore on

which

28 the birth-day of the king is appointed to be cele-

brated with an assembly and feast in the temples,

likewise the eighteenth of Mechir, on which the

robed festival of the assumption of his legitimate

power id held, have been auspicious days for all

men, being dedicated to the king ever living, and

to the assumption of his lawful power : on these

days, the 30th and the 18th, there shall be held

an assembly every month in all the temples of

Egypt, with sacri-

29 fices, libations, and other lawful honours, as in the

other assemblies, the monthly assemblies, and the

usual offerings shall be made, with homages^ and
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solemn worsliip in tlie temples : there shall be

held an assembly and feast in the temples, and in

all Egypt, to king Ptolemy the ever living, the god

illustrious and munificent, every year, from the

first of Thoyth for five days, on which crowns

shall be worn,

oO with sacrifices, libations, and other honours : the

priests living in the temples of Egypt, in every

temple, shall be called priests of the god illus-

trious and munificent, besides the other sacerdotal

names which they bear, in all edicts, and all acts

belonging to the priesthood of the god illustrious

and munificent: and it shall be lawful that the

festival be celebrated

1 with proper honours by all other individuals, and

that they may consecrate in like manner a golden

shrine to the god illustrious and munificent, with

due respect, keeping it in their houses, observing

the assemblies and feasts, as appointed, every

year : which shall be done in order that it

may be made manifest that the inhabitants

of Egypt honoured the god illustrious and

munificent,

32 as it is just to do : and this decree shall be

engraved on a hard stone, in sacred characters,

in common characters, and in Greek, and placed in

the first temples, and the second temples, and the

third temples, wherever may be the sacred image

of the kina; whose life is for ever.

Q
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III.—x\nalysis of the Triple Inscription of

EosETTA, by Thomas Young, M.D., F.R.S. From

the Article Egypt in the Supplement to the

Encyclop^.dia Britannica, vol. iv., 1819.

The block or pillar of black basalt, fonnd by the

French in digging up some ground at Rosetta, and now

placed in the British Museum, exhibits the remains of

three distinct inscriptions ; and the last, which is in

Greek, ends with the information, that the decree,

which it contains, was ordered to be engraved in three

different characters, the sacred letters, the letters of the

country, and the Greek. Unfortunately a considerable

part of the first inscription is wanting : the beginning

of the second, and the end of the third, are also

mutilated ; so that we have no precise points of coinci-

dence from which we can set out, in our attempt to

decipher the unknown characters. The second inscrip-

tion, which it will be safest to distinguish by the Greek

name enchorial, signifying merely the character " of the

country," notwithstanding its deficiencies near the

beginning, is still sufficiently perfect to allow us to

compare its different parts with each other, and with

the Greek, by the same method that we should employ

if it were entire. Thus, if we examine the parts corre-

sponding, in their relative situation, to two passages

of the Greek inscription in which Alexander and

Alexandria occur, we soon recognize two well marked

groups of characters resembling each other, which we
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may therefore consider as representing these names ; a

remark which was first made by Mr. de Sacy, in his

Letter relating to this inscription. A small group of

characters, occurring very often in almost every line,

might be either some termination or some very common

particle ; it must, therefore, be reserved, till it is found

in some decisive situation, after some other words have

been identified, and it will then easily be shown to

mean and. The next remarkable collection of characters

is repeated twenty-nine or thirty times in the enchorial

inscription ; and we find nothing that occurs so often in

the Greek, except the word king, with its compounds

which is found about thirty-seven times. A fourth

assemblage of characters is found fourteen times in the

enchorial inscription, agreeing sufficiently well in fre-

quency w^ith the name of Ptolemy, which occurs eleven

times in the Greek, and generally in passages corre-

sponding to those of the enchorial text in their relative

situation ; and, by a similar comparison, the name of

Egypt is identified, although it occurs much more fre-

quently in the enchorial inscription than in the Greek,

which often substitutes for it country only, or omits it

entirely. Having thus obtained a sufficient number of

common points of sub-division, we may next proceed to

write the Greek text over the encliorial, in such a

manner that the passages ascertained may all coincide

as nearly as possible ; and it is obvious that the inter-

mediate parts of each inscription will then stand very

near to the corresponding passages of the other.
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In this process it will be necessary to observe that the

lines of the enchorial inscription are written from right

to left, as, Herodotus tells ns, was the custom of the

Egyptians; the division of several words and phrases

plainly indicating the direction in which they are to be

read. It is well known that the distinct hieroglyphical

inscriptions engraved on different monuments differ in

the direction of the corresponding characters ; they

always face the right or the left of the spectator accord-

ing as the principal personages of the tablets, to which

they belong, are looking in the one or the other direc-

tion ; where, how^ever, there are no tablets, they almost

always look towards the right ; and it is easily demon-

strable that they must always have been read beginning

from the front, and proceeding to the rear of each rank.

But the Egyptians seem never to have written alter-

nately backwards and forwards as the most ancient

Greeks occasionally did. In both cases, however, the

whole of the characters thus employed were completely

reversed in the two different modes of using them, as if

they were seen in a glass, or printed off like the impres-

sion of a seal.

By pursuing the comparison of the inscriptions, thus

arranged, we ultimately discover the signification of

the greater part of the individual enchorial words ; and

the result of the investigation leads us to observe some

slight differences in the form and order of some parts

of the different inscriptions which are indicated in the

*' conjectural translation," published in the Archaeologia
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and in the Museum Criticiim. The degree of evidence

in favour of the supposed signification of each assem-

blage of characters maybe most conveniently appreciated,

by arranging them in a lexicographical form, according

to the words of the translation ; the enchorial words

themselves not readily admitting a similar arrangement

:

but the subject is not of sufficient interest for the

public, to make it necessary that this little lexicon

should be engraved at length.

It might naturally have been expected that the final

characters of the enchorial inscription, of wliich the

sense is thus determined with tolerable certaintv,

although the corresponding part of the Greek is want-

ing, would have immediately led us to a knowledge of

the concluding phrase of the distinct hieroglyphical

characters, which remains unimpaired. But the agree-

ment between the two conclusions is by no means

precise, and the difficuity can only be removed by sup-

posing the king to be expressly named in the one,

while he is only designated by his titles in the other.

With this slight variation, and with the knowledge

of the singular accident, that the name of Ptolemy

occurs three times in a passage of the enchorial in-

scription, where the Greek has it but twice, we

proceed to identify this name among the sacred

characters, in a form sufficiently conspicuous, to have

been recognized upon the most superficial examination

of the inscriptions, if this total disagreement of the

frequency of occurrence had not imposed the condition
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of a long and laborious investigation, as an indis-

pensable requisite for the solution of so mucli of

tlie enigma ; this step, however, being made good, we

obtain from it a tolerably correct scale for the com-

parative extent of the sacred characters, of which it

now appears that almost half of the lines are entirely

wanting, those which remain being also much

mutilated. Such a scale may also be obtained, in a

different manner, by marking, on a straight ruler, the

places on which the most characteristic words, such as

god, Mng, priest, and shrine occur, in the latter parts

of the other inscriptions, at distances proportional to

the actual distances from the end : and then trying to

find corresponding characters among the hieroglyphics

of the first inscription by varying the obliquity of the

ruler, so as to correspond to all possible lengths which

that inscription can be supposed to have occupied,

allowing always a certain latitude for the variations

of the comparative lengths of the different phrases and

expressions. By these steps it is not very difficult to

assure ourselves, that a shrine and a priest are denoted

by representations which must have been intended for

pictures of the objects denoted by them ; and this

appears to be the ]:)recise point of the investigation at

which it becomes completely demonstrative, and promises

a substantial foundation for further inferences. The

other terms, god and king, are still more easily ascer-

tained, from their situation near the name of Ptolemy.

The most material points of the three inscriptions
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liaving been thus identified, they may all be written

side by side_, and the sense of the respective characters

may be still further investigated by a minute cc*n-

parison of the different parts with each other. The

last line of the sacred characters^ with the correspond-

ing parts of the other inscriptions, will serve as a fair

specimen of the result that has been attained from

these operations.

In thus comparing the enchorial with the sacred

characters, w^e find many coincidences in their forms, by

far too accurate to be compatible with the supposition

that the enchorial could be of a nature purely alpha-

betical. It is evident, for example, that the enchorial

characters for a diadem, an asp, and everliviiig, are

immediately borrowed from the sacred. But this

coincidence can certainly not be traced throughout the

inscriptions ; and it seemed natural to suppose, that

alphabetical characters might be interspersed with

hieroglyphics, in the same way that astronomers and

chemists of modern times have often employed arbitrary

marks, as compendious expressions of the objects which

were most frequently to be mentioned in their respective

sciences. But no effort, however determined and per-

severing, had been able to discover any alpliabet, which

could fairly be said to render the inscription, in general,

at all like what was required to make its language in-

telligible Egyptian; although most of the proper names

seemed to exhibit a tolerable agreement with the forms

of letters indicated by Mr. Akerblad ; a coincidence,
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indeed, wliicli might be found in tlie Chinese, or in any

other character not alphabetical, if they employed words

of, the simplest sounds for writing compound proper

names. The question, however, respecting the nature

of the enchorial character, appears to be satisfactorily

decided by a comparison of various manuscripts or

papyrus, still extant, with each other. Several of

these published in the great Description de VEgijpte,

have always been considered as specimens of the

alphabetical writings of the Egyptians, and certainly

have as little appearance of being imitations of visible

objects, as any of the characters of this inscription,

or as the old Arabic or Syriac characters, to which

they bear, at first sight, a considerable resemblance.

But they are generally accompanied by tablets, or

delineations of certain scenes, consisting of a few

visible objects, either detached, or placed in certain

intelligible relations to each other ; and we may

generally discover traces of some of these objects,

among the characters of the text that accompanies

them. A similar correspondence between the text and

the tablets is still more readily observable in other

manuscripts, written in distinct hieroglyphics, slightly

yet not inelegantly traced, in a hand which appears to

have been noted by the term hieratic ; and by com-

paring with each other such parts of the text of these

manuscripts, as stand under tablets of the same kind,

we discover, upon a very minute examination, that

every character of the distinct hieroglyphics has its
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corresponding trace in the running hand ; sometimes a

mere dash or line, but often perfectly distinguishable,

as a coarse copy of the original delineation, and

always alike when it answers the same character. The

particular passages which establish this identity,

extending to a series of above ten thousand characters,

have been enumerated in the Museum Criticum; they

have been copied in adjoining lines, and carefully

collated with each other ; and their number has been

increased, by a comparison with some yet unpublished

rolls of papyrus lately brought from Egypt. A few

specimens from different manuscripts will be sufficient

to show the forms through which the original repre-

sentation has passed in its degradation from the sacred

character, through the hieratic, into the epistolographic,

or common running hand of the country.

It seems at first sight incomprehensible, that this

coincidence, or rather correspondence, should not be

equally observable in the two inscriptions of the

Kosetta Stone, which, if the enchorial character is

merely a degradation of the sacred, must naturally be

supposed to be as much alike as those of the different

manuscripts in question ; while, in reality, we can but

seldom trace any very striking analogy between them.

But the enchorial character, having been long used

in rapid writing, and for the ordinary purposes of life,

appears to have become so indistinct in its forms, that

it was often necessary to add to it some epithet or

synonym, ticrving to mark the object more distinctly

;
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just as, in speaking Chinese, when the words are

translated from written characters into a more

limited number of sounds, it is often necessary, on

account of the imperfection of the oral language, to add

a generic word, in order to determine the signification,

and to read, for example, a goose hird, when a goose

only is written, in order to distinguish it from some

other idea implied by a similar sound ; and even in

English we might sometimes be obliged to say a yew-

tree, in order to distinguish it from a eice sheep, or you

yourself] or the letter u. The enchorial character,

therefore, though drawn from the same source, can

scarcely, in this form, be called the same language with

the sacred hieroglyphics, which had probably remained

unaltered from the earliest ages, while the running

hand admitted all the variations of the popular dialects,

and bore but a faint resemblance to its original proto-

type. Indeed, if it had been completely identical, there

could have been no propriety in repeating the inscrip-

tion with so slight a change of form.

The rituals and hymns, contained in the manuscripts

which have been mentioned, are probably either of

higher antiquity than the inscription of Eosetta, or

had preserved a greater purity of character, as having

been continually copied from older originals. It is also

remarkable that, in one of these rolls of papyrus, en-

graved by Denon, the introduction is in the sacred

character, and some of the phrases contained in it may

be observed to be repeated in the subsequent part of
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the mauuscript, wliich is in a kind of running hand,

though somewhat less degraded than in most other

instances.

It was not unnatural to hope that the comparison of

these different manuscripts would have assisted us very

materially in tracing back all the enchorial characters

to the corresponding hieroglyphics, as far as the parts

of the respective inscriptions remain entire, and even in

filling up the deficiencies of the sacred characters where

they are wanting ; and something has certainly been

gained from it with respect to the names of several of

the deities ; but on account of the differences which had

crept in between the forms of the language, expressed

by the sacred and the cursive characters, the advantage

has hitherto been extremely limited. It seems, indeed,

to have been a condition inseparable from the whole of

this investigation, that its steps should be intricate

and laborious beyond all that could have been imagined

from our previous knowledge of the subject ; and that

while a number of speculative reasoners have persuaded

themselves, at different times, that they were able to

read through a hieroglyphical inscription in the most

satisfactory manner, beginning at either end, as it might

happen, the only monument that has afforded us any

real foundations for reasoning on the subject is more

calculated to repress than to encourage our hopes of

ever becoming complete masters of the ancient literature

of Egypt ; although it is unquestionably capable of

serving as a key to much important information with
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respect to its history and mytliology ; nor is it by any

means impossible tliat a careful consideration of other

monuments already known, or of such as are now dis-

covered from day to day, may enable us to detect

a number of unknown characters so situated with

respect to others, which are already understood, as to

carry with them their own interpretation, supported by

a degree of evidence far exceeding mere conjecture.

IV._The Works of Thomas YounCx, M.D., F.R.8.

1 Remarks on the Ancient Egyptian Manuscripts,

with Translation of the Rosetta Inscription. Read

May 19th, 1814. Published in Archaeologia, vol.

xviii., 1817.

2 Remarks on some leather rolls inscribed in Coptic.

Legh's Narrative of a Journeij in Egypt. London,

1816. Appendix, p. 153 ff., with a facsimile.

3 The article Egypt .in the " Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica," Supplement, vol. iv., 1811).

4 The Article Languages in the " Encyclopaedia

Britannica," Supplement, vol. v., 1824.

5 The Article Herculaneum in the '' Encyclopaedia

Britannica," Supplement, vol. iv. p. 624.

6 On the Egyptian Literature. In Mtbseum Criticumj

Nos. vi. and vii., Cambridge, 1816, 1821.

7 Inscription on the Paw of the Great Sphinx.

" Quarterly Review," vol. xix. p. 411,

VOL. I. I
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S Observations on a Greek Manuscript on Papyrus.

In Arcltaeologia, vol. xix. p. 156.

9 An account of some recent discoveries in Hiero-

glypliical Literature, and Egyptian Antiquities.

Including tlie author's original alphabet, as ex-

tended by Mr. Champollion, with a translation of

five unpublished Greek and Egyptian Manuscripts.

London, 1823.

10 Kudiments of an Egyptian Dictionary in the

ancient enchorial character; containing all the

words of which the sense has been ascertained.

[When Dr. Young had read the 96th page of the

proofs he was overtaken by death, so that the

correction of the last pages as well as the Indexes

were attended to by Dr. Tatham, to whose Coptic

Grammar the Egyptian Dictionary formed the

Appendix. The Coptic Grammar appeared in two

parts, London, 1830.]

1

1

Hieroglyphics, collected by the Egyptian Society.

Arranged by Thomas Young, London, folio. The

first part of this collection was issued in 1823, and

the second in 1828.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE EOSETTA STONE AND THE LABOUES

OF CHAMPOLLION.

Jean Francois Champolliox, surnamed le Jeune,

was born at Figeac on December 24, 1790, and died on

March 4, 1832. When a boy he made very rapid

progress in classical studies, and he devoted much

time to the study of botany and mineralogy; quite

early in life he exhibited a decided taste for oriental

languages, and at the age of thirteen he is said to have

possessed a fair knowledge of Hebrew, Syriac, and

Chaldee. In 1805 his brother, Champollion Figeac,

took him to Paris, and obtained admission for him to

the School of Oriental Languages, and introduced him

to De Sacy. Soon after his arrival in Paris, he began

to study the inscriptions on the Eosetta Stone, and in

writing to his brother on the subject, De Sacy said,

" Je ne pense pas qu'il doive s'attacher au d^chiffre-

'^ment de finscription de Bosette. Le succes dans ces

'' sortes de recherches est plutot I'effet d'une heureuse

" combinaison de circonstances que celui d'un travail

" opiniatre, qui met quelquefois dans le cas de prendre
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" des illusions pour des realites."i In 1812 he was

nominated Professor of Ancient History to the Faculty

of Letters at Grenoble, where he still carried on his

oriental studies.

When he arrived in Paris he found that those who

occupied themselves with the study of hieroglyphics

were still wedded to the view that they formed a

symbolic language, and in trying to verify this

opinion he wasted a whole year. About this time

he laid down a definite plan of work for himself, and

decided to publish a large treatise on Egypt in several

volumes. The first part of this publication appeared

at Grenoble in 1811, entitled. Introduction j it was

never sold, and only about thirty copies were printed

;

but it reappeared, though without the analytical table

of Coptic geographical names, under the title of

L^Kcjijpte sous les Pharaons, 2 vols. 8vo., Paris, 1814.

It was intended that the whole work should treat of :
—

1. Geography. 2. Eeligion. 3. Language. 4. The

writing and history of Egypt up to the invasion of

Cambyses. The first part, that on the Geography of

the country, was published in 1814, and the volume

was presented and dedicated to the kipg; the whole

undertaking would, according to Champollion's own

estimate, occupy ^/i^?/ years! In the Preface he speaks

of the reading of the Egyptian MSS., and goes on to

say that the first and easiest step to be taken with a

view of arriving at a satisfactory rendering of the

' Les Deux Champollion, Grenoble, 1887, p. 155.
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same is the " reading of the Egyptian text (by which

" he probably meant the enchorial version) of the

" inscription of Eosetta. I have had the happiness to

" see my efforts crowned with an almost complete

" success ; several passages in the Egyptian text are

" quoted in the two volumes which I now publish

"
(p. xvii.). . . . The results which I have obtained

" ought equally to apply to the reading of the alpha-

" betic MSS. ; my first impressions do not permit me
'' to have any doubt on this subject " (p. xviii.).

Whatever are the extracts from the enchorial version,

which may be given in the volumes, it is clear that

Champollion's knowledge of the text was not in

advance of that of Akerblad, and we shall see that his

studies of the inscription remained unfruitful until

after the publication of Young's article Egypt. If

we may depend on De Sacy's statement in a letter to

Young (see above, p. 70), we must believe that some

time between 1815 and 1819 a copy of Young's paper

was put into his hands. Whether, however, this be

true or not, it is impossible to imagine that Cham-

polliou, who had publicly stated that his work on

Egypt might take him fifty years to write, could be

ignorant of such an epoch-making work on Cham-

pollion's own chosen subject, as the article Egypt.

Copies were sent broadcast throughout Europe, and it

was as well known in Paris as in London.

In 1821 Champollion published his work Dc Vecriture

HUratiqae dcs Anciens UjijijtioLi,; in whicli, as we
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have already shown by an extract, he maintained that

hieroglyphics were " signs of things and not signs of

sounds," and judging from the book itself, it is pretty

clear that he had either not understood the bearing and

importance of Young's discoveries in hieroglyphic de-

cipherment, or had determined to ignore them. The most

important thing announced in the book was the fact that

the ''hieratic system is only a simple modification of

the hieroglyphic system," but this Young had already

discovered and published! Champollion sent a copy

of his work to Y'oung but, for some reason or other, he

withheld the letterpress, as Leitch thinks (p. 74)

"with the object of concealing the date of publication.

" Dr. Young accordingly remained for several years

" under the impression that this work had been pub-

" lished at a much earlier period." ^

1 Champollion had certainly opportunities of knowing the

results of Young's researches, through the savans of Paris ; but

Young learned nothing of his from De Sacy, further than that he

made false pretensions to have discovered the meaning of many
words in the Rosetta inscription, and that he was sufficiently

unscrupulous to appropriate Dr. Young's discoveries if the latter

did not observe more caution. This warning was given by De
Sacy, after lending Champollion at Dr. Young's request the hitter's

translation cf the Egyptian inscription on the llosetta Stone. At

this period there could be no rivalry between them, as Dr. Young
knew very little more of Champollion's studies than that, although

they had been of long duration, they seemed to have produced

scarcely any other result than the adoption of Akerblad's dis-

coveries, without acknowledgment. Chevalier Bunsen speaks

with evident pride of his intimacy with Champollion, whoso

character, he, strangely enough, seems to admire as well as his

talents, and it is probable that lie received from hiui ])ersonally
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On September 17, 1822, Cliampollion read his

Memoire on the hieroglyphics, and exhibited his hiero-

glyphic Alphabet, with its Greek and Demotic i^ equiva-

lents, before the Academie des Inscriptions. The paper

created a great sensation in Paris, and appears to have

provoked general interest in Egyptology among learned

men in general throughout Europe. In the same year

he published his " Lettre a M. Dacier, relative a Valpha-

het des Hieroglyphes plioneticpies employes par les

Egyptiens pour inscrire sur leurs monuments les titrcs,

les noms et les surnoms des souverains grecs et romains,

Paris, 1822. Avec 4 planches." The "Lettre" is a

well and carefully written pamphlet of fifty-two pages, in

which the author, following on the path already marked

out for him by Young, and making use of the alphabetic

values of the hieroglyphic signs which occur in the

the assertion of liis origiuality as regards the above discovery ;

but when we recollect that ChampoUion appropriated other dis-

coveries of Young, as well as those of Akerblad and Bankes, and

that his charlatanerie and literary dishonesty are acknowledged

by some of the most eminent of his countrymen, such as De Sacy

and Letronne, men whom he himself distinguished by his especial

approbation and regard (see Precia, Avertisseyaent, 2ud ed.), we
cannot help thinking that Chevalier Bunsen, in adopting Cham-
pollion's representations in this and other instances with such

easy faith, has been, to use De Sacy's expression, the " dupe do

son charlatanisrae." "We have elsewhere pointed out the injustice

which Schwarze has done to Dr. Young from a similar reliance

on Champollion's misstatement.—^Leitch, op. cit., vol. iii. pp. 74,

164, 179.

' As the writing which was called "* enchorial " by Akerblad and

Young is now generally known as "Demotic" we shall hencefor-

ward use that appellation.
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names of Ptolemy and Berenice, which Young dis-

covered in 1818, and published in 1819, successfully

deciphered the names of several other Greek and Latin

royal personages, and their titles. On page 5 we have

a description of the three classes of Egyptian writing,

hieratic, demotic, and hieroglyphic, and in it we find

the following :
—

" Cette troisieme espece d'ecriture,

" VhierogJypMque pure, devait avoir aussi un certain

" nombre de ses signes doues de la faculte d^exprimer

" les sons ; en un mot, qu'il existait c'galement une scrie

" cVhieroglyphes plwnetiqiiesr

Now this represents an opinion which is diametrically

opposed to that which he held in 1821, for up to 1821

he did not believe that Egyptian hieroglyphics could

possess alphabetic values. Continuing his argument

Champollion goes on to say that in order to assure one-

self of the truth of this view it is only necessary to have

under the eyes, written in pure hieroglyphics, two proper

names of Greek kings which are previously known, the

one containing several letters which are employed in

the other, such as Ptolemy and Cleopatra, or Alex-

ander and Berenice. The names Ptolemy and Berenice

had been made out by Young in 1818, and, as we have

seen above, the name of Cleopatra, as a whole, was

identified in the same year by Mr. W. J. Bankes, who

found it at Philae, on an obelisk which he caused to be

brought to England, and set up on his estate in

Dorsetshire. At Mr. Bankes' expense copies of the

Greek and Egyptian texts which are found upon it
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were prepared, i aucl on every set of the plates which he

presented to learned institutions and scholars he

marked the fact that the second name, which followed

that of the Ptolemy in whose honour it was set up, was

Cleopatra. Once having this fact proved in a general

way by Mr. Bankes, and the alphabetic values of

several of the characters provided by Young, it was not

a supremely difficult task to decipher those of Cleo-

patra and Alexander.

Let us see how the matter works out, merely from

the hieroglyphic point of view. Here are the *' ovals
"

or cartouches of Ptolemy, Berenice, Cleopatra, and

Alexander, numbered respectively 1, 2, 3, 4 :

—

1- glMiil]-

Of the signs in cartouche No. 1 we know that Youuu'

proved that n = p, '^ = T, ^= M, and = I;

n = OSH,he also said that -B^ = ole, and that

or OS, the consonant in each value being correct.

Tn fact the only sign in tlie name of Ptolemy which

he did not obtain a value for was ^ 1.

- The Britisli Museum possesses a set of plutes wliicli wus ]»iil)-

liahed on November 27tli, 1821. Press Mark, 65^, i. 1.
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Of the signs in cartonclie No. 2 Yonng proved that

^ = BiE, ^^w^ = Nj t [ = I, ^ = T, and that the

sign ^ was added after feminine names ; in fact, the

only signs to which he did not give values in this name

were G and ^^ , though it was easy to guess that

® = ^' ^""^ m = ^-

When Champollion attacked the name Cleopatra

(cartouche No. 3) he wished to find values for the

following signs :

—

12 3

flf] D

10 11

But of these Young had already supplied values

for Nos. 2, 5, 8, 10 and 11, and if we write his

values down under the hieroglyphics we obtain the

bllowing:—
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signs (Nos. ?) and 4) [ and X
j
must represent e and o,

for those are the two letters which come between l and

p in the Greek name Kleopatra. In the name

Ptolemy we have also had the sign X
j
where it comes

after t and before l, and it must therefore have some

sound like o ; this being so [ must have some sound

like E. The only letter of the name Cleopatra now

unknown to us is c=^:a and as it comes in the name in

a place where the Greek has T, we may assume that it

is T. Passing to cartouche No. 4 we may write down

the signs thus :

—

1 234 5 6 78
;^ I

I AAAAAA c—*=^ <CZI> »—

Now of these we know the values of Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5^ C, 7,

and 8, and setting down the values we have : al . s

entr . The only Greek personal name which con-

tains these letters in this order is Alexandros, and this

fact shows us that No. 9 sign —«— must have the value

of s. Champollion's knowledge of Semitic languages

told him that the transcription of the Greek f in

Hebrew and Syriac forms of Greek names Avas KS, and

the value of signs Nos. 3 and 4 1, must be

K and s respectively. From the same source Cham-

pollion knew that the Hebrew and Syriac alphabets

contain two s sounds, and two kinds of k sounds, and

he would not therefore be surprised at I and

having the value of s, and A and ^=^3:=^ having the value
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of K. If we collect the alphabetic letters which we now

know they may be thus written dowm in a column as at

the side of this page, thus :

—

In other words, four ovals or car-
~

touches have given us fifteen alpha-

^ = B betic values ; we may now attempt

n to decipher other cartouches. Let us

• take ( ^=3^
(| (]

<=>
j,

which occurs in

~ -'- connection with the cartouche con-

A = K taining the name Ptolemy. Im-

^zi^ =r K mediately we look at it we see that

T we know all the letters inside it, and

or K that we can at once write down their

/ = ]\[ values thus :

—

^wv^^ .= N K I S E S

r) — As the cartouche comes side by side

^ with that of Ptolemy, it is clear that

it represents some title of that king,

*^~^ ~ -^ and on running through the titles of

~**~ — ^ kings which were common at that time,

n = S ^^^® ^^^^y ^^^ which we find resembling
'

^^ it is KAISAROS, or ''' Caesar," and

we may therefore assume that KISRS

is the hieroglyphic equivalent of that title. We will

now attack the cartouche

Cl 2 3 1 5 7 8 ~^

As we know all the values of every sign in it except
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two, i.e., Nos. 2 and 4, which are identical, we can

write them down thus :

—

A . T . KBTE,

and we see at once that the cartouche contains a hiero-

glyphic transcript of the title AYTOKPATHR.
This being so, the value of No. 2 sign <S must be

or u, and we are able to add another letter to our

alphabet.

Continuing this method, Champollion learned from

the name of Hadrian '
^

'^T^ , that rO = h,

and fl = some vowel sound like i ; and from the name

of Antoninus that '" = ta, and "^ = s (Mr.

Bankes had already shown that = n) ; and from

two forms of the name Tiberius that
J
= ^ = b.

Finally he constructed the alphabet, of which a re-

production by photographic process is shown on the

opposite page. Further study caused Champollion to

discover the values of a number of sijUahic hieroglyphic

signs, and also to work out tlie principles on which the

signs which were used as determinatives were em-

ployed ; his good knowledge of Coptic enabled him to

suggest phonetic values for the words and signs of

which he knew the meaning from Greek sources, and

he was greatly helped by his careful and constant

examination of parallel passages in texts. Now,

although his hieroglyphic alphabet was only a de-

velopment of Young's, as we have already seen, there
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The names of Ptolemy, Cleopatra, and Berenice analysed by ChnmpoUion
{Prfcig du Siyatetue, plate facing p. 21),

VOL. I. K
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is no doubt whatsoever that it was his philological

ability and his power to work incessantly which

enabled him to open the second phase of hieroglyphic

discovery, and the value of his text-publications to

Egyptology from 1822 to the year of his death is

incontestable. In 1824 he published a ''Lettre" to

Letronne on the expression in phonetics of the names

of Petemenon and Cleopatra, and in the same year

appeared his Precis du Systeme Hieroglyphiqiie des

Anciens Bgyptiens, Paris, 8vo., wherein the first part

of the latter work contains a number of remarks on

Young's system which are somewhat surprising ; of

these two will be sufficient to show Champollion's

disingenuousness. On p. 28 he says, "II est clair que

"la theorie du docteur Young s'eloigne en elle-meme

" aussi essentiellement de la mienne, que les resultats

" obtenus par Fapplication de Tune et de I'autre

" different entre eux," and on p. 29, " On ne saurait

" done elever une question de priorite entre M. le

" docteur Young et moi sur la decouverte du veritable

" alphabet phonetique egyptien, comme voudrait le

"faire I'auteur anonyme du Quarterly Bevieiv, puisque

" nos deux systemes n'ont a tres pen pres rien de

"commun." In view of the facts it is impossible to

understand how Champollion could have written such

statements.

In 1824 Champollion went to Turin, where he

studied papyri, and thence he went to Kome, and after-

wards to Naples ; in July, 1828, he set out for Egypt,
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where he copied an euormous number of inscriptions.

On his return to France in March, 1830, he began to

prepare his copies for publication, but he died, before

he had finished this work, on March 4th, 1832. Of

his works published between 1822 and the year of his

death, including those wdiich were posthumous, the

following are worthy of special note :

—

Monuments de VEgypte et de la Niihie, iv. vols.,

folio, with 440 plates. Paris, 1829-1847. By the

order of the Government this work was made to be

the continuation of the great Descri/pHon de VEgypte,

Grammaire Egyptienne, aux principes generaux de

Vecriture sacree Egyptienne applique's a la representa-

tion de la langue parlee, Paris, 1836-1841.

Dictiomiaire Egyj^tien, en ecriture hieroglyphique,

publie d'apres les manuscrits autographes, Paris,

folio, 1841.

An estimate of Champollion's life and works was

read by De Sacy at a public session of the Academie des

Inscriptions et Belles Lettres on August 2nd, 1833,

and w^as published by Didot Freres soon after in

pamphlet form ; and a fuller account will be found in

Les Deux Champollion. Lew Vie et leiirs Oeuvres,

par Aime Champollion-Figeac, Grenoble, 1887.

During the lifetime of Champollion there were many

who neither accepted his alphabetic values, nor believed

his interpretations, and first and foremost among such

must be mentioned F. A. W. Spohn, who published an

article " Ueber die Hieroglyphen " in Bottiger's
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Amalthea, at Leipzig in 1820, and later, in connexion

with GuSTAVUS Seyffaeth, lie issued his De Lingua

et Literis veteris Aegyptiorum, Leipzig, 1825-1831,

in which he gave a translation of the texts on the

Iiosetta Stone. He reproduced a very old theory

which held that the hieroglyphics were symbols, and

that the language itself was sacred and mystic.

Seyffarth published during the course of a comparatively

long life many works, some of which were characterized

by great learning, but even to the end he clung to his

system of decipherment and interpretation, which was

based upon the view that hieroglyphics were emphonic,

SYMPHONIC, and aphonic. One of Champollion's most

able opponents was J. Klaproth, who maintained

that the hieroglyphics were '' Akrologic,"" and who

published a " Lettre " on the subject addressed to

J. A. de Goulianof in 1827, and Observations sur la

decouverte de I*alphabet liicroglyphique, also in 1827,

and his Examen Critique in 1832. Of a similar way of

thinking was J. A. de Goulianof, who published three

works on hieroglyphics between 1824 and 1889.

Hieroglyphics were also treated from a Biblical

point of view by L. C. Coquekel {Lettre a M. M. Gh.

Coqiterel, Amsterdam, 1825-1828) and by Cardinal

Wiseman, Horae Sijriacae, London, 1828).

The first serious work which adopted and defended

the system of Champolliou was the "Essai" of J. G. H.

Greppo, which was published in Paris in 1 829, but in

the following year appeared the first part of the lucubra-
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tions of C. Janelli, eutitled Fundamenta Hermeneutica

Hieroghjhicae, Naples, 1830-1833. Meanwhile men

like Sir G. Wilkinson, Rosellini, and Bonomi were

quietly copying and publishing Egyptian texts, and in

this manner were supplying students with trustworthy

material for study. In 1832 F. Salvolini published

an important pamphlet or Lesprinclpales expressions qioi

servent a la notation des dates sur les monuments de

Vancienne Ecjypte^ d'apres Vinscription de Rosette^ Paris,

8vo. ; and during the next five years he published a

translation of one of the papyri of M. Sallier of Aix,

which contained the account of the battle of Eameses II.

against the Kheta, and an analysis of the hieroglyphic

text of the Rosetta Stone, and a rendering of the text

on an obelisk which had been removed recently from

Luxor to Paris. These works did much to consolidate

Champollion^s system, for Salvolini succeeded in de-

ducing the values of many hieroglyphics which, it would

seem, were unknown to his master. It may be noted in

passing that there is a legend to the effect that Salvolini

stole many of the papers of his master Champollion, and

that whatever was sound in his discoveries really be-

longed to Champollion. In 1837 there appeared in the

Annali delV Instituto Arclicologico di lioma (vol. ix.)

a "Lettre" on the hieroglyphic alphabet which was

addressed to F. Rosellini by a young German called

Richard Lei'SIUs ; tliis Letter reviewed the work

which had been done from the beginning, and traced

out the structure oi' the Egyptian language with
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remarkable accuracy, and when it became generally

known among the scholars who were competent to give

an opinion on the subject, all opposition of a serious

character was at an end. It is true that Uhlemann, a

follower of Seyffarth, remained impervious to reason,

and as late as 1858 he published a Handbuch der

r/esammten iujyptischen Alterthumshunde, in which all

his old master's views were put forward as if the system

of Champollion had never existed.

There is no need to describe the further history

of decipherment of hieroglyphics in detail, and it is

unnecessary to attempt to record in a book of this

kind the discussions about the philological minutiae of

the three texts on the Kosetta Stone which have been

held and put into print since the year 1836. Under the

three sections in this work which treat of the Hiero-

glyphic, Enchorial or Demotic, and Greek texts respec-

tively, full references will be made to old editions and

papers on the subject, and reprints of all the translations

of the three texts which may be rightly regarded as

important, either from a philological or bibliographical

point of view will be found there.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE OBELISK AT PHILAE.

In the earlier pages ofthis work reference has frequently

been made to the now famous " Obelisk at PhiUie " on

which Mr. J. W. Bankes succeeded in identifying the

name of Cleopatra. As the monument is almost as

important in the history of the decipherment as the

Rosetta Stone itself, on which, by the way, the name ot

Cleopatra does not occur, it is necessary to give a

description of it, and some account of the contents of

the bilingual Greek and Egyptian (hieroglyphic)

inscriptions which are engraved on the obelisk and its

pedestal. The history of the obelisk is as follows :
^

—

Mr. J. W. Bankes carried on in 1815 a series of

excavations before the pylon of the great temple of Isis

at Philae, and in the course of tlie work lie found a

small granite obelisk, in a complete state, together with

its pedestal and steps ; the obelisk itself is about 21 feet

ill height, and its mount was altoiit lialf as mucli. Tii

' See LctroMiic, lUcucil des Inscri'iilions Grecqnef^ ef Lafiiies

dcVE.jlipiv, vol. i., 1.. ;w;{. I'an's, 1842.
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1819 Mr. Bankes commissioned G. BelzoniIo transport

the entire monument to Alexandria, and it was subse-

quently taken to London, whence it was removed

and set up on Mr. Bankes' estate at Kingston Hall,

in Dorsetshire. When the obelisk was uncovered at

Philae a Greek inscription became visible, and this was

copied first by Mr. Bankes, secondly by Mr. Beecliy, and

thirdly by M. Cailliaud, towards the end of 1816. As

soon as the obelisk arrived at Kingston Hall, the

pedestal was cleaned, and traces of two other inscriptions

were found upon it ; but, unlike the deeply cut

inscription already mentioned, the newly discovered

writings were merely traced on the stone in red inlc.

The first mention of the discovery was made by

Henry Salt, who published a statement on the

subject, which was written by Mr. Bankes, in his

Essay on Dr, Youncfs and M, Cluuni^oUioii's Phonetic

System, pp. 22, 23, London, 1825. Thus the pedestal

of Mr. Bankes' obelisk contained three distinct Greek

inscriptions, and the contents of these we may first

consider.

The longest inscription (A) is a copy of a complaint

from the priests of Philae, addressed to Ptolemy IX.,

EuERGETES II., and to Cleopatra his wife, and Cleo-

patra his sister, in which they inform the king that

owing to the press of visitors^ who are chiefly officials,

and who compel them to furnish food and supplies for

themselves and for their followers^ the temple funds are

being depleted, and they are in consequence hampered in
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providing the sacrifices and libations which are prescribed

by law. They also beseech the king to cause a despatch

to be sent to Loch us, the strategos of the Thebaid,

ordering him not to continue his vexatious visitations,

either personally or through other people, and they

ask permission to set up a stele on which they may
inscribe a record of the royal kindness to them in grant-

ing their petition. The second inscription (B) is a copy

of the letter which Numenius, the '' epistolographos
"

Avrote to the priests, wherein he states that he sends

with his own letter a copy of that which has been

sent to Lochus, the strategos of the Thebaid, on the

subject of their complaint, and tells them that the

king has given them permission to set up a stele.

The third inscription (C) is a copy of the letter

which was sent to Lochus by the king, wherein he

ordered him to take good heed that, under no pretence

whatsoever, any one should be allowed to annoy the

priests in the matters about which they have com-

plained to him in their petition, of which he forwards

a copy.

The first translation of the petition (A) appeared in

the Journal ties Savants' for November, 1821, and was

made by Letronne
; the first edition of the G-reek text

was published also by Letronne, from "la combinaison

des deux copies," by Banlces and Cailliaud, and was

reproduced substantially by Ijoeckli in the Gorjyiis

Inscrlptionum Graecarum, No. 4,80G. The text appears

on the foHowing page.
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A. — THE PETITION OF THE PRIESTS OF
PHILAE TO PTOLEMY IX., EUERGETES II.'

1 BAZIAEinTOAEMAiniKAIBAZIAIZSHIK
AEOnATPAl

2 THIAAEA<|)HIKAIBAZIAIZZHIKAEOnAT
PAITHirVNAI

*^ KIGEOIZEYEPrETAIZXAIPEINOIIEPElZ
THZENXniABA

4 TniKAIEN4)|AAIZIZIAOZeEAZMEriZTH
ZEHEIOmAPEni

'i AHMOYNTEZEIZTAZ4>IAAZZTPATHrO
IKAIEniZTATAI

n KAIGHBAPXAIKAIBAZIAIKOirPAMMAT
EIZKAIEniZTATAI4>Y

7 AAKITnNKAIOIAAAOinPA[r]MATIKOin
ANTEZKAIAIA

5 KOAOYGOYZAIAYNAMEIZKAIHAOmH
YnHPEZIAANATKA

l> ZOYZIHMAZnAPOYZIAZAYTOIZnOlEI
ZGAIOYXEKONTAZ

10 KAIEKTOYTOIOYTOYZYMBAINEIEAAT
TOYZGAITOIEPONKAI

11 Kl [N]AYNEYEINHMAZTOYMHEXEINTA
NOMIZOMENAHPOZTAZ

12 riNOMENAZYnEPTEYMnNKAirnNTE
KNHNGYZIAZ

1 See Boeckh, Corpus Inscriptionum Grcecarum, torn. Ill, No.

4S96, p. 420; Letronne, op. cit., p. 337; Strnrk. Di/nastie der

Ptolemiier, p. 253.
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13 KAIZnONAAXAEOMEOYMnNGEnNME
nZTIlNEAN

U <l)AINHTAIZYNTAZAINOYMHNiniTniZ
YrrENE[l]KA[IEniZTO]

15 AorpA<i)nirPAH'AiAoxniTnizYrrENEi
KAIZTPATHrniTHZ

10 SHBAIAOZMHnAPENOXAEINHMAZnP
OZTAYTAMHAAA

17 AmMHAEN[l]EniTPEnEINTOAYTOn
OIENKAIHMINAIAONAI

18 TOYZKAGH KONTAZn EPITOYTI2NXPH
MATIZMOYZENOIZ

19 EniXnPHZAIHMINANAeEINAIZTHAH
NENHIANATPAH^OMEN

20 THNrErONYIANHMINY<|)YMnNnEPIT
OYTnN<i>iAANepnniAN

21 INAHYMETEPAXAPIZAEIMNHZTOZYn
APXEinAPAYTH[Z]EIZTON

22 AnANTAXPONONTOYTOYAErENOME
NOYEZOMEGAKAIEN

23 TOYTOIZKAITOIEPONTOTHZIZIAOZE
YEPrETHMENOI

24 EYTYXEITE

A.—PETITION OF THE PRIESTS.

Transcript.

1 BaatXel TlToX^ixaiM Kal ^ao ikiaarrj KXeoiraTpa

2 TT) aSeXcpi] KOi ^aaiXLcrar) KXeoirarpa rf} yvvai-
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3 kI deoU Ev€pyeTaL'i yalpeiv ol Upcl<i rfj^ iv to) 'A(3u

4 T(i) Kal ev ^i\ai<; "IcrtSo?, ^ea? fji€yL(7Tr]<i' eVel ol

TrapeTTL-

5 hrjiMOvvre^ et? Ta<; ^t'Xa? aTpaTrjyol Kal eTTiGTciraL

Ka\ d-q^dp-^ai Kcd/SaaiXiKol ^pa/i/uaTet? Ka\ iTnardrai

(pv-

7 XaKLTcov Kal 01 aWoc 7rpa[y^aaTiKol Trai^re? Kal at

8 uKoXovOouaaL hvvdfjLei<; Kal 1) XoLTrfj virripecria dvayKa-

9 i^ovai 7]fjLd<; 7rapovaia<; amol^ Troieladai ov)(^ eKovra^,

10 Kai, Ik tou tolovtov avix^aivei eXaTTovadat to lepbv

Kal

11 Ki[y\hvvev€Lv ijjJLCL^ Tov fit} €)^eip rd vofii^o/jLepa

Trpo? rd';

12 yivo/jbipa'^ xjirep re v/xcou Kal tmv reKvwv dv(7ia<;

13 Kal a7rovSd<; Beo/jied^ v/imp, Oeoiiv fxeyiaTCDv, idv

14 (paivrjTaL auvrd^at Nov/x'qvLa) toS fffyyei'e [2]

Ka I eVicTTo]-

15 Xoypdcfyay ypdyjraL Ao^w tm avyyevet Kal aTpaT7]y(o

16 ^7]l3alBo<;) jJLT) Trapevo^elv yfjid^ Trpo? ravra firjB' aX-

17 X(j} fjLr]Sev[i eTTLTpeTreiv to dvTo iroielv, Kal i)ixu>

SiBovat

18 ToO? Ka6r]K0PTa<; irepl tovtcov ^prj/juaTlafiov^, ev ol<^

19 eTTiywpricrai i]fxlv dvaOeliai OTi'fXr^v, iv
fj

dvaypdyjro-

fiev

20 Ti^v yeyovvlav r)fxtv u^' vfxoiv Trepl tovtcov (piXav-

dpwirlav,

21 iW 77 v/jL€T6pa X'^P^^ dei/jLpt]aTO<i vTrdpxjl 'Jrap avTrj[fi\

el<t TOV
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22 airavTa ^^pouov, tuvtov hk yei/o/juevov iaofceOa koI ev

23 rovTOL<; Kal to lepbv to t>7? "I(7i§o? ivepyeTTj/Jbevoc

24 EiVTV)^elT6.

English Rendering.

1 "To King Ptolemy, and to Queen Cleopatra,

2 " his sister, and to Queen Cleopatra, his wife,

3 " the Beneficent Gods : Greeting ! We, the

" priests of Isis,

4 " who is worshipped in Abaton and in Philae, the

*' great goddess, inasmuch as

5 " those travellers who visit Philae, generals, and

" inspectors,

"and rulers in the ThebaVd(?), and royal officials

" and scribes, and chief officers

7 " of police, and all the other officers who are in the

"service of the Government, and the armed

" guards

8 " who are in their following, and the rest of their

" servants, compel

9 "us to pay the expenses of their maintenance

" whilst they are here,

10 " and by reason of this [practice] the temple is

" becoming very poor,

11 "and we are in danger of coming to possess no-

" thing except that which will suffice

12 " [to provide] for the cost, which is laid down by

"law, for the sacrifices and libations which are
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" made on behalf of yourselves and of your
'' children,

" we beseech you, great Gods, if it please you,

" give the command to Numenius, the kinsman and

lo " epistolographer, to write to Lochus, the kinsman
'' and strategos of the

" Thebaid [telling him] not to annoy us with these

" vexatious visits, and not to give

'' any one else autliority to do so, and [we beseech

" you] to give us

'* a written decision by a properly constituted

" authority, on these matters,

" and in this let there be included permission to

" set up a stele, whereon we may write

" the gracious kindness which you will have shown
'' unto us in these matters,

'' in order that it (i.e., the stele) may preserve ever-

" lastingly the memory of the

" act of grace which you will grant unto us. This

" having been done, we and
'• the temple of Isis, in this as in all other matters,

" shall be exceedingly grateful.

" Fare ye well."

J4

16

17

18

lU

20

21

22

23

13.—LETTEE TO THE PRIESTS OE PHILAE
FROM PTOLEMY IX. EUERGETES II.

I [BAllAEYZnTOAEMAIOSKAIBAZIAIZZ
AKAEOHATPA]

VOL. 1. L
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2 [HAAEA<t)HKAIBAZIAIZZAKAEOnATPA
HTYNHTOIZIEPEY]

o [SITHZENTniABATniKAIEN<t>IAAI2:i2:i

AOlKAieEXlN]
^ [AAEA<l>nNKAieEjnNEYEPrET[nNKAie

EnN<i)iAonATOPnN]
5 [KAieE]nNEni<|)ANjnNKAieEOYEYnAT

OPOZ[KAieEOY4>IAO]
(3 MHTOPOZKAIGEnNEYEPrETIlNXAIPEI

NTHCZrEfPAM]
7 MENHZEniZTOAHZnPOZAOXONTON

ZYrrENEA[KAI]
8 ZTPATHrONTOANTirPA<|)ONYnOTET
AXAMENEniXn

!J POYMENAYMINKAITHNANAGEZINHZ
HEIOYTEZTHAHZ

10 [n]0[iHZA]Z[eAi]EPP[nzeEL . . hane
MjOYBHAXnNKB

' B.—LETTER TO THE PRIESTS.^

Transcript.

1 [BaatXev^ TlToXefialo^; koX jBaaiXicraa KXeoirdrpa]

2 \r] aSeXcpt) kol jBaaikiaaa KXeoirdrpa i) ^vvt] rot?

lepev]

3 [at T»j? eV Tw 'A/SuTi^) Kal ev ^^iXaa "J(7t8o9 kui Oeow]

' The foUoAviiig is the Greek text as emended by Wilcken j see

IJermes, 1887, p. Iff., especially p. 10; see also Struck, Die DynasUe

der Ptolemdei'y p. 253.
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i [_'A86\(j)0)v Kal 06]cov Evepyer^cov Kal Oecov ^iXoTra-

Topcop^

5 l^Kal 0€](ov 'E7n(f)avci)V Kal 6eov Evirdropo^; [koX Oeov

B fji7]Topo<; Kal Oeiav Evepyercov )(^aip€iu' t/5[? yeypufj

7 /ler^? eVfCTToX?;? Trpo? A6)(^ov top avyyevea [«:ai]

8 orpaj-qyov to avTiypacfiov viroTeTa^aiiev' i7n)(^cO'

9 povfiev S vfjLLV Kal Tip dvdOeaLV, ^? rj^iovTe, aTi]\r}<;

lU [7r]o[trj<ra]o"[^at*] ''Epp\o)(jde L . . IIavefjb\ov (3',

Tla-^cov k/S'.

English Kendeking.

1 " King Ptolemy, and Queen Cleopatra,

2 "his sister, and Queen Cleopatra, bis wile. To

" the priests

3 " of Isis, who is worshipped in Abaton, and in

" Philae, and of the Brother-

4 "Gods, and of the Beneficent Gods, and of the

" Father-loving Gods,

5 " and of the Gods visible, and of the God Eupator,

" and of the Mother-

6 " loving God, and of the Beneficent Gods : Greet-

" ing ! Of the

7 " letter which hath been written to Lochus, the

*' kinsman and

<S "general, a copy we hereto affix. And we grant

i) " unto you the permission, for whicli you have

" asked, to make a stele,
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10 " and to set it up. Be of good cheer. Year . .

"
. . Panemoii 2. Pakhoii 22."

C—LETTEK TO LOCHUS, THE KINSMAN AND
STEATEGOb.

1 BASIAEYZnTOAEMAIOZKAIBAZIAISSA
KAEO

'^ nATPAHAAEA<|)HKAIBAZIAIX5:AKAEOn
ATPAHTYNH

o [AOJXjaiTniAAEA<|)mXAIPEINLTH5:AEA
OMENH]ZH[M]IN

i [ENTEYHE]I2ZnAPATnNI[EPEnNTHXE
NTniABAT]niKAI[EN

o <t>IA]AI[Z]IZIAOZYnOTE[TAXAMENZOI
TO]ANTirPA[<|)ON

6 KA]An2:0[YN]nOIHZ[EI]2:ZYN[TAEA5:
KABAn EPAZIOYZI MH

7 AEN]AENOXAEINAYTOYZ[nEPIf2NnPO
<t>EPONTAmAPEKAZTON]

y Eppnzn

C—LETTER TO LOCHUS.

Transcript.

i BaaLXeii'i IlToXefxalo'^ icai ^aaiXio-aa KXeo-

2 irdrpa r) dSeXcjyr) Kal ^(icriXiaaa KXeoTrdrpa 1) yvvrj
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> r

'

5 ^/\]ai[9] "Icrf8c9 i/7roTe[Ta';j^a/ief o-ot TO ai^Tt7/9a[^o^''

6 Ka]\oi^ ^L^''] 7ro/>;cr[e(]? avu[Td^a'^ Kaddirep d^iouai

7 §eV]a ivo)^XeLv avTOV<;, [^repl mv 7rpo(j)ipoi'Tai Trap*

i-fcaarov]'

f> eppcoao).

English Eendering.

1 " King Ptolemy, and Queen Cleo-

2 " patra, his sister, and Queen Cleopatra, his wife,

3 " To Loehus, the brother : Greeting ! Of tlie

" petition

8 " which hath been presented to us by the priests

" of Isis [who is worshipped]

5 '' in Abaton and in Philao, we append hereto a

'' copy.

" It is good tlien that thou sliouldst make suitable

'' arrangements

7 " tliat no one under any pretext whatsoever should

" cause [tlie priests] annoyance in respect of the

"matters which they have set out in (letail.

8 '' r>e of good clieer !

"

That the priests of Isis should have inscribed a copy

of their petition to Ptolemy IX. upon, tlie pcclestal of

the obelisk was to be expected, but it is impossible not

to ask why they did not cut into the stone also copies

of the king's answer to them, and his dc^spatr-h to
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Locliiis ? With copies of all three documents in Greek

before him, the stoutest warrior or highest official in the

Thebaic! would pause before he called upon the priests

of Isis to pay for the food of himself, and followers, and

animals, and it would be all important for the priests

to be able to exhibit to every visitor a copy of the royal

command sent to Lochus. The explanation of this fact

was supplied by Mr. Bankes himself, who believed

rightly that the red colour in which he found the

inscriptions to have been traced, was only the base for

the gold with which both the short inscriptions were

painted. In other words, the priests in order to

pay special honour to the royal mandate to Lochus,

and to the King's answer to themselves, inscribed the

texts of both in gold upon the pedestal and steps of one

of the two obelisks which Ptolemy IX. had set up in

honour of the great gods of Philae.

Passing now to the consideration of the four columns

of hieroglyphics inscribed upon the obelisk itself, a

glance shows that their contents have nothing to do

with the Greek inscriptions upon its pedestal and steps,

and it is clear from the words in the fourth column

that it and its fellow obelisk were set up in honour of

**his mother Isis" by Ptolemy IX., who prays that

" her heart may be glad by reason of what he has done

" during his august reign on the throne at the head of

"the living." The hieroglyphic text, with interlinear

transliteration and translation, is given at the end of

this Chapter, but the following connected rendering will
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explain the relatiun wliicli exists between the four

columns of texts :

—

Col. 1. "The Youth, beloved of Isis, the great lady,

'' the mother of the God, the giver of life, the lady of

" the Island of Abaton, the lady of Philae, [the youth]

" who rejoiceth in his life upon the throne of his father.

" whose virtues are gracious, whose crowns [are] of holy

*' birth, the living A^ns, lord of the shrines of Nekhebet
'* and Uatchet, the pacifier of the two lands, the King of

"the North and Soutli, rNeterui-klmi-aua-en-Ptah-

'' ari-en-]\[aat-sekheni-rinkli-Amen-Ra
J,

the Beneficent

'' God, lord of the countries of the South, prince of the

" countries of the North, wlio hath gathered together

"tribute in the footstep[s] of the Light-giving God,

" the Brother-Gods, and the Beneficent Gods, and the

" Father-loving Gods, and the Light-giving Gods,i

" giver of life, and all strength, and all health, and all

" gladness of heart, like Ra, for ever and ever
;

Col. 2. " the Horus of gold, the prince of valour {or

*' renown), the lord of the thirty-year festivals like his

"father Ptah-Tanen, the father of the gods, the

" sovereign like Pia, the son of Ra,
( Ptolemy, ever-

" living, beloved of Pt ah
J,
and his wife, the Queen, the

" lady of the two lands,
[ Cleopatra!, the Beneficent-

' Or, tlie "Iwo jrods wlio mnkc tlifiuselvcs Tiianlfost in tlie form

of light."
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" Gods, whu arc crowned with crowns, llie beloved ol

"
(
Osiris-Unnefer-raaaklieru |, I'cneficent God, lord of

'• Philae, king of the gods, i)riuee of the Island of

'• Abaton; [Ptolemy], the beautiful ruler in cities and

'' nomes, the God whose father is Tanen, the God who
'' is beloved of his mother, the giver of all life, all

" stability, and all power, like Ea for ever and

'' ever

;

Col. o. "Horus the Youth, who rejoiceth upon the

" throne of his father, the holy emanation of the king of

'' the gods, the chosen of Tem himself, the lord of the

" two lands,
(
Neterui-khui-aua-setep-en-Ptah-ari-en-

" maat-sekhem-ankh-Amen-Ea
J,

the Beneficent-Gods,

" beloved of Amen-Ka, the king of the gods, the lord of

''the thrones of the two lands, the prince of the Apts

" (i.e., Karnak and Luxor), who maketh to flourish

" whatsoever is in the lands of Horus (i.e., the temples

" and their estates), the beautiful Image (?) in the two

" sanctuaries, the mighty Disk wdiich traverseth the

" heavens, and the earth, and the underworld, and the

" waters, and the two mountains, judging those who are

'' therein, the great god, the lord of the Island of

'' Abaton, the giver of every victory and of all strength

" unto him that is upon the seat of Horus at the head ol

''the living lor ever;

Col. 4. " Horus the Youth, the Chief of the Nine

" Bows, the son of Osiris, born of Isis, the son of Ea,
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''(Ptolemy, ever-living, beloved of Ptali
J,

the Pcue-

'' ficent-(iod, tlie Itoloved of Isis, the giver of life, the

"lady of Philae, the lioly place, the sovereign of the

" Island of Abaton^ hath received the sovereignty from

" his father, and he hath set up two obelisks to his

" mother Isis in this place, which is beautiful through

" her ; may her heart be gratified by this act and also

" by that which he hath done during his august reign on

" the throne of Horus at the head of the living for

" ever !

"

HIEROGLYPHIC TEXT FROM THE GRANITE
OBELISK WHICH WAS SET UP AT PHILAE

BY PTOLEMY IX. EUERGETES.

Col. L "^^ S^ T^^^— "^

hnnnu helent rrn ihtl-h-f her

Tlie youth rejoicing in liis life upon

"^i ^ 111

"wei^i tt'f - f hrner .'^epii fclieser hie.'i

the throne of his father, gracious of holy the birth of

virtues,

III <=> X D -f-

I'hdU'f her Udp-ual-h

his crowns, and tlie living Apis, lord of the shrines of

Nekhebet and Uatchet,
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ffeher I'lh taui suten hat

in aking quiet tlie two lands, king of the South and North,

Cm^ii^L^iiii] ° 1 ^
r iicteyv.i-khv.i-ava-setep-en-Ptali-dri- ^ V ^^^fer menhh

[^
en-Maat.selchem.aM.Amen.ua } ^

^|^^ beneficent Crod,

Ast ^irt mut iieter td dnhh

Isis, great lady, mother of the god, the giver of life,

^-o ^ ^ L-^^ Z\

f J ^ ^ ^ <=> ^ o
iie6^ Ja ^6^e/. 72e6^ Aaleq neht

lady of the Island of Abaton, lady of Philae, lord of

;:, 4i r^iT

semtit resii heq mehtet

tlie countries of tliesouth, prince of tholandsof thenorth,

^ Jill ^ k--^ S®
terni dnnu cm nemt Khn (?)

gathering together tribute in the steps of the

Light -giving G-od (?)
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HH fi3 i:i9
T T

neterui senui netemi menkhui utterai citui meri

the Brother Gods, the Beneficent Gods, the Father-loving

Gods,

neterui 1:1ini td

1

:?iA7/ ?/.?y ;?^/>

n w J

the Light- the giver of life, power all, health

giving Gods,

^ ^
(^

'ja O
'^ _ - _ .

?2^/>^ du-dh neht Rd met tclietta heh

all, gladness of heart all, Ra-like, forever and ever,

meri

beloved of.

Col. 2.
.A

HerIt nuh

Golden Horns,

1!

ser iiehtet

prince of valonr.

i\eh

lord of

®
hehu

30-year festivals

ma

like

tef -

;

his fathei"

D

rtah Taneu

Ptah-Tanen,
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=^ Ml 1^ I I

tef netcvft dthl mn Rd sa Rd

fatlier of the gods, sovereign like EA, son of Ra,

rs^^^qpiagf-i iz: R
Ptiilmis cinhh tchetta Ptah men hend hemt-f

Ptolemy, ever-living, of Ptali beloved, and his wife

hpqt neh taui Qlduapafrat

the queen, the lady of the two Cleopatra,

lands,

neterni menhhiii hJid Ixhdu Ascir

the Beneficent Gods, ci'owned [with] ci-owns Osiris

Un-nefer madkher\i neter menhh neh Aalcq

Unnefer, whose word God beneficent, lord of Philae,

is law,

-1 ,] f ^ ft- -

suien vetern khent Aa Abt heq

king of the gods, prince of the Island of Abaton, luler
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nefer eta nut he.-^pu [> neter Taneit

beautiful in towns and nomes, the god, Tanen is

°i \i^4^

tef - f )> liefer inut-f inerl ITi

his lather, the gud ol' his mother beloved_, giver of

diikJi tef usr )ieh lui vici tcJuAta heh

life, stability, })ower all. Ea-like for ever and ever

4—».
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setep en Tern tchesef neh taiii

chosen of Tern himself, lord ofthe two lauds,

(m.^li^s_iiii] v1 vl

r Neteriii-khvA-ciua-setep-en-Fiah-dri- ^
I eii.-Madt-selchem-dnlili-Amen-Rd I M^Vip Pp

ve/eriii menkhul

enehcentGods.

e? w m - °°=
Amen-Ra suteu iieteru neb nest

Ameii-Ka, king of the gods, lord of the thrones of

^ ^ (2

s '^ -^ il

I

- c^? w

taui Mient Aptet iiatchi\

the two dweller at the the Apts, making vigorous

lands, head of

T- ml IWl h

aintu Heru tain dhd nefer em

what is in the lands of Horus, image (?) beautiful in

D ^

dterti dten iir tehen pet

the two sanctuaries, disk mighty traversing heaven,
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X ^ ' '

A/WW\ \TV
1 S [33] AA/wvx Q:^

^a /?(rtf ??»t fit lip (?) (i??Mt

earth, underworld, water, uiuuutaius, judging those

therein,

.<?o <ci

ziO
{ ^ ^fl^ — X

?ie^er da neJ) Aa-Aht fa qen

god great, lord of the Island ofAbaton, giver of victory

® X I

neb nehlit nth har dst Heru

i

every, strength all, [to him] upon theseatof Horus

khent dnkhiu tchetta meri

at the head of the living for ever, beloved of.

Col. 4. ^ 1^^ ^S

Heru huiiiiu her tep pet paut

Horus the youth, chief of the Nine Bows,

.iH>~ c^

o
sa Asdr mes en Ast shep-nef

son of Osiris, born of J sis, he hath received
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O
X Hi o
sutenit md tef - / sa Fa

tlie sovereignty I'ruiii his father, son of Ka,

(Sii^lli^Llii:] n
1 ^

Ftidmis-dnkh-tchetta-Ptah-ineri jj neter inenkh

Ptolemy, ever-living, ofPtah beloved, the god beneficent,

n AAAAAA <Ci 1

s-dha-nef fekhoiml en miit-f Ami

he hath set up two obelisks to his mother Isis,

A f
A \=^

JJcrz]

td diikh neht Aaleq tcheser dst

the giver of life, lady of Philae, the holy place,

ii

khent Aa Abt

the head of the Island of Abaton

[1°

en

in

dpen

[place] this.

I
^ •o

nefer en hers netchemtchem dh-s

wliicli is beautiful through lier, may her heart be pleased
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dd

till

hH o
siitenitem dri-nef tul Ji/ter f em

with what he liatli done that by him during [hisjreign

^
il m1

ddt her cist Heru Tchenl dnlihiu

august on the throne of Horus at the head of the living

1^ ^
tchetta merl

for ever, beloved of.

Vol. I. 1^1
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CHAPTER VII.

THE HIEROGLYPHIC TEXT OF THE ROSETTA
STONE.

The hieroglyphic text of the Rosetta Stone, which

contains a copy of the Decree of the priests who were

assembled in a part of the great temple of Ptali at

Memphis on the 18th day of the month Mecheir, in the

ninth year of the reign of Ptolemy Y. Epiphanes (i.e.,

March 27th, B.C. 196), consists of portions of the last

fourteen lines of the document only. Most of the lines

are incomplete, both at the beginning and end, but such

portions as are preserved are clear and quite legible.

The copy of the Decree of Memphis, which was set

up at Rosetta, was probably only one of many that

were made in accordance with the Decree, which

ordered that a copy, in three kinds of writing, should

be set up in "every temple of the first, second, and

third class " throughout Egypt. Soon after the

Rosetta Stone was found, it was reported that a portion

of a similar stone had been soon at Alexandria, and

that a portion of another was built ujj in a wall in
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another part of the Delta, but nothing more appears to

have been heard of these fragments, even supposing

they ever existed. It is very probable that the Kosetta

Stone itself was referred to by these rumours, for it

had been built into a wall, and it was for a time in

Alexandria. The Decree of Memphis consisted of three

parts:—1. An introductory section, giving the date of

the Decree, and the names and titles of Ptolemy V.

Epiphanes, and of the high ecclesiastical dignitaries

who held office. 2. An enumeration of the benefits

which Ptolemy V. had conferred on the country.

3. The resolutions of the priests, which contained a

summary of the honours which they intended to pay to

the living king and to his dead ancestors.

The last fourteen lines of the hieroglyphic text, when

complete, were the equivalent of the last twenty-eight

lines of the Greek version, and contained nothing of

parts 1 and 2 of the Decree, and only a portion of part 3;

but, in the broken state in which the lines are found on

the Kosetta Stone, it is impossible to put together any-

thing like a connected translation of them, except by

the help of the Demotic and Greek texts. It was

known, even in the days of Lepsius,i that a copy of the

Decree in hieroglyphics had been inscribed upon the

wall of one of the temples at Philae, but three lines of it

were wholly wanting, and the remainder of it was in an

extremely mutilated condition. The priests, no doubt',

caused a copy of a Decree, which was so favourable to

' See Denkmuler, AbtL. iv., lil. 20.
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themseives, to be inscribed on the temple wall, but at a

later period one of the kings who required wall space

for his reliefs, paid scant respect to the Decree of his

predecessor, and caused his masons to cut the figures of

himself and his gods upon the face of the wall. An
excellent idea of the appearance of the broken text

and reliefs will be gained from the illustration on

page 20, which is reproduced from the Denkmdle?' of

Lepsius, and it will be evident that for the purpose of

restoring the hieroglyphic text of the Kosetta Stone

the scattered and broken words are of little use, except

in a few places. Fortunately, however, a more useful

copy of the hieroglyphic text of the Decree was found

inscribed upon a limestone stele,i rounded at the top

and measuring 4 ft. 2 in. by 1 ft. 8 in., which was dis-

covered at a village near the modern town of Damanhur,^

or the Hermopolis Parva of the Romans. The hiero-

glyphic inscription is carelessly cut in large characters,

many of the signs are written the wrong way round,

and the mason made many mistakes through confound-

ing hieroglyphics which were somewhat alike ; besides

this a number of words, and even whole passages of the

original Decree are omitted. But in spite of all these

defects, the inscription is a very valuable one, for with

its help it has been found possible to supply a restora-

tion of the missing twelve or fourteen lines of the

J The Stele is now in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (No. 5576).

A2 I.e., the hieroglyphic Temai-en-Heru, ()(]© o
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liieroglypliic text on the Rosetta Stone. In addition

to this help, mention must be made of the great value

of the Decree of Canopus, which was also inscribed on

stelae, in three kinds of writing, and which was ordered

to be set up in temples of the first, second, and tliird

class throughout Egypt. It will be remembered that

the Decree of Canopus was promulgated about B.C. 238,

i.e., between thirty-five and forty years before the

Decree of Memphis, which we have on the Rosetta

Stone, and as the two Decrees are drawn up on exactly

the same lines, and in the same style, and parts of them

frequently in the same words, it is evident that the

hieroglyphic text of the Decree of Canopus can be made

most useful in restoring that of the Decree of

Memphis.

The first to attempt a restoration of the hieroglyphic

text of the Rosetta Stone with such helps was

M. Urbain Bouriant, who published his version of

the Decree in the Iieciieil de Travaiix relatifi a la

Philologie et VArchoologie Eijyptiennes et Assyriennes,

tom. vi., p. 1 fF., and his paper forms a very useful con-

tribution to the decipherment of the Rosetta Stone. An

examination of the Stele of Damanhfir has convinced

me that this transcript is substantially correct, but the

state of the Stele, to say nothing of the mason's

blunders and omissions in cutting the inscription, causes

many of the readings to be little more than guesses,

however probable. In no case can the text of this

Stele have the value of the fragmentary hieroglyphic
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text of the Kosetta Stone, for it must represent a

version of the Decree of Memphis which was inscribed

by the order of the priests of some local temple in

Hermopolis Parva, of which the modern town of

Damanhur marks the site tolerably well, in order to

impress the worshippers with a sense of the importance

of the sanctuary^ and the great powers of its priesthood.

The omission of the Demotic and Greek versions is sug-

gestive, and as the Stele itself bears evidence of the

fact that the mason who cut the text could neither read

nor understand the copy which he had before him, it is

almost certain that the ordinary worshippers in the

temple could not read or understand it. The fact that

the priests should have allowed such an incomplete

statement of the benefits which they had already

received, and which they no doubt expected to continue

to receive, is an eloquent testimony to the inability to

read hieroglyphic texts which must have been common

in all classes. M. le Vicomte Jacques de Rouge enu-

merates {Geog. AnciennCj p. lOCff.) five temples which

existed in the capital of the nome Pa-Tehuti-ap-rehui

^ 1^ V|^|, namely, 1. Pa-aqert, 2. Pa-

unkh, 3. IJet-mesmest, 4, Het-meriti, and 5. Pa-khutet;i

the chief god of the nome was Thoth, whose feminine

^ ^
^ Q
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counterpart here was Neheiuanit. In which of the

temples of Hermopolis Parva the Stele stood it is

impossible to say, but we are in any case entitled to

assume that it had not the official authority of a stele

set up by the Government of Ptolemy V., and that the

absence of the Demotic and Greek versions is a proof of

the fact.

In the following pages will be found a transcript of

the hieroglyphic texts from the Stele of Damanhur and

the Kosetta Stone, that of the latter being marked by

a line over the hieroglyphics, with transliteration, and

a literal translation. Appended is also a transcript of

the hieroglyphic text of the Eosetta Stone, which is

divided into groups of words, beneath which are given,

as far as possible, the equivalents of the words in the

Greek version of the Decree as it appears on the

Stone ; this has been added for the purpose of

facilitating the examination of the question, Was the

Decree drawn up originally in Greek or Egyptian?

As I have already said, I now believe that the Decree

was originally drafted in Egyptian and not Greek, and

that the first draft was in Demotic, but it seems to me

that the Greek version, as being in the language of

the rulers of the country, was held to be more

authoritative than that in Egyptian. On the other

hand, the writers of both the Demotic and Hiero-

glyphic texts must have had considerable difficulty in

finding equivalents for many Greek words, and it

cannot be said that they have always succeeded. The
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Demotic version, if we may trust the translations of it

which have been published, reads like a carefully

thought out, well expressed, and connected composi-

tion, and it is a valuable help to him that would

understand the hieroglyphic rendering of it and the

Greek version of the Decree. If the latter half of it

be compared with its hieroglyphic and Greek equiva-

lents it will be seen that it is a perfectly independent

composition, and that also it supplies details which are

wanting in the renderings which are based upon it.

In the hieroglyphic rendering we see that the writer

has only tried to give the sense of it, and has not

been careful to give an exact equivalent, and if we

compare the hieroglyphic rendering with the Greek

it will be observed that the variations are still more

remarkable. Thus in line 4 of the hieroglyphic text

where the Greek text has to Hineiov, the Egyptian

version has " the temple where the living Apis

existeth " ; and the Egyptian expression, em shes

madt ( I) , has no Greek equivalent at all. These

words are common enough in the Book of the Dead,

where it means '•' with unfailing regularity," and it is

clearly an idiom with which the scribe who drew up the

hieroglyphic version of the Decree had become familiar

from reading old Egyptian texts. The word k^cvto^

(1. 5) he renders by ^e//. and nehhf, two words which

mean " strength " ; rrj? ^aatXha^ he renders by er

aaut 7crf, " to the great'dignity "
; iSo^eu by dq-s em ah,

" it entered into the lieart '^
; Ku)(^apicrTov by neb
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veferu, " lord of beauties ^'
; in line 8 the Egyptian em

(It neh en maclt, "with real stones of all kinds," has

no equivalent
;

%pfo-a is rendered by uasm (or

smu) which means " fine copper " in the old texts

;

eVt (line 9) is rendered by em kes her, " in the upper

part "
; for rov ffaaiXeco^ we have " beautiful god, ever-

living"; Tov<^ 6u lepoj €Kci(TTM (Hue 12) is rcuderod by

rill madu em erpau neh her ren-f, " of the sanctuaries of

every temple [called by] his name"; in line 13 the

Egyptian text twice gives the title netcr j)er neh

neferu, but has no equivalent in the Greek; and kol

ii^')^([£>pLOL<^ Kal eW7]viKot<; ypd/jL/maaiv is rendered by "in

the writing of books, and the writing of the Haui-

nebui." It is interesting to note that, when speaking

of the " writing of the divine words and the writing of

the books," the word used for "writing" is chi jpi,

but when the allusion is to G-reek, the word used is

sekhai I T 1 1 ^^^^^ • The name by which the Greeks are

called is a very old one, and is in the dual, " Tlaui-

nebui " ; the germ Ha-nebu, i.e. " lords of the north,"

or " lords of the marshes [in the Delta] " occurs in the

Pyramid Texts. The reader will notice several other

interesting variations by perusing the section in which

the hieroglyphic and Greek texts are compared

;

no attempt has been made to compare the text of

the Stele of Damanhur with the Greek, for it may

represent a differently worded copy of the Greek

version.
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The liieroglyphic text, unfortunately, does not help

to define the position of the city which Ptolemy V.

besieged and captured. The Greek version calls it

" Lycopolis," and says that it was in the " Busirite

Nome," but the Demotic equivalent of the passage

says that the city was called Shkam, and makes no

mention of the Busirite Nome. All things considered,

it seems certain that the Lycopolis referred to was

situated in the Delta, and not in Upper Egypt, as

Dr. Brugsch thought. The reference to the "doubles"

of the king, which were supposed to dwell in his

statues (see line 7 of the Kosetta text), is peculiarly

Egyptian, and shows that the belief that the

"doubles" of a living man could inhabit shrines

was held by the Egyptians, even in the Ptolemaic

period.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE EOSETTA DECREE.

Translated from the hieroglyphic texts ox the

Stele of Damaxhur and the Rosetta Stone. ^

1 Ox the twenty-fourth day of the month GoK-

piAios,2 which correspondeth to the twenty-

fourth day of the fourth month of the season

Pert "^ of the inhabitants of Ta-Meut (Egypt),

in the twenty-third year of the reign of HoRUS-

Ra the Child, who liath risen as King upon the

throne of his father, the lord of the shrines of

Nekhebet*^ and Uatchet,"^ the mighty one of

two-fold strength, the stablisher of the Two

Lands, the beautifier of

2 Egypt, whose heart is perfect (or benevolent)

towards the gods, the HoRUS of gold, who maketh

' The words in brackets are added either from the Stele of

Damanhiir, or for the purpose of making sense.

^ A part of March and part of April.

•' Part of our spring.

^ The shrine of the Vulture-goddess Nokhebpt was in Uppor

Egypt.

^ More fully, Per-Uatchet ; the shrine of the sjiako goddess was

in the Delta.
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perfect the life of the Jiamemet beings, the lord of

the thirty-year festivals like Ptah, the sovereign

prince like Ea, the King of the South and North,

f Neterui-merui-atui-aua-setep-en- Ptah-usr-ka-Ra-

ankh-sekhem-Amen |,i the Son of the Sun

(Ptolemy the ever-living, the beloved of Ptah],

the god who maketh himself manifest,

3 the son of f Ptolemy
J

and fAKSiNOEj, the

Father-loving gods ; when Ptolemy, the

son of Pyrkhides, was priest of Alexander, and

of the Saviour-Gods, and of the Brother-loving

Gods, and of the Beneficent Grods,

4 and of the Father-loving Gods, and of the God

who maketh himself manifest ; when Demetria,

the daughter of Telemachus^ was the Bearer of

the

5 prize of victory of Berenice, the Beneficent

Goddess; and when Arsinok, the daughter of

Cadmus, was the Basket Bearer of ARoiNOii, the

Brother-loving Goddess
;

6 when Irene, the daughter of Ptolemy, was the

Priestess of ARSiNOii, the Father loving Goddess;

on this day

* A name meaning ** The two Father-loving Gods, the heir,

chosen of Ptah, strength of the double of Ra, living power of

Amen."
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the superintendents of tlie temples, and the ser-

vants of the god, and those who are over the

secret things of the god, and the libationers

[who] go into the most holy place to array the

gods in their apparel,

7 and the scribes of the holy writings, and the

sages of the Double House of Life, and the other

libationers who] had come from the sanctuaries

of the South and North to Memphis, on the day

of the festival whereon

8 His Majesty, the King of the Soutli and North

( Ptolemy, the ever-living, the beloved of Ptah
J,

the god who maketh himself manifest, the lord of

beauties, received the sovereignty from his father,

entered into the Sehetch-Chamber wherein they

were wont to assemble, in Makha-taui,i and

behold, they declared thus :

—

9 '' Inasmuch as the King who is beloved by the

" gods, the King of the South and North,

"
( Neterui-merui-atui- aua-en-Ptah-setep-usr-en-

" Ra-ankh-sekliem-x\nien 1 tlie Son of the Sun,

"
( Ptolemy, the ever-living, the beloved of Ptah

J,

"the Gods who have made themselves manifest,

' Makha-taui ^^^ T ^. ATI
.

^i '^ .
"tlie balance

of the two lands," was the name of the place where Lower Eo:ypt

ended, and Upper Egypt began, when tiavelling to the soutlj.
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" the lord of beauties, hath given things of all

" kinds in very large quantities unto the lands of

" Horus

10 "and unto all those who dwell ia them, and

" unto each and every one who holdeth any

" dignity whatsoever in them,—now behold, he is

"like unto a God, being the son of a God, [and]

" he was given by a Goddess, for he is the

"counterpart of Horus, the son of Isis [and] the

" son of Osiris, the avenger of his father Osiris—
" and behold, His Majesty

" possessed a divine heart which was beneficent

" towards the gods ; and he hath given gold in

" large quantities, and grain in large quantities to

" the temples ; and he hath given very many lavish

"gifts in order to make Ta-mert [Egypt] pros-

" perous, and to make stable [her] advancement

;

" and he hath given unto the soldiers who
" are in his august service according

" to their rank
;

[and of the taxes] some of

" them he hath cut off, and some of them [he

" hath lightened], thus causing the soldiers and

" those who live in the country to be prosperous

" under his reign [and as regards the sums which

" were due to the royal house] from the people of

"Egypt, and likewise those Lwhich were due] from

" every one who was in his august service, His

" Majesty remitted them altogether, howsoever

" great they weie
;

12
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and he liatli forgiven the prisoners who were in

prison, and ordered that every one among them

should he released from [the punishment] which

he had to undergo. And His Majesty made an

order saying:—In respect of the things [which are

to be given to] the gods, and the money and the

grain which are to be given to the temples each

year, and all the things [which are to be given

to] the gods from the vineyards and from the

corn-lands of the nome, all the things which were

then due under the Majesty of his holy father

shall be allowed to remain [in their amounts] to

them as they were then ; and he hath ordered:

—

Behold, the treasury (?) shall not be made more

full of contributions by the hands of the priests

than it was up to the first year of the reign of His

Majesty, his holy father ; and His Majesty hath

remitted

to the priests who minister in the temples

in courses the journey which they had been

accustomed to make by river in boats to the city

of Alexandria at the beginning of each year

;

and His Majesty commanded :—Behold, those

who are boatmen [by trade] shall not be seized

[and made to serve in the Navy] ; and in respect

of the cloths of byssus [which are] made in the

temples for the royal house,

he hath commanded that two-thirds of them

shall be returned [to the priests] ; similarly,
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" His Majesty hath [re]-established all the things

" the performance of which had been set aside, and

" hath restored them to their former condition, and

" he hath taken the greatest care to cause every-

" thing which ought to be done in the service of

" the gods to be done in the same way in which it

" was done

19 "in former [days]; similarly, he hath done [all

" things] in a right and proper manner ; and he

" hath taken care to administer justice to ^ the

^^ people, even like Thotli, tlie great, great \^GocC\\

*' and he hath, moreover^ ordered in respect of those

" of the troops who come had', and the other people

*' also, who during the

20 " strife of the revolution which took place had been

"ill-disposed [towards the Government^, that when

"they return to their homes and lands they shall

" have the power to remain in possession of their

"property ; and he hath taken great care to send

"infantry, and cavalry, and ships to repulse those

" who were coming against

21 " Egypt by land as well as by sea ; and he hath in

"consequence expended a very large amount of

"money and of grain on them in order to make
" prosperous the lands of Horus and Egypt.

22 " And His Majesty marched against the town of

" Shekam, which is in front of (?) the town of

" UiSET, which was in the possession of the enemy,

^ The lines in italics are taken from the Demotic version.
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and icas provided icith catapults, and was made

ready for war icith weapons of every kind by

the rebels who were in it—now they had com-

mitted great acts of sacrilege in the land of

Horns, and had done injury to those who dwelt

in Egypt—His Majesty attacked them by making

a road [to their town]

,

and he raised mounds (or walls) against them,

and he dug trenches, and whatsoever would lead

[him] against them that he made ; and he caused

the canals ivhich supplied the town luith water

to he blocked up, a thing which none of the kings

who preceded him had ever been able to do before,

and lie expended a large amount of money on

carrying out the work ;

and His Majesty stationed infantry at the mouths

of the canals in order to watch and to guard

them against the extraordinary rise of the wafers

[of the Nile]^ which took place in the eighth year

[of his reig)i~\, in the aforesaid canals which

watered the fields and icere unusually deep

in this spot ; and His Majesty captured the town

by assault in a very short time, and he cut to

pieces the rebels who were therein, and he made

an exceedingly great slaughter among them, even

like unto that which ThoTH ^ and Hours, the son

of Isis and [the son of Osiris], made among

those who rebelled against them

' Tlo Demotic version has Rfi.

VOL. I. N
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27 " wlien they rebelled in this very place ; and

" behold, those who had led on the soldiers and

" were at their head, and who had disturbed the

"borders [in the time of his father, and who had

" committed sacrilege in the temples, when His

" Majesty came to Memphis to avenge his father

28 " and his own sovereignty he punished, according

" to their deserts, when became there to celebrate]

" the festival of the receiving of the sovereignty

" from his father ; and [besides this], he hath set

" aside [his claim to]

29 " the things which were due to His Majesty, and
'' which were [then] in the temples, up to the

" eighth year [of his reign, which amounted to

"no small sum of] money and grain; and His

" Majesty hath also set aside [his claim] to the

"cloths of byssus which ought to have been given

"to the royal house and were [then] in the

" temples,

30 "and also the tax which they (i.e. the priests)

" ought to have contributed for dividing the

" cloths into pieces, which was due up to this day

;

" and he hath also remitted to the temples the

"grain which was usually levied as a tax on the

"corn-lands of the gods, and likewise the measure

" of wine which was due as a tax on the vineyards

31 "[of the gods]; and he hath done great things

" for Apis, and Mnevis, and for every shrine which

" contained a sacred animal, and he expended upon

4f-

1
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them more than did his ancestors ; and his heart

hath entered into [the consideration of every-

thing] which was right and proper for them

at every moment ; and he hath given everything

which was necessary for the embalming of their

bodies, lavishly, and in magnificent abundance;

and he liath undertaken the cost of their main-

tenance in their temples, and the cost of their

great festivals, and of their burnt offerings, and

sacrifices, and libations

;

[and he hath respected the privileges of the

temples, and of Egypt, and hath maintained

them in a suitable manner according to what is

customary and right ; and he hath spent] both

money and grain to no small amount

;

and [hath provided] everything in great abund-

ance for the house wherein dwelleth the Living

Apis ; and His Majesty hath decorated it with

perfect and new ornamentations of the most

beautiful character always ; and he hath made

the Living Apis to rise [like the sun], and hath

founded temples, and shrines, and chapels [in his

honour]
;

[and he hath repaired the shrines

which needed repairs, and in all matters apper-

taining to the service of the gods

he hath manifested the spirit of a beneficent god
;

and during his reign, having made careful inquiry,

he hath restored the temples which were held in

the greatest honour, as was ri^lit] ; and in return
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" for these things the gods and goddesses have given

" him victory, and power, and life, and strength,

" and health, and every beautiful thing of every

" kind whatsoever, and

36 " in respect of his exalted rank, it shall be estab-

" lished to him and to his children for ever and
" ever, with happy results (or, life)."

And it has entered into the heart[s] of the

priests of the temples of the South and of the

North, and of each and every temple [that all the

honours which are paid

37 [to the King of the South and North (Ptolemy,

the ever-living, the beloved of Ptah 1 the God who

[maketh himself manifest, whose deeds are beau-

[tiful, and those which are paid to the Father-

[loving Gods who begot him, and to the Beneficent

[Gods who begot those who begot him, and to

[the Brother-Gods who begot the begetters of his

[begetters,]

38 and to the Saviour-Gods, shall be [greatly in-

creased]
; and a statue of the King of tlie South

and North [ Ptolemy, ever-living, beloved of Ptah
],

the God who maketh himself manifest, the lord

of beauties, shall be set up [in every temple,

[in the most prominent place], and it shall be

39 called by his name 'M Ptolemy
J,

the Saviour

OF Egyi'T," the interpretation (?) of which is
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"(Ptolemy
J,

the viCTORiors one." [And it

[shall stand side by side witli a statue of the Lord

[of the gods (?), who giveth him the weapon of

[victory, and it shall be fashioned after the manner

[of the Egyptian^, and a statue of this kind shall

[be set up in]

40 all the temples which are called by his name.

And adoration shall be paid unto these statues

three times each day, and every rite and ceremony

which it is proper to perform before them shall be

performed, and whatsoever is prescribed, and is

fitting for their doubles, shall be performed, even

as it is performed for the gods of the Nomes

during the festivals and on every sacred day (?),

on the day of [his] coronation, and on his name-

day. And there shall likewise [be set up] a

41 magnificent (?) statue of the King of the South

and North f Ptolemy, ever-living, beloved of

PtahJ, the God who maketh himself manifest,

whose deeds are beautiful, the son off Ptolemy
J,

and (ArsinoeJ, the Father-loving gods, and

with the statue there shall be a magnificent

shrine, [made] of the finest copper and inlaid with

real stones of every kind,

42 in every temple which is called by his name ; and

this statue shall rest in the most holy place [in

the temples] side by side with the shrines of the
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gods of the Nomes. And on tlie days of the great

festivals, when the god [of the temple] cometh

forth from his holy habitation^ according to his

day, the holy shrine of the God who maketh him-

self manifest, the lord of beauties, shall likewise

be made to rise [like the Sun]

43 with them. And in order to make this new

shrine to be easily distinguishable [both at the

present day, and in future times, they shall set]

upon this shrine [ten royal double crowns, made of

[gold, and upon eacli double crown there shall be

[placed the serpent which it is right and proper to

[make for the double crown of gold], instead of

the two Uraei

41 wdiicli are [placed] upon the tops of shrines, and

the Sekhent Crown shall be in the middle of

them, because it was in the Sekhent Crown in

which His Majesty shone in the House of the Ka
OF Ptah (i.e., Memphis)

45 at the time when the King entered into the temple,

and performed the ceremonies which it was meet

and right for him to perform on receiving the

exalted rank [of King! . And on the upper

surface of the square pedestal which is round

about these crowns, and in the middle part

thereof [which is immediately beneath] the double

Crown [they shall engrave a '][)aj)yrus j^^^^^^'

and a ylant of the soiUh; (Did they ahall set

them in such a icay that a vultiore, a\
, iqjoit
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Uf^hj '^—y, beneath ivldch a i^laut of the south

[shall he found , shall he affixed to the right-hand

\up])er corner of the golden shrine, and a serpe)it,

[fL , under which is neh ^

—

^
, placed ujion] a

papyrus plant, [3liall be affixed] to tlie left-hand

side [at the upper corner] ; and

46 the interpretation [of these signs is] :

—
" Lord of

" tlie shrine of Nekhebet, and Lord of the shrine

''of Uatchet, who illuminetli the Land of the

" White Crown, and the Land of the Ked Crown."

And inasmuch as the last day of the fourth month

of the season Shemu ^ (i.e., Mesore), which is the

birthday of the beautiful, ever-living god, is already

established as a feast day, and it hath been ob-

served as a day of festival in the lands of HoRUS

(i.e., the temple-lands) from olden time; and more-

over, the seventeenth day of the second month of

the season Seat ~ (i.e., Paoit),

47 whereon [His Majesty] performed the ceremonies

of royal accession, when he received the sovereignty

from his father, [is also observed as a day of

festival], aod behold [these days] have been the

source of all [good] things [wherein all men have

participated] ; these days, that is to say, the

seventeenth and the last day of each month shall

be kept as festivals in the temples

48 of Egypt, in each and every one of tlicm ; and on

' The season of the Inundation, or, our sunimor.

• Our autumn and early winter.
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these days burnt offerings shall be offered up, and

meat offerings, and everything which it is right

and customary to perform at the celebration of

festivals shall be performed on these days every

month, and on these festivals every man shall do

(i.e., offer up) what he is accustomed to do on

[other] fes-

49 tivals in the temples. [And the priests also de-

creed] that the things which [are brought to the

temphb-] as offerings shall he given unto the per-

sons who [minister in the temples; and festivals

and processions shall he estahllshed in the temples,

and in all Ef/ypt, in ho)iour o/] the King of the

South and North, T Ptolemy, ever-living, beloved

of Ptah
J,

the God who maketh himself manifest,

whose deeds are beautiful, each year,

50 beginning with the first day of the first month of

the season Shat (i.e., Thoth) up to the fifth day

thereof; [and on these days the people shall wear]

garlands on their heads, and they shall make

festal the altars, and shall offer up meat and drink

offerings, and shall perform every thing which it

is right and proper to perform. And the priests

of all the temples which are called after his name

51 shall have, in addition to all the other priestly

titles which they may possess, the title of " Ser-

'* vant of the God who maketh himself manifest,

" whose deeds are beautiful ''; [(uul this title shall
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\he endorsed on all deeds and documents which are

[laid np in the temples] ; and they shall cause to

be engraved on the rings which they wear on

their hands, the title of " Libationer of the God
'' who maketh himself manifest, whose deeds are

*' beautiful."

52 And behold, it shall be in the hands of those who

live in the country, and those who desire [it], to

establish a copy of the shrine of the God who

maketh himself manifest, whose deeds are beauti-

ful, and set it up in their houses, and they shall

be at liberty to keep festivals and make rejoicings

[before it] each month

53 and each year; and in order to make those who

are in Egypt to know [ivhy it is that the Egyptians

l^pay honour—as it is mo.^t right and proper to

[cZo

—

to the God who maketh himself beautiful,

[whose deeds are heaiitiful, the priests have decreed^

that this Decree shall \he inscribed] upon a stele of

54 hard stone in the writing of the words of the gods,

and the writing of the books, and in the writing

of the Haui-nebui (i.e., Greeks), and it shall be

set up in the sanctuaries in the temples which

[are called by] his name, of the first, second, and

third [class], near the statue of the HoRUS, the

King of the South and North, r Ptolemy, ever-

living, beloved of Ptah
J,

the God who maketh

himself manifest, whose deeds are beautiful.
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THE EOSETTA DECEEE.

The Hieroglyphic Text of the Stele ob^

Damanhur and the Eosetta Stone, with Inter-

linear Transliteration and Translation.

n I z] n

o n

Renpit xxiii Qerpiaiset sesu xxiv

Year xxiii rd, month Gorpiaios, day xxivth,

^ W
-= LP

enti lirl en dinmu Ta-Mert

which niaketh for the inhabitants of Ta-Mert (Egypt)

:=^ S^ ® nil <=>
abet-ftu Pert sesu xxiv kher

the fourth month of the season Pert, day xxiv, under

Hern-lid hitnnu

Q
M U

hen en Hern-lid haniiu liluid

the majesty of Horus-Ea, the Child, who hath risen

}
^

em suten her

Ucmi
d.st tej'-s

as king upon the throne of his father, lordoftheslirines

of Nekhebet and Uatchet,
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^=^

ur

X
«»

2)eh-j>ek smen taut

miglity one of two-fold strength, stablisLer of tlie two
lands.

H LP (2,'^0

se-nefer Ta-mert menkh ah hher

making beautiful Egypt, whole-hearted in respect of

a cq

iieteru Heru nub menkli diikh en

the gods, the Horus making perfect (o>-, the life of

of gold, prosperous)

I
haiiieuiet

men.

D

neh Ijcbu ft'f^o Ftah md

lord of 30 -year festivals Ptah like,

atId

Prince

20

lid md

Rci like,

I

auten biit

king of the South and North,

' The iiunibcrd in parentheses are those of the lines of the Stele

of Damanliur.
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(olliiiiiiJuJlii]

f
Neterui-}v erui-citni-dua-setep-en-Ptah-

Usr-ka-Rd-Amen-sekhem-dnl-h 1
sa Rd

son of the Sun,

f5flStiPf35t-^l ,1,1

netend

fPtolemy, living for ever, of Ptah belovedl
, ,!i^®.^Y^ S^^fV— •" ^ J^Epiphanes,)

Ptulmis dnhh ichetfa Ptah-meri

perui

coming forth

(3) y (MSM IZ
sa en Ptulmis hend

son of Ptolemy and

Q
S^ ^^

Arsenat neterui dtui merui

Arsinoe, the gods Philopatores, [being] priest

dh

y ('^ f
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(4)
^ a ,11, + ,1

nn2

hd neter j^erhend neterui citul merui

and [of] the gods Philopatores, and [of] the god
Epiphanes,

'°f]^W
Ptnlmis

Ptolemy,

^ \\ I' ]

sa Perrites

son of Pyrrhides

;

an

being

Temferiat

Demetria,

sat Thulimelcus

1]
(5)

dangliter of

F^=^

Telemachus,

the bearer of

D

shell

the prize

en

of

X
^ a

qen

victory

mr7

of

Berenikat ta menkhet du Arrseiiat

Berenice-Euergetes, being Arsinoe,

A Q
n AA/V\AA

sa< Qii/niKs fa tennu

daughter of Cadmus, bearer of the basket

(Canephoros)

' The names in brackets are, of course, not to be found in tlie

copy of the Decree of Rosetta dated in the ixtli year of the reign

of Ptolemy Epiphanes.
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i^ (6)
ii-:^ ^=3:^

i\'\.l
ma
of

Arsennt ta sens meri

Arsinoe-Philadelplius,

D

Irenat

Irene,

sat

daughter of

an

being

Ftnlmis

Ptolemy,

fl -y r^sy^oi-^^
ah en

priest [ess] of

Arsenat ta dtef-s meri

Arsinoe-Philopator

;

°
w (7) p n111'^ [TTJCrDII-D

sesu pen sekhaui an mem madu
clay this. Decree : Being the chiefs of the temples.

1! 1 Ki
dimneteru henu heru seftheta netev

theprophets, those who are over the secret thelibationers,

things of the gods,

-—fl n I %=j^ n

dq

J 1D 111

er hu tcJieser smeru neteru

who go into the place holy to array the gods

Yifnrrt^
I I AAA/w\

^ ^ I III
satet-senem

in their apparel,
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/.
^ fl '^M I I I

hend dim neter slid Jid thi

and the scribes of the divine and the learned

books, men

f" I
2>ani-dnkh

of the double house of life, and

hend na hi dhit

the other priests

em dterti Beset Meht

who have come from the sanctuaries of the South [and]

North

\\
heh

o
V

hru endu Aneh-hetchet em

into IMemphis at the festival of the day of

^^ D

sJiej)

receiving

'U^
sit ten it

the sovereignty

ma

from his father

A/VW\A

an hen

the majesty,
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silten hat Ptulmis dnkh tchetta Ptah-merl

tlie King of the Soutli Ptolemy, the ever-living, beloved

and North, of Ptah,

1
per

III
neferu

J I I I

tieter per neh

god Epiphanes, lord of beauties,

ah-sen

thev entered

er

n
sehetch sekhen

(9) 4^ =^

into the sehetch where met [the

chamber priests]

Mahha-taui

[in] Makha-tani,

\n\
as-su

behold (?)

9.

I

AAAAAA

I I I I

ha-sen

they declared [thus] :

—

^\\ .^^
J m- fl

mdti

Since

unen ateh (?) neteru-meri hend

it is that hath the gods-loving and
given (?) [king],

sate II hat

King of the v

South and Nortli,

[Neterui-inerui-dtui-daa-setep-en-Pta/i-

L'sr-ka-Ra-A men-sekhem dnkh I
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rs^^q^p^ D '^a
sa RIa Ptulmib- aiihli tclieffa Ptah meri

son of the Ptolemy, the ever-living, the beloved of Ptah,

Sun,

;]:]

neterui perui

m
lieferaneb liefera khet neh

the two gods Epiphanes, lord of beauties, things all

Tl ^ li, (10) ^ "^^'^

I 111 -t^ J^ nnn
em Htru talu

to the Lands of Horus, (the

quantities, temples ?j

neferu

beautiful

I I I

ant

in great

10. --p

hf7

i I I I

dni-dCiL nehit

and [to] the dwellers in them all,

(2^

daid-J'

her

and [to]

^"
menkhetsa-neh her

every one [who is] on his dignity (or, office) excellent.

(^ III /V\AAAA ^ k ^ ^

er (7use II unen-f em nefer sa

the whole of them, being he like a god, the son of

^ via ft-
dvi-fneter ertd tn nefert du-f em .^tut

a god, given by a goddess, [for] he is in the likeuess of

VOL. I.
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.^n>~

Heru b-a Ast sa Asclr dnetch

Horus, son of Isis, son of Osiris, tlie avenger of

tef-f Asdr

his father Osiris

;

ds-su ^len-f

behold, his Majesty

11.

em db menhh kher neteru

possessing a divine heart beneficent towards the gods,

^

V w II

erta-nef nuhu uru hd

he hath given gokl [in] large quantities [and] grain

^^^
I iJi imcniini A J] ^

n
I I I

qenii da madu hd ertd-nef shepsu

very much to the temples; and he hath given noble [gifts]

/H LP
III ^ Jl <=:> I s^ ©
uru du liher-d Ta-Mert er

very many for the stablishing of Egypt, [and] to

— SB (fHi

se-tettet khent

make stable [its] advancement

;
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12.
'"aa/vaaa 1

ertd-nef

lie hatli given

y I
en refit (?)

to the foot soldiers

^^ "^

A/VWV\

une)i

being

^=.

her daub - f urt iml

on his dignity (or, office) great according to

£=i —"

—

10^ I I I

qet-sen

their rank

;

linen

[of the taxes]

dn-nef

he hath cut off

I I I

\—'^^^ '/yyy'/y' CL
I I I

am-sen unen .... iim-sen

some of them, [and he hath lightened] some of them
;

- fl /W/V\A
OQ ^

o?7^A uneniu menjita

he hath made to be the soldiers

AAA/V\A rJ'r

//^7 iineniu

and the people (?)

haq-tu

prosperous
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13. (13) ^^
O

em rek - f
in his time

;
[tlie sums due to the royal

treasury] from

I
1

I I

"^ ^
© ^ Oh

luimemet nu Baqet hd mdtet sa-neh

the inhabitants of Egypt and likewise from everyone

AA/V^A

/VAA^AA I

tm c?i her

(^

daut-f

[who] was on his dignity (or, office) excellent,

(^ III - III A ^^^ IS
er du-8eii ertd ^ol Iten-f er ta

the whole of them gave them his Majesty to the ground

WJSl [i I IJ I I I

em

in

heshet-sen er ten-sen

their accounts however great were they

;

14.

khu-nef

(14)

shepiu

I

_}^^3 ^

-itTi em

he hath shown clemency to the prisoners [who] were in
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/WVV\A
I I I

hert ntn sa-ueh em son enen

prison, ordering every one among tliem to be released

w ^[rr] \\ I

em driti er du-seu utu hen-f

from [his] act, all of them ; ordered his Majesty,

n m + *
em tfhf'f (Ir I'het netcra hd nuhu

saying : The things of the gods, and the money,

15.
III

hd ertd

[and] the wheat which ought

er

to

®

to be given

A

o <=>

renpit her

IQi
neterii het

the temples

t'>p renpit her l-Jict if eh

at the beginning of the year, and things of all kinds

ncteru em ahet jni drercr em sel'het

of the gods, in the land of the vines, in the fields
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(15) 9

ROSETTA STONE TRANSLATION

AAAAAA

of

m
^ AAAA/V\

^ III

7^e.92je^ 7;cZ Met neh unen

the nome, and thiiios of all kinds beino-

khert-sen hher hen tef-f sheps

to them under the Majesty of his father holy,

in.

er erfd

shall be allowed

^^•^
I I I

men-sen

to remain they

[L AAA/V\A

I I I

JcJier-seji

with them

l^VS) qp- ^
nhi-nef ask tern erfd

he ordered :— Behold, not shall be made

meh

full

(^mz
J]

J]

e w

ddu i

W

^??i haul

li kf
/^?i?z7<^ r^«?, ddui dim

the treasury (?) by the hands of the priests with more

A/V/WV% n o
ry nnen erfd am nnfert cr renjnt ud

than was placed in [it] up to thefirst year of
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n

hen ^^f - f slieiis er

the Majesty of his father holy
;

aiuat

remitted

£3*
^Ci

en hen-f

his Majesty

11 III
du nefer het unnut {?) em utl-sen du

to the courses of the their journey in boats on
priests the Nile

Arlcsdnferes-mtt (?)

to the city of Alexander

if
i I I

cm <i[)

at tlie beginning of

Vf; \\M% \^^ ^r ^
O

en renpit utu-nef dsk tern ertd

the year ; he commanded : behold, not shall be allowed

^ X

nehem-tu

~f s

6'(l hhenm tcr

to be seized [for the folk wlio arc boatmen ; the cloths

forced service]
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(17) /wwv^ D^ Sj^

^^
:/^^? «n sntenet em

of byssus made for llie royal palace in

P P P
imncrT]

the temples

10 i-—fl

10. v.« a

1 7^
I I I

^^a iitu-iief hhesef l-seii

he commanded to return two-thirds of them-

^
U ^^--^ ^ ,^^ _^^ ^^^^^^ ^ Q ^
# ^ <CZ> ^-' AAAAAA

,
, , ^ ^^^

> I /^AA/W^ III £2i (cJ
I

mdtet dru hhet neU unen-sen tdt-tu sa

similarly, all things [which] had been set aside

^
> ' ' lAlA III

'hn drit-scn to{(pfpt hcn-f

there the doing of them established [tlioiii] liis majesty

I III /wwvv \ ^
'
III AAAA/W I A

er tep-seu iinen-f her meh-sa

in their former condition; he was taking care
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ciH da ur her dri khet neh tut

great exceedingly to do thing every wliich ought

-<s>-

III ^ ? m
e?i rtri e??i seM nu neteni

to be done in respect of the matters of the gods,

mf'i entl

even as [they were done]

I I I I # ^ <=> - -H (^ I

e?* tep-sen vidtet dm ertdt-tu

in their former similarly, hath been made
[ways]

/n
^ W

I'lif'V-d drit-rif't mch-i^a-thil

iirnily [what] lie hath done; [ho] hath taken care

^ Si r^
her ertd mad

to give justice

i Here the engraver of the Damanhur Stele omitted the rjreattr

part of the text of two linos.
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20.
IZSZl ^ I

sd

foot- soldiers.

nix n ^
semsem

horses.

J ^-rV-r,
I

kehenu

[and] ships

21. (10)
"^

her

m J\

em lihesef oi iu

to repulse those who were invading

AA
'^

mdtet emQemt em {it

Egypt by land as well as by

hhu-iwf nuhu hd urn

sea ; he distributed gold and wheat very much

Uatch-ui

/WVV^A

AAAAA^

I I I

m i_n

er-sen se-l'her-d Heru taiu her Ta-Mert

to them, making prosperous the lands of and Egypt.
Horus

22. |iIj|(20)

shads

!\n^ ki
hen-f (hi

Marched his Majesty against [Lycopolis].

hhenti Uiset

Uiset . .
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I

201

dsehiu

rebels

ZI
•o

nn

AA/v/W\

I I I

tcJier enti (iri-sen

because they had done

[who] were

hcbcs

injuries

em db - /
within it,

Hern taiu

the lands of Horus

AA/V\AA

I I Ira
teh-sen

attacked them

if

and

mdtenn

by road

I (5

I I I

urn

great

I

em

in

ammn
to those in

an hen-f

his Majesty,

Baqet

Egypt,

24. 4^ &

ah

he raised

": '

<S=< ii I

tin eh

walls.

A/VVWS

ton-nef

i^^=^

he dug trenches

(21)
I I I

er-sen sta

AAAAAA

I I I

er-sen

against them ; whatsoever would lead against them

a

(iritl ."^nfen t r/d-iief

made the king, gave he
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25.

ROSETTA STONE—TRANSLATION

A/V\AAA

I III VI

retu (?) -/ metch-tii

his foot-soldiers [in] the depth of

re-sen erfcl an hen-/

their mouths
;

placed his Majesty

'^1

26. D
AAAAAA

A
O

kes jjen heq en hen-f

this place ; captured his majesty

temdit

city

A/v^/v^A_

ten

this

em

ty

nekht

assault

(22)

em

in

L O ^^
reh netches

a time little,

JW] "^>^

dsehiu

I AAAAAA

•0

]iJiehl,-Jieh-)ief dsehiu ini em dh-s

he liacked to pieces the rehels who were within it,

A/W-/\A

I I I

^ ^^^

dri-nef-sen em at ur dat

made he them into a slaughter great exceedingly,
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^
J

vidtet drl en Trhutl hd Heru sa A^t

even as made Tliotli and Horus, son of Isis,

Q) ^cI2>~

sa Asdr her

son of Osiris, on

27J
hit

place

D
O

2)6)1

this

^
I I I I

dseblu her-sen em

tlie rebels against them in

^ u
her seh

[when] rehelled

QP
^^ 5('23)i.

asA; tchefeh mdsha (?) un-seit em

Behold, the leaders of the soldiers [who] were at

Kr" AA/WAA

III!
n

V^ I I I © 111

fep-seii setem-sen ieslni

their head, they had disturbed the borders

> The first Hue of the hieroglyphic text of the Rosetta Stone

begins with
[J

I v—/o

.
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28.
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heh

festival

V
eu

of

D

shep

the receiving

1
Od

sutemt md tef - f em haa ertd-nef

sovereignty from liis father ; moreover, he hath given
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3S

hen - f er

his Majesty to

ta mdtet drib

(24)

the earth likewise

em fer

the pieces

1 i2i

1 1 I /W\A/V\

ell peq ertcl er nuten un

of byssus to be given to the royal treasury being

<=> I I I III ©
Itlier mail pan

in the temples,

I I I

hd fitct meiii ter-en-sen

and what ought to for dividing their pieces

have been levied

MIL
neferit cr

up to

se.sii poi dhd-iicf ua

day this ; he hath remitted to

I I i

Y .-^

10
ncteru heta em I'd

the temples the grain (or levied as tax on the ground
produce)

site /-tit

\h-
£2^

"U .S'lf

' Line 2 of the Rosutta Stoiio begins liere.
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em

of

ahet

the fields

K (^5) hw
em sti

the measure

31. z=z

of

nu

of

(iTAiD
drp

wine

m
neteru

the gods,

mdtet dru

likewise

em

of

ahet

the fields

I

nu

of

dn'ti-iu'/

I I I y I
arer anit-nej Ichet

the vine; he hath done things great for

]lai>

Apis,

Mer-ur

[and] Mnevis, and

(^

am neh

for every shrine containing a

sacred animal^,

i^
CL

I I I AA^A/V\
^

/j/at em heru er drl-seu dn tep-du

expending very much more than did they [his] ancestors

^ Liue 3 of the Rosetta Stone begins licro.
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^ ^ n I I I

dh -f dq her mad-sen

liis heart entered upon what was right [for] them

32. £= ^ ^:37 ^^ ^ ^^37

e?n o^ ??p?> ertd-nff JJirt neh

at moment every ; he 2;ave thino's all

23^ (26) 7^
Î I I ^

AA/WAA

^ (O

fchdr-sen er dh tchet-sen urtit

they required for embalming their bodies, abundantly,

tchesertu

magnificently

;

»iy

55?
X

AA/\A/\A

U I I I

thet-nef

he hath undertaken

seJihen-sen

their existence

I I I i I I

ai^ neterU'hetu-.^ea em

in their temples, in respect of great burnt offerings,

festivals.

/I\

se-kher

/WWNA
I

ywwv\

I I I
I I

it/e/i ?< u sen

[and] the stablishing the oflferings of them
;

VOL. I. P
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'' ^l'li'°- ...

nubu lid uru

money [and] grain, [in] large quantities,

34.

kliet

^ —**—

r~\vn 1 I I

her hhet neb md dsh-sen

and things every in great abundance

er

for

Q ^ w D

diikh

Y
het sekhen enti Hap diikh hd

the house of living of Apis, the living one ; and

1

sdihaker

ornamented

u
an hen-f em hat menlcliet

his Majesty [it] with work perfect

^ W n fl
s

•]iema iipferui-s cm shes mad sekhdd

[and] new, twice beautiful in very truth ; he hath

was it exalted

1 Line 4 of tho llosetta Stone bef'in.s lioro.
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Help dn'kh er sdset-nef

Apis, tlie living, he founded

IQ I I I

neteru-hetit

temples.

I I I

kJtaukhemt

[and] shrines [and] chapels

35 §' i\f^^\^ ]]

asm enen

in return for these things

m A
X

«. fl

nek]itertd-nef neteru neterd qea

have given him the gods and victory, power,

goddesses

a nidi

life.

u tella

strength.

f

soih her k/iet

health, and thing

neb nefer

every beautiful.

A
I I I

er an-sen

all of them, [and]

1 Line o of the Uosctta Stono bogina liere
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36. ^^ /I\

(^

er dat-f urt tettet-tu kher - f
as concerns his dignity great, it shall be to liim

stablislied

lid

and

Icharfu - f tchetta hd sekhen nefer

his children for ever, and a happening happy.

X7 z1

I

dh nicaq-s em ao en dhu

It hath entered into the heart of the priests of

M'

dterti Reset

# Lczsinj I I I

3Ieht md dsh-sen

the temples the South and North, however many they

of may be,

37.
[^JD

py
en kheper-sen

i Line 6 of the Rosetta Stone begins here.
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38. lo|c< lo|=l /vwA^^
jl

J
I y^^^j^^

her neterui netchid tchenfit en tut-sen

and [to] the Saviour- tlielionours wliicli are proper

Gods, for them

;

emtutu

A Y2
s-a/t(Cha lilient

V
ea suten hid

likewise shall be set up a statue of the King of the

South and North,
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netch nu UtcJiat hehd - f pu Ptulmis

tlie Saviour of Egypt, the meaning of Ptolemy^
wliicli is

;,

\iie\kh

tlie victorious one,

40.
vrr:\

ni

erpau

^

neh her ren-f shems

temples all by his name ; shall be

adored

Y°̂2i

liJicnt

statue

D® o raIS -

(qyen em sep iii. em Icher Iwu

this times three in the course of the day,

he an

Q

erid

m
mad em-hah-seii

and shall be the performance of due rites before them,
done

^ Line 7 of the Rosetta Stone begins here.
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^ \\ 1 I I

driti'Sen tep-ret neh

\-i V
tut en

shall be done prescribed tiling every wliat is proper for

for them

I I I y J Hu
lea-sen md drl en nctenc hespit

their doubles, as is done for the gods of the nomes

mi
"^ziZy I X I

ra

1 o
em hehu (*'[> her

in the festivals each season, and [on] the day of

O
h ru

4-

Pll

hhd(l

f W ra

o
CZDI ^(3

emtittu

T
hdal hru em ren-f

his corouation and [on] the day of his name, likewise

mesea

statue

41.

khu en suten hat Ptiilmis dnkh tchetta Ptah-iJieri

glorious (?) of the King of Ptolemy, ever-living,

the South and North, of Ptah beloved,
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1 - Ill %J y (MSM\
neter per neh neferic sa en Ptulmis

the god lord of beauties, son of Ptolemy
Epipliaues,

- fl

henoy

and

S3^

] ,1.1
-

Arrsenat iietend-dtui-meri md

Arsinoe, the gods Philopatores, and

hlient

a statue

J]
[3a-i ^ 1 n MA f

—
[fl\ D J iii^' I ^ F^

/^^ Aj6i7'a shep-s em uasm

and a shrine august of fine copper

CXZ>f

meh em dat neh en mad

inlaid with stone of every kind of genuine,

42T h
I I

^ CZDl

em erpau iieh her ren-f hetep em

in temples all by his name; shall rest in

[the statue]

I Line 8 of the Uosetta Stone boerius here.
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J
v^ o m

hic tcJiescr her liarau nu neteru

place the holy with the shrines of the gods of

hespu

the nomes

;

L'^ o
ra

liriiar dref liru hehu

now therefore, on the day of the festivals

1 TIII I I (A 11131

uru j)er neicr em qehhei-f sheps

great [when] cometh the god from his sanctuary holy,

^? ^^ III ^ ^
n Q

a

sckJiddrr sa hm - J u.m-sen cmtutii

on his day, among them likewise shall be raised up

f y 1ffl ai' ^ I ^
kara shops en neter per

(27)

neb

the shrine holy of the god Epiphanes, the lord of

neferu

beauties,
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4:3 /W\AAA «^ ^ ^^

her-scn er ertd sa-tu kara

witli them
;
[and] to make to be recognized slirino

cm. [rai^ Vf'v-v '^^ ^

tlien em hru sehhent her tep

this on [this] day Sekhent crown on top of

^A/W\A
C ^ V

^=» ^1:^

Ci

kara then em-dsii en urtet

shrine this in the place (?) of the uraei

44.
AAAAA^ I I

nii her fep karau I'lu

[which] are on the top[s] of shrines, being

V! T ^ ^ B'

—

9 a
V I <y <=^ <=> ^ w cr^ in

sekhent em her-dh dru tcher enti pest

the Sekhent in the middle of them, because shone

Crown

' Liuu y uf tho Ito^sotta Stone begins here.
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hen-f

his Majesty

[Ul
d D ^

dm-f

in it

cm Het-ll'aj-Ptah

in tlie House of the ka of Ptah

45. J n^
em s-dri-vef mad neh en bes

when he performed every lawful thing when entered

M
suten er

the king into

neter het hliefb

the temple when

shep-nef

he received

T ^^

dat urt emtiitit erfa em hes

the dignity great, likewise shall be placed on the place

^

\er en

D

ltdid

^ W

enth

Dk^ Ti \

em-sa sehfunt dpen

upper of the square which [is] hy the crowns these

pedestal side of
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T -111
D

'

on dq en SeJihent iien

in tlie middle of Sekhent Crown this

^ A n •'»

htn' (l<~^f-s dh

papyrus on its side left

4G. ^^==^ D

hehd-f ]DU sehetch

its meaning (?) being Lord of the shrines of illuminer

Nekhebet and Uatchet,

rvr\

*~^ ^ ^^ \\ AAAAAA ^-c»\

taid tchcr cnti tin dhe/AY.shemn

of the land of the White and because is of month the
Crown, and the land of fourth of the

the iicd Crown season Shcniu,

o (28) ra
IP 1 J t

drq hru mes neter nefer dnkh

the last day, the day of birth of the god beautiful, living

' Lino 10 of tlie Rosctta Stone begins here.
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tchetta teffet-th em heh

Q
sehhdcl em

forever, is established as a feast [day], being kept in

as a festival

Sim
Hem taiu I'ltPr hat mdtct <iru en nhcf ii. Shut

the Lands of from olden similarly, of month the second

Horns time. of the season Shat,

nillll

hvu xvii.

day seventeenth, [whereon]

dru (?)

l^
t'lri-iipf dru (?) nu suten kluld rm

he performed the ceremony of royal accession,

shep

receiving

nef

M
suten it md tef - f

his the sovereignty from his father
;

QP
® o

. . .(29). .

a.s (ircf (ep em Ichet ueh

behold therefore, the source of things all
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«
inenJihet an md'i drliu

excellent ; let be observed

n]0 n D ^ n
III 10 iiiiiii

hru Open liru xvii.

days these, day 17

AA

o
drq^

m
hehem dhet neh em neo em

and the last day in month every as a festival in

P P P

madu

the temples

48. (^111
dii-seii

(3(D

emtutu ii(tinu Baqet du

of Egypt the whole of them, likewise shall be

offered

1 ^ ^-r--^
I I I

dkh sekher hd an

burnt offerings, libations and other and let be done
offerings,

Ichet

\
en (III em

ffl

neb tut

thing every which ought to be done in

hehu

the festivals

' Line 1 1 of the Rosetta Stone begins here.
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heh

Ho I i< O
hhetem neb dpeii tep cibet neh khet nch

at festivals these, month every, thing every

A/VVW\

^(^111 ffll l^oW
dritu-sen em hehu dpen du sa nch

[which] they do at festivals these let man every

<a>. —-—
^(^111
dritu-sen

do them

49.

em

in

lQ[f^,] [i«]
neteru hetu suten hat

the temples K^^ig o^ the South
and North,

'(IlliilTME3] 1 A
Ptulmis dnkh tchetta Ptah-merl

Ptolemy, livingforever, of Ptah beloved, God Epiphanes,

III I 1 I

tep renpitneh neferu

lord of beauties, each year

' Line 12 of the Rosetta Stone begins hero.
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50. IM 1^

shda

MiJO . <c=> ran
O III

neferit er hru v.tep sha

beginning the first day of up to day five;

the season Sha,

riV /VWNAA

I I I I

1 (30) Q
tep-SPii se-heh

[there shall be] on their heads, they shall make
garlands festal

mehii er

; w n I

Jchaiii

f n
m

^-r--^ I I I

sel'her 1x1let neh

the altars, and shall make offerings and thing every

and libations,

(^ J ^ \\

tit en (Irith

which it is proper to do.

P P [5

dhii nu maCm

The priests of the shrines

T
^ czu^

(^

^ i I I

em erpau neh her re)i-f ka-tu sen

in temples all in his name shall be called they

51.

hen neier per ne>

m
neferu

ra

(if

em hrru

''prophet of EpiphaneSj lord of beauties," in addition to
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I
A/^\AAA AAAAAA

I III IkM
dat dhiL en sen ami

[their] titles of honour of priests of them; and let

n
a I I I

- fl^']r (t
s-ertd-sen ser dat ah

cause them to be written the title of honour "libationer

V 1
neter i^er

III

en neter ver neh

of the God Epiphanes, lord of

neferu

beauties,"

I

her

upon

Q ^^ ^
I I I I

khetem dri fet-sen

the ring[s] which are on their hands

;

52

as drif

»±-k .

^ W

6V< ?^/i-s em (((fill

and behold, it shall be in tlie hands of

' Line 13 of the Rosetta Stone begins hero,

VOL. I. Q
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AA/WV\

I

/VNA/^vA

I

I ^ w tJi P

- fl

uneniu enti sen dh s-dhd mdtet

the people, those who desire [it] to set up a copy of

Jicira ten

y 1
eti

nrz3

iietei' per

III
neh neferu

shrine this of the God Epiphanes, lord of beauties,

criD

er

A/V\AAA

I I I TH
erfd un-s em pa-sen emtutu

[and] to make it to be in their house[s], likewise

I I I

sen dri

they may make

I ^ O
iep abet

every month

I I I

Q
Ji I

(1°

^e?>?« Jchddu dpen

festivals [and] rejoicings these

53.® 4
/ejo renpit er erfd sau-tn nn dmmu

[and] every year, to cause to understand those who are in
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...
If] ^ \^

1 n^ © 1 <:^
*
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'^
,
—-^_ T "^ "^

T
em erpau neh her ren - f em meh i meh ii

in temples all in Lis name, of the first, second,

III
,3„\fo| y m

meh iii. er-hs hhent en suten hat

third [class] near the statue of the King of the

South and North,

Cs^^^qpfagl-^^^l 1
Ftulmis dnkh tchetta Ptah merl neter per

Ptolemy, living for ever, of Ptah God Epiphanes,
beloved,

660 ^>^ l[

neh neferu

lord of beauties.
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